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ABSTRACT

Toxoplasma gondii is an obligate intracellular parasite capable of infecting
mammals, birds, reptiles, and fish. T. gondii only undergoes sexual reproduction in
a feline host. In all other organisms the parasite reproduces asexually, either as fast
growing tachyzoites or slow growing bradyzoites. Bradyzoites form latent cysts
inside the host cell that can lay dormant for years and convert back to tachyzoites
when the host’s immune system becomes weakened. Tachyzoites rapidly replicate
in the host cell, eventually causing it to lyse. While extracellular, tachyzoites repress
their own translation by phosphorylating the eukaryotic initiation factor eIF2α and
form microscopically visible aggregates of non-translating RNA and associated
proteins. These aggregates are generally called RNP granules.
In this work poly(A) binding proteins (PABP) in T. gondii were identified
and used to mark RNP granules. Visualizing RNP granule formation throughout the
process of parasite egress from the host cell revealed that RNP granules are formed
prior to host cell lysis. RNP granules were also found not to require polymerized
microtubules to form, or to localize to any particular position in the parasites.
Interestingly, RNP granules were not found in bradyzoites or under nutrient
starvation, despite reported eIF2α phosphorylated. Both conditions can be thought
of as gradual stressors, suggesting that RNP granule formation requires rapid
translational repression and/or a sudden increase in non-translating RNA and not
just eIF2α phosphorylation. Finally, it was observed that after 5 minutes of
extracellular exposure, the number of RNP granules in parasites decreased, with a
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corresponding decrease in plaque formation when these parasites were reintroduced
to host cells.
To follow up on these observations, a method for the isolation and analysis
of RNP granules from extracellular tachyzoites was developed. By using
paraformaldehyde cross-linking, RNP granules could be ‘frozen’ in their
conformation at a given time post egress. These cross-linked RNP granules were
then isolated by differential centrifugation and their protein components were
identified using mass spectrometry. RNP granules from freshly lysed parasites were
compared to those of parasites which had been extracellular for a prolonged period.
It was found that RNP granules from freshly lysed parasites lacked many of the
proteins found in more mature granules and contained no unique components.
Finally, the localization of the DEAD-box helicase TgHoDI into RNP
granules and the effect of TgHoDI on RNP granule formation and parasite fitness
were analyzed. Colocalization between TgHoDI and mRNA in tachyzoites outside
a host cell was examined using RNA-FISH. It was found that the decrease in RNP
granules after 5 min occurred in granules that did not contain TgHoDI. Analysis of
a TgHoDI knock out strain showed no change in the formation of RNP granules and
no decrease in parasite fitness. Together, these results suggest that TgHoDI
containing granules are not sites for mRNA degradation. Overall, this work reveals
that there are multiple types of RNP granules in extracellular T. gondii, and
establishes new tools for their analysis and characterization.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Eukaryotic organisms must contend with many different environmental conditions
which cause them stress. For single celled eukaryotes failure to cope with cellular stress
leads to death, while multicellular organisms may initiate apoptosis of stressed cells and
survive. While evolution has created a vast array of different organisms since the first cells,
the types of stress faced by cells are much the same as they’ve always been. It’s therefore
not surprising that the methods of coping with cellular stress are similar across many phyla,
likely having developed early in evolutionary history. In this work I focus on translational
repression in response to stress, and the formation of RNA-protein granules (RNP granules)
in particular. As such, I begin with a review of some of the common methods by which
cells control the translation of mRNA after it’s been transcribed. This type of control is
critical during cellular response to stress, so I provide a more detailed look the changes that
happen in a cell in response to some of the most common forms of stress, ultimately
focusing in on RNP granules and their importance in the life cycle of the intracellular
parasite Toxoplasma gondii specifically.

1.1. Translational control
The conserved eukaryotic stress response pathways include many alterations to
gene expression at the transcriptional level. However, if cells always had to transcribe
appropriate RNA before they could respond to stress they wouldn’t survive. Cells must
have a way to more rapidly change gene expression in response to changing conditions.
One key way that cells are able to reduce response time is to prepare mRNA transcripts in
advance and prevent their translation until the appropriate signal is received. Often mRNAs
1

contain regulatory structures and/or sequences in the 5' and 3' untranslated regions (UTRs).
These are referred to as cis-regulatory elements and are acted upon by trans-acting factors.
Trans-acting factors include RNA binding proteins (RBPs) as well as non-coding RNAs
such as micro-RNAs (miRNAs). RBPs bind to RNA via RNA binding domains (RBDs).
Known RBDs include the RNA recognition motif (RRM), K-Homology (KH), zinc finger,
Double-stranded RNA binding (dsRBD), Piwi/Argonaute/Zwille (PAZ), Pumilio/FBF
(PUF), and Trim-NHL domains [1]. The median length of a 3' UTR in human transcripts
is 1200 nt and on average 14 RBPs will bind to any single transcript [1]. With multiple
factors binding to a single transcript and interacting cooperatively and competitively with
each other, the cell has fine-tuned control over the localization, translation initiation and
elongation, and deadenylation and decay of the transcript. This section discusses the
importance of and methods for localizing transcripts in the cell, some of the most well
understood protein modifications that effect translation, and the use of miRNA in the
silencing of transcripts.

1.1.1. Localization
Since many copies of a protein can be made from a single transcript it’s much more
efficient to move the transcript to the required location, rather than each individual protein.
This helps to create a high local concentration of the protein where it is needed without
having to move each protein across the cell. It may also help prevent the protein from
interacting with substrates in other parts of the cell where it could create problems. The
archetypical example of mRNA localization for translational control is the movement of
oskar mRNA to the posterior pole of Drosophila melanogaster oocytes via microtubules.
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Proper localization of oskar ensures the proper patterning of the posterior body axis and
germline fate [2]. When oskar is mis-localized or translated at the wrong time, significant
patterning defects result, such as ectopic formation of the abdomen or loss of germ cells
[2]. The silencing and movement of mRNAs in the cell is mediated by RBPs. Translational
inhibition of oskar is achieved through multiple mechanisms including interaction with
Bruno, an RBP which binds multiple elements in the 3' UTR, as well as oligomerization of
oskar, which may aid in preventing the 43S pre-initiation complex from binding [1,2]. The
inhibited oskar is transported to the posterior of the oocyte by the plus end-directed
microtubule motor kinesin I [3].
Another example of essential transcript localization can be found in mammalian
fibroblasts. The binding of Zipcode binding protein (ZBP1) to a 54-nt long ‘zipcode’
sequence in the 3' UTR of β-actin mRNA, moves the transcript to the leading edge of the
fibroblast with the help of the motor protein KIF11. Though the mechanism of silencing
remains unclear, the β-actin mRNA is silenced while in the mRNA-protein complex
(mRNP). Phosphorylation of ZBP1 disrupts the interaction between ZBP1 and the mRNA
and allows translation to occur. Mis-localization of β-actin mRNA leads to disruptions in
cell motility [1].
In many cases, RBPs recognize and assemble sets of silenced transcripts into large
microscopically visible RNA-protein aggregates known as RNP granules. Studies in
neuronal cells have shown that these RNP granules are transported along the axon shaft in
a microtubule dependent fashion [4]. Interestingly, while there is evidence both for direct
interaction between RNP granule components and dynein, kinesin, and myosin motor
proteins, it has also been found the RNP granules associate with motile organelles and
3

‘hitchhike’ [5]. Annexin A11 acts as a link between the RNP granule and a lysosome or
endosome, transporting the RNP granules. What’s more, these motile organelles can act as
platforms for the local translation of their RNP granule cargo [4,5]. RNP granules are held
together by many interactions between the protein and RNA components. As such, their
assembly is triggered by modifications to the RBPs to stop translation and increase the
number of protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions that occur.

1.1.2. Modifications
The cis- and trans- interactions of RBPs in vitro depend on modifications such as
phosphorylation, SUMOylation, and methylation [4]. In neuronal cells it has been shown
that preventing post translational modification (PTM) of granule-associated proteins alters
granule dynamics through changes in the ability of the proteins to oligomerize [4]. While
a full review of PTMs controlling translation is beyond the scope of this work, one
modification in particular acts as a major translational switch in the cell.
Phosphorylation of eIF2α, is perhaps the most well described protein modification
that controls translation in the cell. Under normal conditions eIF2α forms a ternary complex
with GTP and Met-tRNA. This complex then binds the 40S ribosomal subunit along with
eIF1 and eIF1A to form the 43S pre-initiation complex that scans for the AUG start codon.
Once translation is started, eIF1 dissociates from the pre-initiation complex and the GTP
on eIF2α is hydrolyzed, allowing for dissociation of eIF2α-GDP from the complex. GDP
is then exchanged for GTP and a new round of translation initiation can begin [6]. When
eIF2α is phosphorylated on serine 51, the exchange of GDP for GTP is prevented,
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inhibiting translation of transcripts that rely on the formation of the pre-initiation complex
[7]. Widespread eIF2α phosphorylation occurs during stress, mediated by one or more of
four eIF2α kinases PERK, PKR, GCN2, and/or HRI (discussed in more detail in section
1.2). This favors translation of transcripts with long 5' UTRs and multiple upstream open

Fig 1.1. Phosphorylation of eIF2α represses translation and promotes RNP granule
formation by preventing the exchange of GDP for GTP. Without GTP, Met-tRNA cannot
be recruited and translation stalls. Non-translating RNA transcripts and RBPs aggregate

into RNP granules stabilizes by numerous multivalent interactions. (Adapted from Holcik
et al. 2015 [10])
reading frames (uORFs), which are common among mRNAs that encode for proteins
geared toward alleviating stress [8,9].
Another common PTM that occurs in response to stress is the addition of small
ubiquitin-like modifiers (SUMO) in a process known as SUMOylation [11]. SUMOylation
has been shown to be involved in protein activity, stability, and localization. Mammals
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have three SUMO isoforms [11]. Following heat, oxidative stress, glucose deprivation, and
osmotic stress there is a rapid increase in global SUMO-2 and SUMO-3 conjugation. This
is thought to generally have a protective effect, as knockdown of SUMO-1 makes cells
more susceptible to oxygen/glucose deprivation-mediated cell death. [12]. SUMO-1 and
SUMO-2 have both been found to independently promote the formation of the translation
initiation complex by binding directly to multiple components of the eIF4F complex. In
both cases, the result is the translation of proteins involved in cell proliferation and the
inhibition of apoptosis [11,13]. It is difficult to generalize the effect of SUMOylation
because of a complex interplay between SUMOylation and several other PTMs including
phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and acetylation, each of which may affect and/or be
affected by SUMOylation [12].

1.1.3. miRNA
While many RBPs can bind mRNA directly, others require an intermediate
molecule to direct them to the correct transcript or location on a transcript. miRNAs can
act as these intermediates, providing an RBD on one end and mRNA sequence specific
recognition on the other. In this way miRNAs provide a flexible system for bringing RBPs
to the target mRNA. miRNAs were originally discovered in C. elegans and now more than
2000 miRNAs have been identified in humans. miRNAs are 21-24 nt in length and, through
their interaction with argonaute, an RBP, they are involved in the control of development,
signaling, metabolism, and the immune system [1,14]. The miRNA is bound within
argonaute through interactions between the 5' end of the miRNA and the midi and piwi
domains of argonaute, as well as between the 3' end and the PAZ domain. Nucleotides 2 –
6

8 at the 5' end of the miRNA make up what is called the seed region, which pairs
imperfectly with the target sequence of the mRNA, often in the 3' UTR of the target [14].
The binding of the miRNA-argonaute complex to a target mRNA has a silencing effect,
allowing the cell to rapidly shut down translation of specific targets temporarily. However,
it is also often coupled with mRNA deadenylation, decapping, and decay by associated
components such as TNRC6 and GW182, as well as endonucleolytic cleavage by argonaute
itself [1,14]. Together the miRNA-argonaute complex is called the RNA induced silencing
complex (RISC) [1]. The use of miRNAs allows the proteins of the RISC to be rapidly
directed to specific mRNA sequences just by changing the miRNA component.
The influence of miRNA on translation is an important component of stress
response. In human cells, PERK induced miR-211 attenuates expression of CHOP,
reducing the likelihood of apoptosis [7]. PERK also mediates increases in miR30c-2, which
negatively regulates expression of XBP1, promoting apoptosis [7]. In D. melanogaster,
miR-980 targets Rbfox1 transcripts with extended 3' UTRs. During stress, miR-980 levels
are reduced, allowing for the upregulation of Rbfox isoforms containing low complexity
domains [15]. This triggers the assembly of mRNP granules where transcripts are destroyed
or stored until translation can resume.

1.2. Eukaryotic stress response
Out of the many types of stress that a cell might experience the most common types
are heat shock, the accumulation of unfolded proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),
and oxidative stress. The different transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms
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which eukaryotes use to cope with these stresses are similar and often linked, and have
come to be known as the integrated stress response (ISR) [7]. The most common aspect of
stress response is the formation of RNP granules, which are discussed in section 1.3. In
this section the proteins and pathways involved in signaling stress response, and controlling
whether that response is adaptive or apoptotic are discussed.

1.2.1. Heat shock
Cellular response to heat shock involves changes in the regulation of a large number
of genes. Studies in mouse embryonic fibroblasts found that approximately 9,500 genes
were affected, with upregulation of 10% and downregulation of 55% of all active genes
[16]. In almost all cases, this change in regulation is at the transcriptional level [16]. Heat
shock transcription factor 1 (HSF1) is one of 4 HSF genes found in vertebrates, and
orthologous to the only HSF gene found in invertebrates. HSF1 has been described as a
master transcriptional regulator of heat shock response (HSR) [17]. However, more
recently it has become clear that a large number of genes are regulated in a HSF1
independent manner [16,18]. During heat shock, the normally inactive monomer of HSF1
trimerizes and binds to arrays of five base-pair repeats (nGAAn), known as heat shock
elements (HSE), in the promoter of heat shock response genes such as Hsp70 [19,20]. The
presence of HSF1 in the promoter region can upregulate transcription by increasing
promoter-proximal pause release. Absent stress, approximately 10 % of RNA polymerase
II (Pol II), which interacts with the promotor region of a gene, quickly moves on to
initiation where it pauses approximately 100 bp downstream of the transcription start site
[16,21]. Pol II spends on average < 1 min in this paused state, after which time only 10%
8

of paused Pol II is released into productive elongation while the rest dissociates [21]. In
response to heat shock, P-TEFb kinase is recruited by HSF1 and phosphorylates
components of Pol II releasing it from the paused state and increasing productive
elongation [22,23]. The majority of genes which are upregulated in a HSF1 dependent
manner are chaperones, protecting the cell from the accumulation of misfolded proteins
[18]. However, the binding of HSF1 to the promoter region of a gene does not always
induce upregulation. A genome wide study found that 53% of genes which had HSF1
bound to the promoter during heat shock were downregulated through an unknown, HSF1independent mechanism [16]. Moreover, the same study found that HSF1 is directly
responsible for only a fraction of the 1,500 genes upregulated during heat shock, and nearly
none of the downregulated genes [16]. Despite the accumulation of misfolded proteins,
cellular response to heat shock does not appear to activate the unfolded protein response
(UPR), which is linked to unfolded or misfolded proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum. In
fact, some heat shock family genes which are involved in the UPR, such as HSP90b1, are
specifically repressed during heat shock [16].
Changes in gene regulation during heat shock are not yet well understood.
Interestingly, different genes are affected at different times over the course of prolonged
heat shock, and genes of similar function are upregulated together. Mahat et al. (2016)
grouped these genes into 5 classes. Class 1 are induced throughout the duration of heat
shock [16]. These genes often have HSF1 bound to the promoters and their transcription is
increased through the release of proximal-paused Pol II. Class 2 genes are upregulated only
during the first ~10 minutes of heat shock. The majority of these are cytoskeleton genes.
Serum response factor is thought to be responsible for the upregulation of these genes.
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Class 3 genes are upregulated late in the heat shock response and most are regulated
independently of HSF1. These genes are likely targets of transcription factors which are
induced during the earlier phase of heat shock response and include genes with roles in
apoptosis. Class 4 genes are those which are rapidly repressed at the onset of heat shock.
These genes are predictably related to metabolism, cell cycle, and protein synthesis.
Finally, Class 5 are genes which become repressed after extended heat shock. These genes
are involved in processes like splicing, mRNA processing, and nuclear transport. Class 4
and Class 5 genes are downregulated due to a reduction in the release of proximal-paused
Pol II into productive elongation. The mechanism for this is not well understood at this
time, but since the release of proximal-paused Pol II is P-TEFb kinase dependent, the
recruitment of P-TEFb kinase by HSF1 for the HSF1 dependent upregulation of class 1
genes may limit the P-TEFb kinase available for class 4 and 5 genes which do not have
HSF1 binding sites.
Heat shock also causes a number of changes to non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) such
as miRNAs, piwiRNA, long ncRNAs (lncRNAs), and long intergenic ncRNAs. In
Caenorhabditis elegans miRNAs in particular have been found to respond to heat shock.
As discussed in section 1.1.3, these miRNAs are involved in mRNA destabilization and
translational repression by acting as guide RNAs and recruiting argonaute to specific
mRNAs [24]. Thus, miRNAs which are upregulated cause repression of their mRNA
targets, while miRNAs which are downregulated allow for increased translation of their
mRNA targets. Interestingly it has been found that heat shock induced increases in repeat
RNA expression can be inherited and last for multiple generations in C. elegans. This is
thought to be the result of changes in genomic arrangement caused by stress induced
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expression of transposons [18]. The precise function of ncRNAs in response to heat shock
is a developing area of research, with current efforts focused on identifying which RNAs
are involved

1.2.2. The Unfolded Protein Response, ER stress, and Nutrient deprivation
The unfolded protein response (UPR) is the term given to the collection of ways in
which cells respond to the accumulation of unfolded or misfolded proteins in the ER. The
protein folding machinery of the ER is comprised of many components including
chaperones, glycosylating enzymes, and oxido-reductases [25]. Chaperones hydrolyze
ATP to sequentially bind and release nascent secretory proteins, reducing misfolding and
aggregation during folding. Glycosylating enzymes add sugar moieties to proteins. Oxidoreductases help create and maintain an oxidizing environment, allowing for the formation
of disulfide bonds [26]. Overall, these processes are energy-intensive and can be disrupted
in numerous ways. As a result, a variety of stresses such as hypoxia, nutrient deprivation,
oxidative insults, ATP depletion, overproduction of proteins, and viral infection can
interfere with protein folding in the ER, and the UPR is commonly observed during
different types of stress [27].
Initially, activation of the UPR is adaptive. Translation is inhibited, reducing the
protein folding demand in the ER, while production of chaperones is increased to aid in
protein folding [26]. Simultaneously, components of the ER-associated degradation
(ERAD) pathway are also regulated, allowing for the (poly)ubiquitination and degradation
of misfolded proteins in the cytosol by the 26S proteasome [28]. However, when stress is
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severe or prolonged the UPR switches function, causing cell cycle arrest, dedifferentiation,
senescence, sterile inflammation, and apoptosis [29]. In a multicellular organism apoptosis
can be considered adaptive, as it allows the body to rid itself of a cell which is not
functioning properly. Indeed, cancer cells are often seen to have altered the UPR pathway
to allow for prolonged ER stress survival without the induction of apoptosis [30].
Three ER transmembrane proteins act as detectors of ER stress; inositol requiring
enzyme 1α (IRE1α), PKR-like ER kinase (PERK), and activating transcription factor 6
(ATF6) [26]. In the inactive state, the ER luminal domains of all three proteins are bound
by glucose-regulated protein 78 (GRP78) or binding immunoglobulin proteins (BiPs) [27].
BiPs are chaperones and serve as foldases to prevent misfolded proteins from aggregating
or being further transported. When misfolded proteins bind to BiP, BiP dissociates from
IRE1α/PERK/ATF6 resulting in UPR activation [30].
IRE1α is the most evolutionarily conserved pathway of the UPR. IRE1α is a
transmembrane protein receptor with its N-terminus in the ER lumen, where it binds BiP.
When BiP detaches, IRE1α dimerizes and autophosphorylates via the C-terminal Ser/Thr
kinase domain to become active. As a dimer, IRE1α has selective RNase activity and
excises an intron in X-box binding protein 1 (XBP1) mRNA to create XBP1s. XBP1s is an
active transcription factor which upregulates several genes encoding ER chaperones [31].
While this places IRE1α activation as a pro-survival signal, IRE1α is also considered one
of the main drivers of the switch from pro-survival to pro-apoptotic. When the stress is
severe or sustained IRE1α ceases to splice XBP1 and instead oligomerizes with TNF
receptor-associated factor 2 (TRAF2), activating major pro-apoptotic mediators such as c-
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ER Lumin

Fig 1.2. The unfolded protein response (UPR). ER transmembrane proteins ATF6, IRE1α,
and PERK bind to BiP in the ER lumin. When misfolded proteins bind BiP it detaches
from the transmembrane protein, activating the UPR. The cytosolic portions of ATF6 gets
cleaved into ATF6f and translocates into the nucleus where it upregulates stress response
genes such as XBP1. IRE1α dimerizes to splice XBP1 into a transcription factor that also

upregulates stress response genes. Alternatively IRE1α can oligomerize and promote
apoptosis through the JNK pathway. PERK phosphorylates eIF2α repressing protein
synthesis, as well as nuclear factor-like 2 (Nrf2) and forkhead box protein O1 (FOXO)
which promote transcription of antioxidant genes. PERK activity also activates ATF4,
which can induce apoptosis via CHOP. (Adapted from Siwecka et al. 2019 [30])

Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and caspase-12 [30]. JNK induces apoptosis by upregulating
C/EBP homologous protein (CHOP), increasing the production of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) and reducing the expression of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members [27,32].
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Additionally, JNK1 has been found to phosphorylate Bcl-2 causing it to decouple from
Beclin-1. Beclin-1 is necessary for the formation of phagophores, the initial step in the core
autophagy pathway. Since Bcl-2 acts as an inhibitor of Beclin-1, the combined
downregulation and phosphorylation of Bcl-2 allows Beclin-1 to participate in the
formation of phagophores [33].
It has also recently been found that in pancreatic islet β-cells, when IRE1α is
oligomerized instead of dimerized, the selectivity of its RNase activity is relaxed. Though
the indiscriminate degradation of mRNAs may reduce the ER protein-folding burden it
inevitably also degrades transcripts for protein folding machinery in the ER, reducing the
cell’s capacity to alleviate the stress [26]. Treatment with low doses of kinase inhibitors
which stabilize a conformation of IRE1α with an inactive ATP-binding site has shown
some success in preventing higher-order oligomerization, while allowing dimerization and
helping prevent the activation of the pro-apoptotic portion of the UPR [26].
Like IRE1α, PERK is a transmembrane Ser/Thr kinase which is activated through
dimerization and autophosphorylation when BiP detaches [34,35,36]. PERK has also been
found to activate in response to changes in ATP or calcium levels in the ER, independent
of the UPR [36]. One of the most notable functions of PERK is the phosphorylation of
eukaryotic initiation factor 2-α (eIF2α), reducing the ability of the cell to assemble the
preinitiation complex and effectively shutting down translation in the cell [37]. With PERK
inhibiting the translation of new polypeptides through eIF2α phosphorylation, the ER is
able to ameliorate the stress by refolding or disposing of misfolded proteins [36]. eIF2α
phosphorylation by PERK allows the upregulation of activating transcription factor 4
(ATF4). ATF4 has multiple short uORFs in the 5’ UTR. In unstressed mouse cells,
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translation is initiated at uORF1 of ATF4 then again at uORF2, which overlaps out-offrame with the ATF4 coding sequence [7]. During stress, the first uORF1 is recognized,
but due to the reduced availability of eIF2-GTP, assembly of the preinitiation complex is
impaired and the ribosome scans past uORF2 preferentially initiating at the ATF4 start
codon [38]. This model is recapitulated in human ATF4, with 3 uORFs, and the yeast ATF4
homologue GCN4, which has 4 uORFs [7]. The presence of these uORFs is common in
stress response genes such as ATF4, ATF5, CHOP, and GADD34. Translation of these
genes is thus independent of cap recognition, instead relying on the re-initiation mechanism
or the direct recruitment of ribosomes to internal ribosome entry sites.
ATF6 is also an ER transmembrane protein, but with the C-terminus protruding
into the ER lumen and the N-terminus in the cytosol. The N-terminus contains a basic
leucin zipper DNA binding domain as well as a transcriptional activation domain [39].
There are two isoforms of ATF6, ATF6α and ATF6β. These isoforms mainly differ in their
transcriptional activation domains. ATF6α primarily acts as a stress response transcription
factor, while the less well understood ATF6β may actually inhibit transcriptional activation
by ATF6α [27,30,39]. Despite this, significant overlap in the function of ATF6α and
ATF6β is suggested as deletion of both isoforms in mice results in embryonic lethality, but
deficiency in only one isoform does not [39]. When BiP dissociates from ATF6α during
stress, two Golgi-localisation sequences within the ER-luminal domain are exposed and
ATF6 translocates to the Golgi where it is processed by site-1 and site-2 proteases (S1P
and S2P) [27,39]. S1P and S2P sequentially remove the luminal domain and the
transmembrane anchor, leaving the N-terminal cytoplasmic fragment ATF6f [39]. ATF6f
then translocates again, this time to the nucleus where it acts as a transcription factor. Genes
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upregulated by ATF6f contain ATF/cAMP response elements within their promoters and
include many stress response genes such as BiP and XBP1, as well as ER degradationenhancing-α-mannosidase-like protein 1 (EDEM1) and protein disulfide isomerase
associated protein 6 (PDIA6) which promote degradation of misfolded proteins
[26,27,30,39]. Similar to IRE1α, when stress is prolonged ATF6 ceases to help mitigate
stress and instead increases CHOP expression. This ultimately leads to apoptosis via
downregulation of Bcl-2 and hyperoxidization of the ER environment via ERO1α
induction [27,30].
As has been mentioned, the CHOP is involved in the pro-apoptotic response by all
three of the main ER stress response factors covered here. CHOP contains two functional
domains, an N-terminal transcriptional activation domain and a C-terminal bZIP domain,
and can both activate and repress transcription. CHOP downregulates expression of antiapoptotic Bcl-2 factors Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, and MCL-1, while upregulating expression of
proapoptotic factors BAK, and BAX. Together BAK and BAX promote permeabilization
of the mitochondrial membrane, releasing cytochrome c and leading to apoptosis [32].

1.2.3. Oxidative stress
Oxidative stress occurs when ROS accumulate in a cell. either due to
overproduction or a disruption of the antioxidant system [40,41]. ROS such as H2O2 and
O2·, as well as other reactive oxidizing chemicals such as nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide
radicals, some sulfur species, and some carbonyl species, are produced during normal
metabolic processes. In many cases these reactive species act as important signaling
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molecules [42]. H2O2 normally acts as a redox signaling molecule, being detected by
certain peroxiredoxins. For example, peroxiredoxin-2 is very sensitive to H2O2 and
transmits oxidative equivalents to the redox-regulated transcription factor STAT3 [42].
There is also a subset of miRNAs which are activated by oxidation to regulate redox
pathways, termed redoximiRs [42]. Oxidative modification of miRNA-184 enables it to
bind to the 3' UTR of the mRNA transcripts of the B cell lymphoma proteins Bcl-XL and
Bcl-w, blocking their translation and ultimately leading to apoptosis [42].
Controlling the concentrations of ROS is particularly important, as they can damage
cell membranes, proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids [41]. Attack by ROS on phospholipids
leads to peroxidation and potentially cell death, and oxidative damage to DNA is a major
contributor to instability and decay of the genome [42,43]. Of the 5 nucleobases, guanine
is the most susceptible to oxidative damage, creating 8-oxoguanine (also known as 8hydroxyguanine). This causes base pairing with adenine instead of cytosine, resulting in
transversion mutations following replication [42]. Oxidation of the sugar backbone instead
of the nucleobase causes strand breaks in both DNA and RNA. In the ER, oxidation is an
important step in protein folding, as it is required for the formation of disulfide bonds.
However, many of these reactions produce ROS as biproducts. Buildup of these ROS
causes stress that can trigger the UPR, so mechanisms are in place to safely reduce the ROS
before they can damage important cellular components. For example, ER oxidoreductin 1
(ERO1) produces a molecule of H2O2 for every disulfide bond formed. Then glutathione
peroxidase-8 (GPx8) reduces the H2O2 to H2O, preventing buildup and release of H2O2
from the ER [42].
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The cellular response to a buildup of ROS is the upregulation of antioxidants such
as cytosolic catalase (CTT1), superoxide dismutase (SOD1), glutathione peroxidases, and
thiol-specific antioxidants [40,42]. All of these antioxidant proteins are regulated at the
transcriptional, translational and post-translational level, providing maximum adaptability
to changing oxidative conditions, and together they account for the majority of the control
over ROS in the cell [42]. Low-molecular-mass antioxidant compounds such as vitamin E
and C, as well as carotenoids and oxocarotenoids are mainly responsible for deactivation
of singlet molecular oxygen or electronically excited states of carbonyls, as there are no
known enzymes able to do this [42].
The brain is considered particularly susceptible to oxidative stress, due to its high
demand for oxygen, an abundance of peroxidizable substrates, and relatively low
antioxidant activity [41]. Perhaps this is why oxidative stress and damage are implicated
in many neurodegenerative diseases. Acute oxidative stress promotes stress granule (SG)
formation, but persistent oxidative stress facilitates the oligomerization of pathological
RBPs and non-RBPs such as TDP-43 and FUS (as seen in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS)), tau (as seen in Alzheimer’s disease), and C9orf72 (as seen in frontotemporal
dementia (FTD) and ALS) [44,45,46]. These oligomers are subsequently sequestered into
SGs which promotes transition of SGs into pathological amyloid-like SGs [41]. This
sustained SG formation may interfere with neuronal function by silencing transcripts and
sequestering important proteins such as RNPs [41].
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1.3. mRNP Granules
During periods of stress, transcripts and their associated proteins gather into
microscopically visible aggregates referred to as RNP granules. These membraneless
organelles range from 0.1 to 2.0 µm in size [6,47]. The most well studied types of RNP
granules are SGs and processing bodies (PBs), but other common RNP granules include,
germ granules, neuronal granules, and paraspeckles among others. These different types of
granules have been classified and named based on the type of cell they form in, where they
form within cells, and the conditions which cause their formation. The different functions
of these mRNP granules have been proposed based on the characteristic proteins found in
the granules.
For example, PBs have been proposed to be locations of stress induced mRNA
degradation due to the presence of decapping factors DCP1/2 and exonucleases such as
Xrn1 [48]. Cells unable to form PB show a drastic loss in viability during stationary phase.
In the case of HIV infection, the link between PBs and RNA silencing means that impaired
PB formation causes an increase in HIV production and infectivity [48,49]. Similarly, SG
formation is linked to reduced apoptosis during mild stress and impairing SG formation
correlates with a decrease in cell survival after stress [49]. This suggests that SGs and PBs
protect cells from harmful proteins or RNAs during certain types of stress. Combined with
shutting down eIF2α based translation, this allows for preferential translation of stress
response genes so the cells can deal with the stress and return to homeostasis.
Studies investigating RNP granule components have typically utilized methods
such as coimmunoprecipitation and fluorescent imaging to identify pairs of interacting
proteins in granules, but more recently the use of mass spectrometry has allowed the
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simultaneous identification of hundreds of different protein components [59]. The mRNA
component of granules has been found to be similarly diverse, with the added complication
that mRNAs cycle between PBs, SG, and the translating pool [49]. The rapid cycling of
transcripts in and out of granules allows for a shift of function between translation, storage,
and decay [51]. The unfortunate result of such rapid cycling is that the identification of
mRNA transcripts localized to granules has not been a particularly fruitful path to
functional determination. There does not appear to be any sequence, secondary structure
or group of mRNAs the are particularly targeted to granules. The likelihood that any
particular transcript will localize to an mRNP granule is most closely linked to lower
translation efficiency and longer 3' UTRs, which together are thought to provide the most
opportunity for RBP interactions and RNA-RNA interactions, thus promoting aggregation
[52]. To make matters more complicated, it has recently been found that some transcripts
are translated inside of SGs, which have long been thought to be sites of translational
repression [53].

1.3.1. Stress Granules (SG)
SGs primarily contain stalled translation machinery and associated transcripts.
They are characterized by presence of the 40S ribosomal subunit, PABP, and translation
initiation factors such as eIF3, eIF4F, and translation repressors such as G3BP, TIA1,
TIAR, FRP, RAP55, and CPEB1 [6,47,49,54,55]. Since the translation machinery on a
transcript differs depending on which steps of translation initiation have been completed,
the composition of SGs differs depending on the step translation becomes stalled at [47].
This means that since different types of stress cause translation to become stalled in
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different ways, they can also affect granule composition. For example, NEDD4 is an E3
ubiquitin ligase that is found in SGs that form following heat shock [56]. In addition to
translation initiation components, SGs are enriched for proteins with intrinsically
disordered regions (IDRs) and prion-like domains (PLD), which are prone to selfaggregation [57]. Proteins with more IDRs or a higher potential for π-π interactions are
more likely to be SG components [47]. Interestingly, a recent study by Boeynaems et al.
(pre-print) found that the binding of PABP to a PABP-interacting motif (PAM2) which is
specifically located between two IDRs in Ataxin-2 allowed the Ataxin-2 to diffuse
throughout SGs. In the absence of the PAM2 motif Ataxin-2 spontaneously forms
condensates in the absence of stress and during stress forms small condensates on the
surface of SGs instead of mixing with them [58]. This shows that careful modulation of the
interactions between PLDs and IDRs must be maintained. Failure to do so may lead to
granules with less liquid-like characteristics and ultimately the development of diseases
like ALS and FTD.
Structurally, SGs have been found have at least two regions. The outer region is a
loosely packed “shell” where proteins and transcripts can rapidly move in and out of the
granule. The inner region is more densely packed and exchanges components much more
slowly or not at all [57]. This region is called the core and contains ATP dependent
helicases, protein remodelers, and key granule formation components such as G3BP
[47,57]. While some proteins are specifically found in the shell or core, others are found in
both the shell and the core [47]. Youn et al. (2019) recently created a searchable database
(http://rnagranuledb.lunenfeld.ca/) of all human, mouse, and rat proteins which have been
identified as SG and/or PB components, and which scores them base on the quality and
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quantity of evidence for their inclusion [50]. This database contains entries for over 4,300
mammalian proteins and is a valuable asset for the continued study of mRNP granules.

1.3.2. P Bodies (PB)
The protein composition of SGs and PBs partially overlap and the two types of
granules have been seen to interact [59]. The similarity in components has led some to
hypothesize that SGs develop from PBs, however in yeast when PB specific proteins are
found in stress granules evidence shows that they are recruited from the cytosol, not from
PB bodies directly [54]. Like SGs, most of the proteins (73%) that localize to PBs have
RNA binding activity [57]. Interestingly, unlike in SGs, mRNA does not cycle between
PBs and polysomes in yeast [54]. One of the most notable differences between SGs and
PBs is that while SGs contain translational initiation machinery like eIFs and PABPs, PBs
contain 5' to 3' mRNA degradation machinery including decapping complex DCP1/2, its
cofactors LSm1-7, Rck/p54, and Ge1/Hedls, as well as the exonuclease Xrn1
[48,54,60,61]. Prior to the discovery of these mRNA degradation components PBs were
called GW bodies due to presence of the RISC protein GW182 [1]. It has since been
discovered that GW and AGO2 proteins only localize to PBs in metazoans and that GW
bodies are a distinct type of granule [62].
Members of the Dhh1/RCKp54 family of helicases are also often found in PBs and
are involved in both general and mRNA specific translational control, though Dhh1 can be
found in SGs after prolonged stress, [49,63]. In yeast Dhh1 deletion leads to general
stabilization of mRNA, inability to repress translation, and poor formation of PBs [63].
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Combined with its association with decapping factors and deadenylases, this suggests
Dhh1 is a key protein for PB formation and mRNA decay, however RNA-tethering
experiments have not supported a direct link to decay. Instead Dhh1 appears to be more
closely tied to the transition between translation, repression, and decay [63,64]. This is
supported by the finding that overexpression of Dhh1 leads to a loss of polysomes and
persistent PBs [63]. The challenges of imaging mRNA degradation in action and purifying
liquid droplets which easily dissociate, have made the determination of a definitive
function for PBs difficult [62]. While PBs are certainly associated with mRNA silencing
and decay, they are not required for it. In fact, it was recently found that Dcp2, which drives
the first step in mRNA decay, has dramatically reduced activity when in PBs, and is only
activated by interaction with Edc3 [65]. These findings suggest that RNP granules such as
PBs should not be thought of as having a single function. Instead, much like how the
function of IRE1α transitions from a pro-survival regulator to a pro-apoptotic regulator,
the function of RNP granules may change depending on conditions in the cell.

1.3.3. Germ Granules (GG)
GGs were first described by Robert W. Hegner in 1911. Hegner contemplated the
purpose of these “course granules which do not stain quite so deeply as the chromosomes,”
and proposed that they be called “germ cell determinants,” as he believed them to be
necessary for the differentiation of germ cells [66]. Somewhat confusingly, germ granules
are also called P granules in C. elegans [67]. GGs are passed down from parental germ
cells as part of the germ plasm and share several features with PBs, including components
[68]. In metazoan oocytes, GGs can often be seen prior to fertilization [34,67,69,70]. They
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are sub-categorized into polar granules and sponge bodies. Polar granules localize to the
posterior of late-stage oocytes and embryos, and require Oskar protein for assembly. They
are enriched for the ATP-dependent RNA helicase Vasa [71,72]. Sponge bodies develop
early in nurse cells and oocytes, and are characterized by their association with
endoplasmic reticulum-like cisternae in a ribosome-free electron-dense matrix. They are
enriched for Me31B, a DEAD-box RNA helicase which can also be found in PBs [71].
Like PBs, Dhh1 family members are part of GGs and are in fact considered integral
components, functioning to silence maternal mRNAs until necessary [63]. The transcripts
contained in GGs, for example p25 and p28 which are recruited to GGs in Plasmodium by
DOZI, are stably repressed for extended periods of time [73]. Knock-out of DEAD-box
RNA helicases like DOZI in Plasmodium, Vasa in Drosophila, or GLH-1 in C. elegans,
often leads to a failure of the zygote to develop [74,75,76].

1.3.4. Paraspeckles
Paraspeckles are highly structured nuclear bodies that are enriched in DBHS family
RNA-binding proteins [77]. In mammals, the lncRNA Neat1 is necessary for the formation
of paraspeckles [77,78]. Neat1 is bent and assembles with the mid portions of the
transcripts forming the core of the paraspeckle and the 3’ and 5’ ends point outward to
form a shell [77]. More than 40 proteins are known to accumulate in paraspeckles, all with
RNA-binding capacity, and paraspeckles are proposed to modulate levels of active
molecules in the nucleoplasm by sequestering transcription regulators such as Sfpq [77].
Unlike the other types of RNP granules discussed, very little is known about what triggers
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paraspeckle to form “seemingly [at] random” and in “vastly different number” in different
cell types [78].

1.3.5. Assembly of RNP Granules
The formation of RNP granules relies on the availability of mRNA not engaged in
polysomes. This occurs when translation initiation is limiting, such as when eIF2α
phosphorylation interferes with the formation of the eIF2-GTP-tRNAiMet complex, stalling
translation [55,57]. In mammals there are four eIF2α kinases that can act as triggers for
RNP granule assembly; GCN2, PKR, HRI, and the previously mentioned ER-stress
reactive protein PERK [79]. Differences in the flanking regions of these kinases allows
them to react to different sources of stress. Uncharged tRNAs that build up as a result of
amino acid starvation bind to GCN2 to activate it [79]. Heme-regulated kinase inhibitor
(HRI) was initially identified as responsive to changing levels of heme and has since been
characterized as the main regulator of oxidative stress response [80]. As previously
mentioned, PERK is an ER transmembrane protein that responds to accumulation of
misfolded proteins in the ER [30]. Finally, PKR is activated by double-stranded RNA in
the cytoplasm, often from viruses [55]. Importantly, while each of these kinases is known
for activation under different stress conditions, they are reactive to multiple types of stress
and often several of them are activated at once [81].
The leading model regarding how the various RNA and protein components
aggregate is one of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), whereby many weak, specific
protein-protein, protein-RNA, and RNA-RNA interactions result in the formation of what
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has been called an RNP granule, or more generally a biomolecular condensate [47,57]. This
LLPS is driven by aggregation prone RBPs such as TIA-1, TIAR, and G3BP1 in SGs, and
the homo- and/or hetero-typic interactions between IDRs and prion-related domains of
these and other RBPs [47,55,57]. The combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions between these proteins makes the core of SGs quite stable, even when treated
with RNases, indicating protein-protein interactions play a major role in stabilization [57].
G3BP1 has a dimerization domain, an RBD, and two IDRs, and is emerging as a central
regulator of SG assembly [47]. The two main binding partners of G3BP1 are Caprin1 and
Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 10 (USP10), the binding of which either promotes or
abolishes SG assembly respectively. These two proteins compete for binding of G3BP1 as
their binding sites overlap [47].
Unlike SGs, small PBs are almost always present in the cell to some degree.
Constitutively present PBs are maintained primarily by the interactions of Ecd3, Lsm4, and
DDX6 [62]. During stress induced translational repression these PBs grow into
microscopically visible granules. This growth involves RBPs such as Pat1 and Dhh1,
though the exact mechanisms of their involvement remain unclear [48]. In vitro phase
separation can be achieved with just Dhh1, ATP, and RNA, but is enhanced by the addition
of Pat1 which is believed to act as a scaffold [48,82]. Knock out of either of these proteins
results in reduced PB formation, while overexpression results in the constitutive presence
of microscopically visible PBs [48,64]. This also implies a role for ATP in the formation
of RNP granules, though this is subject to some debate. ATP is proposed to function in SG
assembly by moving individual RNPs or remodeling RNPs to remove polysome
components and allow granule components to load [57]. This is supported by the discovery
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of myosin proteins in purified PBs, suggesting that the cytoskeleton may play a role in the
formation and localization of PB components [62]. However, other studies indicate that
ATP binding, but not turnover, is required, particularly for RNA helicase accumulation
into granules [49].
A number of PTM are also implicated in the formation of large PBs. Many PB
proteins, including Dcp2, are phosphorylated, while Dcp1A is both mono- and polyubiquitinated [62, 83]. Similarly, arginine demethylation of Lsm4 is also important for PB
formation [84]. The mechanistic explanations for why these PTM affect PB formation are
currently under investigation. It seems likely that these PTMs alter the ability of different
RNP granule components to interact, thus inducing or preventing LLPS. For example,
constitutive PBs are formed when the PB scaffold protein Pat1 is overactivated by a
mutation in a phosphorylation site, however PBs still increase under stress conditions in
this system, underlying the need for mRNA that isn’t tied up in polysomes [48].
Protein-RNA binding is also critical to RNP granule assembly. For example, TIA1 contains two RRMs which are needed for its recruitment to mRNPs [47]. Similarly, the
loss of RNA binding by G3BP1 also reduces or abolishes SG formation. The proposed
mechanism for this is that when RNA is bound to G3BP, the acidic IDR1 and basic
IDR3/RG rich regions no longer interact with each other, and instead adopt a more open
confirmation allowing other protein-protein or protein-RNA interactions to occur with
G3BP1 [47].
Finally, sequence and structure specific RNA-RNA interactions also help support
phase separation. With its simple 4-letter alphabet RNA-RNA interactions are generally
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more promiscuous than protein interactions, and RNA can adopt a wide range of secondary
structures [53]. In addition to the formation of stem-loop structures that can be identified
by RBPs, the formation of specific secondary structures can present or hide the sequences
necessary for RNA-RNA interactions. In a 2018 study, Langdon et al. found that CLN3
mRNA and BNI1 mRNA each form distinct droplets with the RBP Whi3 in vitro, and that
this behavior is controlled by the secondary structure of CLN3 [85]. A wide variety of
RNA-RNA interactions are involved in RNP granule formation including Watson-Crick,
Non-Watson-Crick, base stacking, ribose zippers, and π-π interactions among others [53].
RNA containing GGGGCC (rG4C2), CAG, and CUG repeats have been shown to be
capable of phase separation in vitro and in each case has been linked to diseases such as
ALS, FTD, and Huntington’s [47].
The fact that the loss of RNA binding by just one or two key scaffolding proteins
can abolish RNP granule formation, despite the plethora of other multivalent interactions,
indicates that the ability for a cell to form these granules is precarious. In vitro studies have
shown that in addition to the involvement of specific interacting domains, the concentration
of proteins, RNA, and salt all influence when LLPS will occur. The concentration of these
factors in the cell is predicably close to the boundary for LLPS, allowing cells to induce
the formation or dissociation of RNP granules with only very small changes [62].

1.3.6. Disassembly of RNP Granules
When everything goes well, RNP granules are formed only as long as is necessary
for cells to deal with the source of stress. Once cells return to regular function the RNP
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granules must be disassembled, and the mRNA returned to active polysomes. SGs take 13 hours to dissolve naturally, but when cycloheximide is added they dissolve within 1 hour.
Cycloheximide causes translation to stall at the elongation step by preventing movement
of peptidyl-tRNA from the acceptor site to the donor site on reticulocyte ribosomes,
trapping transcripts in association with polysomes. The rapid dissolution of SGs in the
presence of cycloheximide indicates that translation resumes before SGs are fully
dissolved. The difference between how long it takes SGs to dissolve naturally vs in the
presence of cycloheximide reflects a time during which translation initiation is the rate
limiting step to granule disassembly [47,54]. It is proposed that as transcripts are recruited
to polysomes the protein-protein interactions in the granules are weakened allowing for
disassembly, although just like during the formation of RNP granules, there is a role for
PTMs [47]. For example, the key SG scaffold protein G3BP1 is acetylated during release,
decreasing its binding affinity for mRNAs [47]. Phosphorylation of the growth factor
receptor-bound protein 7 (Grb7) has also been shown to promote RNP granule
disassembly, specifically of heat shock-induced SGs [47]. This indicates that, just as RNP
granules contain different components depending on the type of granule and stress that
induces their formation, different RNP granules will have different parameters and
interactions that control their disassembly. For example, SGs are generally cleared faster
than PBs [49].
A number of other proteins also play important roles in the disassembly of RNP
granules. The endosomal-lysosomal pathway and the E3 ubiquitin ligase NEDD4
specifically have been implicated, as NEDD4-KO cells are unable to clear SGs, resulting
in increased apoptosis [56]. Similarly, the action of the DEAD-box RNA helicase Dhh1 is
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unable to release bound mRNA when its ATP hydrolysis activity is knocked out [64]. The
result of this is persistent PBs that the cell is unable to clear. Interestingly, the ATPase
activity of Dhh1 is quite slow compared to other DEAD-box proteins and the ATPase
activator Not1 is required for the efficient clearing of PBs [48,82].
As RNA and proteins leave RNP granules to resume translation, eIF2α-P must be
dephosphorylated. In mammals this is accomplished by protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) [86].
There are four isoforms of PP1 encoded by three genes, and many regulators of PP1 activity
[86]. GADD34 and CreP (constitutive repressor of eIF2α phosphorylation) interact with
PP1 to target it to eIF2α [86,87]. GADD34 is a common stress response protein which is
upregulated in an ATF4 dependent manner during stress [87]. Additionally, as previously
mentioned, GADD34 has multiple uORFs in the 5' UTR which allow for its translation
even when eIF2α is phosphorylated. CreP, on the other hand, is always present in the cell,
maintaining a steady rate of eIF2α-P dephosphorylation [87]. Mutations that destabilize the
interaction between CReP and PP1 are associated with intellectual disability, short stature,
and diabetes [87]. By targeting PP1 to eIF2α-P GADD34•PP1 and CReP•PP1 act to
promote eIF2α-P dephosphorylation, allowing for some translation to continue even during
stress, and to return eIF2-P levels to basal levels following release from stress [86,87]. The
importance of these two complexes in maintaining active translation is shown by
Salubrinal. Salubrinal is a chemical commonly used to induce RNP granule formation by
inhibiting GADD34•PP1 and CReP•PP1 complexes, thereby increasing the amount of
phosphorylated eIF2α in the cell [87].
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1.4. PABPs and DEAD-box Helicases
1.4.1. PABPs
Poly(A)-binding proteins (PABPs) were the first mRNA binding proteins studied
[88]. Since the discovery of the cytoplasmic PABP that binds to the 3' poly(A) tail of
mRNA, several members of this protein family have been discovered. The different PABPs
can be generally separated into cytoplasmic (PABPC) and nuclear (PABPN), though some
do transition between the two compartments. The number of PABPC and PABPN isoforms
present depends on the organism. For example, Humans have 4 PABPCs and 1 PABPN,
while many single-celled organisms are thought to only encode a single PABP [89].
However, this assumption is being questioned as more PABPs are being discovered in
unicellular eukaryotes [90].
The prototypical cytoplasmic PABP (PABPC1) is characterized by 4 RNA
recognition motifs (RRMs) and a C-terminal domain connected by a proline rich linker
[91]. The RRMs work in pairs. The first 2 RRMs together provide specific poly(A)
recognition and binding, while the second 2 RRMs are more general RNA binding motifs
[92]. The C-terminal MLLE domain (also sometimes called the C-terminal domain, or the
AUX domain) is a protein binding domain [93]. While the RRMs bind the poly(A) tail of
the mRNA, the MLLE domain interacts with eIF4G of the translation initiation complex at
the 5' end of the transcript [94]. This circularization of the mRNA is thought to enhance
the assembly of the 48S preinitiation complex and by doing so promote translation as well
as ribosome recycling [93,94].
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The other cytoplasmic PABPs have received little attention compared to PABPC1.
PABPC3 is very similar to PABPC1, but has slightly altered RRMs that give it lower
poly(A) specificity [93]. In humans and mice PABPC3 is primarily found in the testis, and
as a result is sometimes referred to as tPABP [93,95]. Apart from the tissue specific
expression of PABPC3, it’s notable that methylation of the PABPC3 gene has been
implicated in colorectal cancer [96]. PABPC4 (also called iPABP) has been found to
interact with eukaryotic release factor 3 (eRF3) as well as poly(A) mRNA. Ubiquitination
of PABPC4 has been found to repress hepatocellular carcinoma, but PABPC4 has not been
found to have any direct effect on mRNA stability or translation [93,97]. PABPC5 is
unique in that it lacks the MLLE domain and has not been shown to bind poly(A), despite
still containing all 4 RRMs [93]. It has been found in association with poly(A) polymerase
but not ribosomes in the mitochondria, suggesting that it may function more like nuclear
PABPs to promote the formation of poly(A) tails [96]. Notably, the PABPC5 expressed in
the mitochondria is a truncated isoform translated starting at methionine 33 [98].
Nuclear PABPs on the other hand only contain a single RRM and C-terminal
domain that is arginine enriched with multiple RGG/RG repeats that promote binding to
poly(G), poly(U), and poly(A) sequences as well as promoting phase separation [99].
Unlike PABPCs which are involved in translation, PABPNs are primarily involved in the
polyadenylation of pre-RNA, RNA splicing, and mRNA export [100,101]. During
polyadenylation of pre-mRNA PABPN1 helps tether poly(A) polymerase to the premRNA and increases its processivity until the poly(A) tail has grown to ~250 nt long [101].
Somewhat incongruent with this function, PABPN1 is also involved in cleaving of the
mRNA tail, and in so doing limits the poly(A) tail length [102]. The second nuclear PABP,
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known as PABPN2, ePABP2 or PABPN1-like protein (PABPN1L) is maternally
expressed. It is critical to the clearance of maternal mRNA during the maternal-to-zygote
transition, during which developmental control passes to the zygotic genome [103].

Fig. 1.3. Conserved motifs of PABPs. PABP1 (PABPC1), tPABP (PABPC3), and iPABP
(PABPC4) all have 4 RRMs and the PABC (MLLE) domain connected by a proline rich
linker. PABP5 (PABPC5) is unique in that it does not have the linker or MLLE domain.
PABPN1 and ePABP2 (PABPN2) have only a single RRM, but are also rich in RGG/RG
repeats. (Adapted from Gorgoni 2004 [91])
PABPCs are among the most abundant proteins found in SGs. As RBPs that are
bound to transcripts when translation is stalled, this raises the question, do they help RNP
granules form or are they just carried along with the mRNA transcripts when translation is
repressed [104]. New studies suggest that PABPs may be important for the maintenance of
the liquid-like characteristics of RNP granules thanks to interactions between the MLLE
domain of PABPC and the PABP-interacting motif 2 (PAM2) that is often found in
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intrinsically disordered regions [58,93]. Along these lines, it is interesting to note that
PABPC1 is considered a protein characteristic of SGs and not PBs. Many PB proteins such
as GW182 also contain the conserved PAM2 motif, suggesting interactions between these
proteins and PABPC1 is important [105]. Recent work seeking to determine the nature of
these interactions found that PABPC1 acts as a scaffold for the recruitment of PB proteins
and mRNA. PABPC1 is then removed from the transcripts through its interaction with
GW182 as a critical step in PB formation [106]. While this seems to answer the question
of why PABP isn’t found in PBs, it does not address how the cell differentiates which
transcripts are localized in PBs without their translational machinery and which are
localized to SGs with initiation factors and PABPC1. Questions such as this still plague
the study of RNP granules.

1.4.2. DEAD-box Helicases
DEAD-box helicases are a family of ATP-dependent helicases that are
characterized by a D-E-A-D motif that catalyzes ATP hydrolysis. These proteins make up
the largest family within the superfamily 2 helicases or DExH/D helicases [107]. In total,
DEAD-box helicases consist of 9 conserved motifs. From N- to C- terminus they are; the
Q motif, motif I (aka Walker A or Walker I motif), motif Ia, motif Ib, motif II (aka Walker
B or Walker II motif), motif III, motif IV, motif V, and motif VI [108,109]. These motifs
form two RecA-like domains comprised of motifs Q-III and IV to VI respectively. As ATPdependent helicases, DEAD-box proteins use the binding of ATP to separate regions of
double-stranded nucleic acid, specifically RNA [107]. Importantly, this does not need to
be dsRNA specifically, but can include ssRNA that has folded into a double-stranded
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secondary structure [107]. Unlike other helicases, DEAD-box proteins are not processive.
This limits them to only unwinding short RNA sequences of 10 to 15 bp in length [110].
RNA binding by DEAD-box helicases is not sequence specific. Rather, the RNA
sits in the cleft between the two RecA-like domains and numerous interactions are made
with the sugar-phosphate backbone [107,110]. ATP binding is accomplished by
interactions between the phosphates of ATP and the DEAD-motif, as well as between the
Q-motif and adenine [110]. Binding of either RNA or ATP increase the affinity for the
other cooperatively by bringing the RecA-like domains closer together [107]. Binding of
both ATP and RNA closes the domains sufficiently to cause a kink in the RNA, which is
thought to aid in destabilization of the RNA and allow for the helicase activity [107]. For
this reason, ATP binding, and not hydrolysis, is sufficient for the helicase activity of
DEAD-box proteins [111]. However, when non-hydrolysable ATP analogs are used, or
when the DEAD motif is mutated to DQAD to make an ATPase incompetent mutant, the
RNA transcripts are not released from the protein [82]. This shows that the ATPase activity
is required for protein recycling. When the ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP the affinity for RNA
drops dramatically and RNA release is promoted, followed shortly after by ADP release
[111].
As mentioned, the DEAD-box family of proteins is quite large. DEAD-box proteins
can be found in all three domains of life and often number around two dozen different
members in eukaryote species [109,110]. They have been found to be involved in RNA
processing, splicing, translation, and degradation [63]. The prototypical DEAD-box
protein is the translation initiation factor eIF4A, as it was the first characterized and is the
most studied [110]. During translation initiation eIF4A unwinds secondary structures in
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the 5' UTR, allowing binding of the small ribosomal subunit and scanning of the transcript
for the AUG start site [109].
During periods of translational repression, translating RNPs must be organized and
rapidly restructured and sorted. DEAD-box proteins are implicated in this role as well. In
Plasmodium sp. a homologue of the yeast protein Dhh1 has been found that functions to
silence maternal transcripts and stabilize RNP granules in zygotes. Knock-out of this
protein results in a failure of zygotes to progress through their life cycle, giving the protein
the name ‘development of zygote inhibited’ or DOZI [73]. Dhh1 in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae and its human homologue Rck/p54 have a strong effect of the formation and
maintenance of PBs [63]. Binding of RNA by Dhh1 is sufficient to form phase separated
liquid granules in vitro. What’s more, these granules are disassembled when the ATPase
activity of Dhh1 is activated by the addition of Not1, but fail to disassemble if an ATPase
defective “DQAD” mutant of Dhh1 is used [82]. Studies into the function of S. cerevisiae
Dhh1 in vivo show that knock-out stabilizes mRNA transcripts and inhibits decapping,
while tethering of Dhh1 to a target transcript promotes degradation of the transcript
[64,112]. This RNA degradation is accomplished by the decapping enzymes Dcp1/2 and
exonuclease Xrn1, which also localize to PBs with Dhh1 [48].
In addition to its role in promoting mRNA silencing and decay, it has recently been
suggested that Dhh1 may help maintain the liquid-like structure of PBs. In vitro
observations that phase separated liquid droplets can mature into more solid amyloid-like
structures, and that PB maintenance requires active ATPases, suggests that the maintenance
of the liquid properties of PBs is an energy consuming process [62]. As a possible role for
DEAD-Box helicases, this hypothesis is supported by findings that the hydrolysis of ATP
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by Dhh1 is necessary for PB disassembly [82]. As a DEAD-box helicase implicated in
many aspects of stress response, Dhh1 and its homologues continue to be proteins of much
interest and study.

1.5. Toxoplasma gondii
Toxoplasma gondii is an obligate intracellular parasite measuring 2 μm in diameter
and 6 μm in length, with a distinct crescent shape. As an Apicomplexan, T. gondii is related
to several human pathogens including Plasmodium sp. and Trypanosomes sp., and is the
causative agent of toxoplasmosis. An estimated 30% of people worldwide are infected with
T. gondii [113]. In the United States and United Kingdom, infection rates are lower,
between 8 – 22%, however approximately 2,839 of the 1,075,000 people infected annually
develop symptomatic ocular disease [114]. Infection rates in Central and South America
and continental Europe range from 30 – 90% [114]. T. gondii was first isolated from the
tissue of a guinea pig–like rodent (Ctenodactylus gundi) in 1908 by Charles Nicolle and
Lois Manceaux, and described as a type of Leishmania infection [115]. They later
reclassified the parasite as a new genus based on the absence of centrosomes, an inability
to grow on certain medium, and differences in division mode and inoculability [116]. They
used the prefix Toxo “bow” based on the parasite’s curved body morphology to create the
genus Toxoplasma, and named the species, gondii, after the rodent the parasite was isolated
from. To date, this is the only species of the genus, though there are three strains denoted
Types I, II, and III [114]. These three strains emerged after a single genetic cross 10,000
years ago [117]. The common strain of type I is RH, named after the initials of the boy it
was isolated from in 1939 [118]. RH strain parasites grow rapidly, are hypervirulent, and
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have largely lost the ability to develop into mature cysts or oocysts [119]. Examples of type
II strain are ME49 and Prugniuad (Pru), while Type III strain is called VEG. Type II and
III have slower growth and readily form cysts both in vitro and in vivo [120]. Type II is the
most commonly isolated strain from cases of clinical toxoplasmosis [121].
Following its initial discovery in rodents, T. gondii was found to infect most species
of mammals including livestock species such as cattle, horse, and sheep, marine mammals,
and humans. In 1937 the list of hosts was expanded to include birds, and though Stone and
Manwell showed in 1969 that infection was possible in amphibians and reptiles when kept
at 37 oC, the first molecular detection of T. gondii in wild snakes was only recently
published [120,122-126]. Despite having such a long and varied list of potential hosts,
felines remain the only definitive host for T. gondii.

1.5.1. Life cycle
Fecal-oral transmission of T. gondii via cat feces was first discovered by Hutchison
in 1965 [127]. It wasn’t until 1970, however, that the complete life cycle was described
with the discovery of sexual reproduction in felines and the characterization of oocysts,
schizogony, and gametogony [128-130]. Felines are the only hosts in which T. gondii
undergoes sexual reproduction, however it reproduces asexually in all hosts. Infectious
oocysts are shed by felines and can contaminate both food and water supplies, leading to
the infection of other felines, as well as intermediate hosts. From intermediate hosts
infection can be transmitted through predation and consumption of infected tissue back to
the feline definitive host or on to other intermediate hosts. In 1965 an estimated 80% of the
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adult population of Paris was seropositive for T. gondii and it was suggested this was due
to the popularity of raw/undercooked meat consumption [131]. A 2005 survey of retail
meats in the USA revealed that of 2094 samples each of beef, chicken, and pork, only 7
samples of pork contained viable T. gondii, indicating that this is no longer a common route
for human infection in the USA [132]. T. gondii infection can also be acquired congenitally,
transmitted from pregnant mother to fetus [133]. Congenital infection has been shown to
persist for at least 10 generations in mice, and can cause severe complications during fetal
development including cognitive disorders, blindness, brain lesions, and even abortion or
stillbirth [133]. Persistent infection in adults has been linked to several neurological and
behavioral changes. Perhaps the most evolutionarily significant effect occurs in rodents,
where natural fear of feline urine is changed to attraction. The end result being preferential
predation of infected rodents by felines and reinfection of the definitive host [133-135].
Human infection by T. gondii has been linked to depression, schizophrenia, and suicidal
behavior [135,136].

1.5.2. Invasion and egress
After ingestion, infectious forms of the parasites (tachyzoites, bradyzoites, or
sporozoites) invade the cells of the host by penetrating through the cell membrane or by
phagocytosis [138]. Inside the cell, the parasite creates a parasitophorous vacuole (PV)
using both its own and the host’s membrane lipids and proteins [138]. Being a parasite, T.
gondii is auxotrophic, deriving amino acids, nucleotides, carbohydrates, and lipids from
the host [139]. In felines T. gondii replicates by both asexual and sexual means, while in
intermediate hosts only asexual reproduction occurs. Both sexual and asexual reproduction
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Fig 1.4. Toxoplasma gondii life cycle. T. gondii undergoes sexual and asexual reproduction
in the feline host and is spread into the environment as oocysts in fecal matter. When
oocysts are ingested by non-definitive hosts they develop into tachyzoites that cause acute
infection, as well as bradyzoites which cause latent infection. Infection can be spread by
ingestion of bradyzoite or tachyzoite infected tissue, as well as from mother to fetus.
(Adapted from Black 2000 [137])
eventually leads to the rupture of the PV as the parasite load grows. There is still some
mystery around what signal triggers the parasites to initiate the egress process, however
changes in ion concentration are an early step. An influx of Ca2+ into the parasite cytosol
from either the host or the parasite’s own Ca2+ stores activates parasite motility and
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secretion of microneme contents [140]. Soon after, the PV ruptures and the now highly
motile parasites penetrate the host cell membrane causing it to rupture as well and releasing
the parasites into the extracellular environment. While extracellular, parasites move by
excreting actin filaments from their apical end. Myosin motors along the parasite’s body
push the filaments to the posterior end giving the parasites a forward, gliding movement.
The destruction of infected cells is the primary danger to the host organism, but the
tendency for T. gondii to form bradyzoite cysts in central nervous system tissues leads to
the common occurrence of ocular toxoplasmosis which can result in blindness if left
untreated [141,142].

1.5.3. Sexual reproduction
Sexual reproduction occurs in the epithelial cells of the feline small intestine
[128,143,144]. The intestinal environment triggers development of five morphologically
distinct types of schizonts (denoted as types A-E), which eventually give rise to merozoites,
and finally macrogametes and flagellated microgametes. The gametes combine to form an
oocyst that is shed in the feces as infected intestinal epithelial cells rupture [114]. The
infected feline can begin shedding oocysts as soon as 3 days after ingesting tissue cysts
containing bradyzoites. If tachyzoites or oocysts are ingested instead, it can take more than
18 days for shedding of oocysts to begin [135,145-147]. This difference emphasizes how
T. gondii is particularly adapted to spread by carnivorism in cats, as bradyzoite containing
cysts primarily form in muscle and central nervous tissue. Sporulation within the oocysts
begins within 1 day after shedding, and sporulated oocysts can remain highly infectious for
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as long as 18 months [148]. Consumption of food or water infected with oocysts remains
the most significant source of infection of intermediate hosts [133].

1.5.5. Asexual reproduction
In intermediate hosts T. gondii reproduces though asexual reproduction exclusively,
but can exist in two forms. Tachyzoites, so named for their rapid growth, are the
proliferative stage of the parasite. Tachyzoites replicate by endodyogeny, in which two
daughter cells develop inside the mother parasite before separating. The mother cell is
destroyed as part of this process. This results in an exponential increase in parasite
population. Destruction of tissue by parasites as they egress from the host cells causes a
strong inflammatory response by the host immune system resulting in flu-like symptoms.
Tachyzoites are relatively easily cleared by the host immune system, however parasites can
convert from rapidly growing tachyzoites to the much slower growing encysted form which
does not elicit a host immune response. The name bradyzoite was proposed for the encysted
form of the parasite by Frenkel in 1973 [149]. Prior to this, in 1960, Jacobs provided a
biological characterization of bradyzoites cysts, distinguishing them from tachyzoites and
pseudocysts. One of the key features of this form is that the cyst wall is destroyed by pepsin
or trypsin digest, but the bradyzoites themselves are resistant (tachyzoites are much less
resistant), and can initiate an infection [150]. Bradyzoite cysts can form in nearly any tissue
type, but preferentially form in skeletal, muscle (particularly cardiac), and central nervous
system tissues including the brain and eyes [114,120]. Cysts begin forming in vivo as early
as 1 day post infection and mature cysts can be detected 7 – 10 days post infection. The
process is more rapid in vitro with cysts detectable after only 3 days. Replication by
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bradyzoites is so much slower than tachyzoites that they are considered dormant,
suspended in G0 with uniform haploid DNA content [133,151,152]. Despite this,
bradyzoites do replicate slowly via endodyogeny, where two daughter cells develop within
a single mother cell [153]. Bradyzoites can become highly motile and are capable of exiting
a host cell without causing it to rupture [153]. In this way bradyzoite infection can spread
to nearby host cells while still evading the immune system. Since bradyzoite cysts do not
elicit an immune response, they can persist for the lifetime of the host. If, however, the host
immune system becomes weakened, dormant bradyzoites can convert back to tachyzoites
causing severe and potentially lethal acute infection. There still exists no short-term
treatment of cysts.

1.5.6. Stress Response
Over the course of its life cycle T. gondii is exposed to several different
environments of varying hospitality. The primary infection route of ingestion, exposes the
parasites to the harsh conditions of the digestive system. Oocytes must survive outside a
host, enduring stress from temperature and moisture changes, as well as a lack of nutrients.
Even during the acute phase of an infection tachyzoites are briefly exposed to the
extracellular environment as they transition from one host cell to another. The methods by
which T. gondii manages the stresses encountered over the course of human infection are
of particular interest for reasons of public health. During a typical human infection
tachyzoites must contend with the host immune system and the extracellular environment.
In the lab many treatments have been used to induce a stress response in the parasites. Not
all of these treatments simulate conditions encountered in a host, but they none the less
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inform us about biochemical functions of the parasite. Some of the stress conditions used
include; heat shock, oxidative stress, pH, sodium arsenite, nutrient starvation, salubrinal,
and cycloheximide [34].
One of the most important ways the immune system fights infection by T. gondii is
through the production of gamma interferon (IFN-γ). IFN-γ stimulates the expression of
hundreds of genes and inhibits the growth of parasites via several different pathways
including the induction of a non-canonical autophagy pathway, nutrient starvation, and
induction of premature parasite egress from the host cell, to name a few [154-157]. Perhaps
the most well studied of these effects is the degradation of tryptophan. IFN-γ induces the
production of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) which degrades tryptophan, an essential
amino acid for T. gondii, thus subjecting the parasites to nutrient starvation [158,159]. The
parasites’ response to this is to shut down translation. They accomplish this using the
previously mentioned highly conserved eukaryotic pathway, the phosphorylation of the
alpha subunit of eIF2 (TgIF2α in T. gondii) [160]. Translation inhibition mediated by
TgIF2α phosphorylation is the primary response by T. gondii to most stress. Parasites
which are unable to phosphorylate or maintain phosphorylation of TgIF2α show reduced
viability as well as impaired ability to convert to bradyzoites [6,34,81,161,]. The link
between TgIF2α phosphorylation and bradyzoite conversion here is not trivial. The
formation of bradyzoite cysts is an important part of T. gondii’s lifecycle, and is the primary
way that the parasites evade the host immune system. A healthy adult immune system is
quite effective at stopping acute T. gondii infection, but is unable to clear parasites which
have converted to bradyzoites. Additionally, bradyzoites are more effective at initiating an
infection following predation of the infected host [145]. This sort of “hide and wait”
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strategy not only helps the parasite avoid the host immune system, but increases the
likelihood of parasites re-infecting a feline through predation of the intermediate host.
Interestingly, during infection of mice T. gondii excretes GRA15 into the host cell to
indirectly aid the host immune system through activation of NF-κB and a resulting
downstream increase in the oxidative stressor nitric oxide (NO). This limits the parasite’s
growth and promotes bradyzoite conversion [162]. Unfortunately, while GRA15 limits T.
gondii proliferation in mice, it appears to have the opposite effect in human hosts, due to
differences in IFN-γ-inducible effector mechanisms between species [162].
As mentioned, the primary stress response pathway is through eIF2α
phosphorylation. While this pathway is well conserved in eukaryotes, not all of the eIF2α
kinases are found in Apicomplexans. Specifically, no orthologues for HRI or PKR have
been identified in T. gondii [34]. The T. gondii genome does encode 4 eIF2α kinases; IF2KA through D [34]. IF2K-A is a PERK-like kinase that is similarly bound to BiP in the ER
and is activated by ER stress. For example, nutrient starvation could result in a decrease in
ATP sufficient to cause dysregulation of proper protein folding as well as amino acid
starvation, activating IF2K-A and triggering the unfolded protein response [30]. This
response has also been seen to be triggered by tunicamycin, which inhibits biosynthesis of
N-linked glycans and interferes with protein folding, and the calcium ionophore A23187,
which transfers Ca2+ across membranes and is known to trigger tachyzoite egress from the
host cell [163,164]. Specific inhibition of IF2K-A activity inhibits the lytic cycle through
reduced; attachment, invasion, replication, egress, and differentiation into bradyzoites,
suggesting that phosphorylation of TgeIF2α by IF2K-A is a common, and critical, step in
the lytic cycle of T. gondii [163].
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IF2K-B is a cytosolic protein and is less general than IF2K-A, being activated
primarily by oxidative stress [165]. Knock-out of IF2K-B results in increased parasite
proliferation, suggesting that the production of ROS as a side product of parasite
metabolism is of significant concern for T. gondii [165]. There is also evidence that IF2KB acts as a sensor for oxidative stress generated by the host immune cells, acting as a trigger
of bradyzoite differentiation and a defense against the host’s attempts to clear the infection,
as well as a way to balance parasite replication with host survival [165]. It’s not clear at
this time what other pathways are activated by IF2K-B, however IF2K-B knock-out strain
parasites show altered expression of >1000 genes, including reduced levels of antioxidation
genes and a reduced ability for bradyzoite differentiation [165].
IF2K-C and -D are both related to the conserved eukaryote eIF2α kinase GCN2.
IF2K-C is a cytosolic protein primarily activated in response to amino acid starvation and
is responsible for TgIF2α phosphorylation of intracellular parasites specifically [34,165,
167]. IF2K-D on the other hand is activated by exposure of tachyzoites to the extracellular
environment [34,165]. Interestingly, IF2K-D knock-out parasites have reduced growth and
impaired TgIF2α phosphorylation when extracellular, a similar phenotype to IF2K-A
knock-out despite still having active IF2K-A [166].
Like in other eukaryotes, when eIF2α is phosphorylated in T. gondii general
translation is repressed and specific stress response genes such as heat-shock proteins,
aminoacyl tRNA synthases, and RNA regulatory proteins are upregulated [34]. The sudden
increase in translationally repressed mRNA causes the formation of RNP granules in the
cytosol of the parasites. Formation of these granules has been linked to parasite survival
and replication rate through the ability of the different IF2K enzymes to phosphorylate
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eIF2α, as well as more directly through observations of extracellular parasites. Lirussi &
Matrajt (2011) showed that the formation of RNP granules in extracellular parasites was
triggered by exposure of the parasites to high K+ concentration, similar to the concentration
found in the host cell cytosol [167]. It isn’t clear how (or if) exposure to the host cytosol
activates IF2K-D, but when parasites were egressed directly into extracellular media, they
rarely formed RNP granules and showed a reduction in invasion and replication that was
similar to the effect of IF2K-D knock-out [166,167]. As with RNP granules in other
eukaryotes, SGs in T. gondii are thought to sequester transcripts and translation machinery
temporarily while the cell upregulates stress response genes, and PBs are thought to be
sites of mRNA degradation [34]. However, while these RNP granules bear many
similarities to SGs and PBs found in other eukaryotes, they have not been well
characterized as of yet, and some characteristic RNP granule components such as Dcp1 are
not found in T. gondii. So far, the protein components of RNP granules in T. gondii are
limited to poly(A)-binding protein (TgPABPC), a homologue of the Plasmodium DEADbox helicase DOZI (TgHoDI), and the RNA binding proteins TgAlba1/2 [90,168,169].
Several components of the RISC, TgPABPC, and TgHoDI were found to form small
complexes with argonaute in what might be PBs, but these complexes were not observed
to form larger granules during stress as would be expected of PBs [170]. While
colocalization between these proteins and mRNA has been established, colocalization
between these granule components and each other has not, so it’s unclear if these proteins
are all common to one type of granule or multiple. The fact that bradyzoite differentiation
is also a common result of TgIF2α phosphorylation suggests that these RNP granules may
be more than just a location for temporary storage, because the bradyzoite transcriptome
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differs significantly from the tachyzoite transcriptome [170]. What’s more, in chapter 2 of
this work we show that RNP granules are not observed in bradyzoites, despite reported
TgIF2α phosphorylation [170]. Because differentiation of tachyzoites to bradyzoites is a
slow process, it is unknown if RNP granules are formed early in the differentiation process
and are dissolved, or are simply never formed. The formation, composition, and role of
RNP granules in T. gondii is poorly understood at this time.

1.6. Research Objectives
Toxoplasma gondii is a common human pathogen that regularly undergoes cycles
of stress and RNP granule formation as it moves from one host cell to another. The
formation of these granules has been shown to be critical for parasite survival and success,
yet we know very little about how these granules form, how they are maintained and/or
change over time, what the protein components are, and how many distinct granule types
are present in the parasites at any given time [167]. The following work describes the
investigation into RNP granules as they relate to extracellular T. gondii parasites. In chapter
2 we characterized two PABPs. One was previously annotated as a putative PABP and
bears all the characteristics of a cytoplasmic PABP (TgPABPC), while the other was
identified by our lab as a likely nuclear PABP (TgPABPN). Both proteins were confirmed
to preferentially bind poly(A) RNA and localize to the cytosol or nucleus respectively. By
endogenously expressing TgPABPC with a fluorescent tag, analysis of RNP granule
formation over the course of parasite egress and prolonged extracellular exposure was
explored. In chapter 3 a method for the quick and simple purification of cross-linked RNP
granules was adapted for use in T. gondii and combined with LC-MS/MS analysis to
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identify RNP granule proteins present in RNP granules following different durations of
extracellular exposure. Finally, in chapter 4 the role of a previously identified RNP granule
component and DEAD-box helicase suspected to be involved in mRNA decay was
explored. Through knock-out of TgHoDI and RNA-FISH analysis of RNP granules in
extracellular parasites, it was discovered that this protein has strikingly little effect on RNP
granule dynamics compared to its homologues in other organisms.
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CHAPTER 2: Formation of mRNP granules in Toxoplasma gondii during the lytic
cycle

2.1. Introduction
The interaction between RNA and RNA-binding proteins gives rise to the formation
of various functional ribonucleoproteins (mRNPs) important for the regulation of
transcription and translation [1]. During translational repression, mRNP complexes often
aggregate to form membrane-less cytoplasmic foci, referred to as mRNP granules [2].
Generally, mRNP granules are named and classified according to their presumed function,
the presence of protein markers, and/or cellular context. For example, mRNP granules
formed in response to environmental stresses are generally referred to as stress granules
(SG), while those which contain components of the mRNA decay machinery are referred
to as processing bodies (PB) [3]. Despite the differences, all mRNP granules share common
characteristic features. Firstly, all contain non-translating mRNAs that are capable of reentering translation with appropriate cellular signals [4,5]. Secondly, they share a number
of RNA binding proteins such as PABP, Xrn1, Ago, and Rck [6]. Thirdly, different types
of mRNP granules interact dynamically to dock, fuse and mature from one type to another
[1,7,8]. mRNP granules could thus function as storage sites for mRNAs, to allow for swift
cellular reprogramming in response to appropriate cues. Studies in highly polarized cellular
systems (i.e. oocytes, embryos or neurons) showed that mRNP granules could behave as
transporting cargos to deliver mRNAs in a non-translating state to their destination to be
translated [1]. Interestingly, the quantity of mRNA localized to mRNP granules during
stress is estimated at only ~10% of total cytoplasmic mRNA [9]. Rather than the functional
category of mRNA, translation efficiency (as determined by ribosome profiling) and
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transcript length (particularly longer 3' UTRs) are better predictors of transcript
localization into mRNP granules [9]. In both cases, this appears to be due to increased
opportunity for RNA-RNA and RNA-protein interactions. Defects in RNP granule
formation have been implicated as an underlying cause in several human neuronal
disorders including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, spinal muscular atrophy, and
frontotemporal dementia [10].
Here we examine the formation of mRNP granules in Toxoplasma gondii, a
unicellular pathogenic parasite. T. gondii is an obligate intracellular parasite of the phylum
Apicomplexa, closely related to pathogenic protozoan parasites, such as Plasmodium spp.
and Cryptosporidium spp. T. gondii requires feline definitive hosts to complete its sexual
life cycle, but is capable of infecting and replicating within non-definitive hosts such as
mammals, birds and some reptiles [11]. It was reported that about one-third of the world
population are affected by T. gondii [11]. In non-definitive hosts, T. gondii exists in either
a rapidly growing tachyzoite form, or a quiescent encysted bradyzoite form. During acute
infection, the tachyzoites progress through several cycles of invasion, rapid multiplication,
and lysis of the host cell. The parasites are briefly extracellular while searching for a new
host cell. As bradyzoites, T. gondii forms tissue cysts primarily in muscle and brain tissue
[12] and persists in a quiescent state, avoiding the host immune system. Global translational
processes are critical to viability and survival [13] throughout this life cycle. For example,
global translational repression via phosphorylation of initiation factor-2 (TgIF2α)
decreases overall protein synthesis in extracellular parasites. This phenomenon is linked to
stress response and the survival of parasites both inside and outside of the host cell [1416]. Our group and others have demonstrated that the assembly and disassembly of mRNP
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granules is essential and likely to accompany translational repression and stress responses
[13,17].
Poly(A) binding protein (PABP) is the most abundant protein found in mRNPs, and
the first mRNA binding protein studied [18]. In multicellular organisms such as plants and
metazoans, multiple cytoplasmic and nuclear PABP members are found, indicating diverse
roles for PABPs including mRNA biogenesis, stability, transport and translational control
through interaction with the poly(A) tail of mRNA [19-21]. Although Magnus et al [19]
suggested that most unicellular eukaryotes have one PABP, recent data curating sites,
including Plasmodb, and Tritrypdb, indicate otherwise [22-23]. Three species of
Plasmodium have two PABPs, and Trypanosome species have up to 5 PABPs. However,
only one PABP is annotated in T. gondii [24].
Cytoplasmic PABPs (PABPCs) contain 4 RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) and a
proline-rich C-terminal domain [25]. PABPC interacts with both the poly(A) tail of mRNA,
and eIF4G bound to the 5' end, aiding in the circularization of mRNA. This interaction
enhances assembly of the 48S preinitiation complex, promoting translation [26]. Nuclear
PABPs (PABPNs) contain a single RRM and an arginine enriched C-terminal domain [27].
PABPNs enhance and control the polyadenylation of pre-RNA which stabilizes the
transcript and promotes export of the fully processed mRNA [28].
Here we identified and characterized two PABPs in T. gondii, TgPABPC in the
cytoplasm and TgPABPN in the nucleus. Using a fluorescent protein tagged version of
TgPABPC, we investigated the formation of cytosolic mRNP granules under various
conditions. We found that the number of mRNP granules in extracellular parasites
decreases within 10 min following egress, while a smaller population of mRNP granules
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persists for over 90 min. The decrease in the number of mRNP granules is correlated with
a decrease in parasite ability to invade. We show that mRNP granules containing
TgPABPC were not formed in bradyzoites or nutrient starved tachyzoites. Our findings
indicate that mRNP granule formation is unlikely to be a direct result of translation
inhibition under conditions which were reported to be accompanied by TgIF2α
phosphorylation. Granule formation may be a response to stressful conditions which cause
sudden, rather than gradual, changes in translational state.

2.2. Results
2.2.1 Toxoplasma poly(A)-binding proteins and their amino acid sequence analysis
Approximately 50 genes are annotated as RNA-binding proteins in T. gondii genome
[24], but only one locus, TGGT1_224850, is predicted to encode a protein product with all
the structural features and characteristics of prototypical cytoplasmic PABP [26]. These
include four RRMs, a linker region, and a highly conserved C-terminal domain (referred
to as PABPC, AUX or MLLE) (Fig. 2.1). TGGT1_224850 encodes a transcript with a
coding sequence of 2310-bp yielding a protein of 769 aa, referred to here as TgPABPC.
When the amino acid sequence of TgPABPC was compared to other PABPC homologs

Fig. 2.1. Schematic representation of the functional domains found in a prototypical
cytoplasmic PABP and TgPABPC.
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Fig. 2.2. Multiple amino acid sequence alignments of TgPABPC individual domains
with those of orthologues from Plasmodium falciparum (PfPABP, accession no.
PF3D7_1224300), Homo sapiens (HsPABPC1, accession no. P11940.2), and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ScPABP, accession no. P04147). An asterisk (*) indicates a
conserved amino acid residue, a colon (:) indicates conservation between amino acid
residues of strongly similar properties, and a period (.) indicates conservation between
amino acid residues of weakly similar properties. A) RRM1 and RRM2. Residues 83 –
243 of TgPABPC. B) RRM3. Residues 261 – 323 of TgPABPC. C) RRM4. Residues
389 – 466 of TgPABPC. D) PABPC. Residues 693 – 769 of TgPABPC.
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from a selected group of organisms including Plasmodium falciparum (an intracellular
parasite from the same phylum of Apicomplexa), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (a unicellular
eukaryote and a model organism), and Homo sapiens (a non-definite host of T. gondii), the
alignment showed that TgPABPC has 53%, 48%, and 44% amino acid identity with
PfPABP, HsPABP1 and ScPABP respectively (Fig 2.2). TgPABPC harbors RRM1 and
RRM2, which are unique to cytosolic PABPs and responsible for poly(A) specific binding
activity [25]. These two domains of TgPABPC show 77%, 73%, and 61% identity to that
of Plasmodium, human, and yeast respectively (Fig. 2.2A). RRM3 is the least conserved
of the four RRMs. RRM3 of TgPABPC shows 35%, 40%, and 42% identity respectively
(Fig. 2.2B). Conversely RRM4 of TgPABPC has 77%, 71%, and 65% identity respectively
(Fig. 2.2C). The C-terminal domain has 62% and 75% identity compared to human and
Plasmodium respectively, but only 33% identity compared to yeast (Fig. 2.2D). Based on
the high degree of homology, particularly in RRMs 1 and 2, to PABPCs of other eukaryotes
we targeted TgPABPC for further study as a marker of cytoplasmic mRNP granules in T.
gondii.
Although only one PABPC homolog has been annotated in T. gondii database
(toxodb.org, [24]), we identified another protein of 268 aa with one canonical RRM domain
derived from TGGT1_211020 locus as a nuclear PABP homolog, when we used the amino
acid sequence of human nuclear PABP (HsPABPN1) to conduct the search. The amino
acid sequence of TgPABPN has 37%, 31%, and 42% identities to a selected nuclear
PABPs;

PfPABP2

(P.

falciparum),

HsPABPN1

(H.

sapiens),

and

SpPab2

(Schizosaccharomyces pombe) respectively (Appendix A: Supplementary Fig. S1). The
RRM domain of TgPABPN shows higher conservation, with 60%, 54%, and 62% identity
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to the RRM domains of previously mentioned homologs. Like other nuclear PABPs,
TgPABPN has an arginine rich C-terminal domain with multiple RGG/RG repeats and a
total of 9.4% arginine content, which is slightly higher than that of HsPABPN1 (8.1%).

2.2.2 RNA-binding properties of Toxoplasma PABPs
To verify the nucleic acid binding ability of both TgPABPs, recombinant GSTTgPABPC and GST-TgPABPN were expressed, purified and used in an RNA-binding
assay. RNA oligomers were spotted on a nylon membrane, where recombinant proteins
were independently spotted as detection controls (the upper most row, Fig. 2.3.). The
membranes were then incubated in solution containing recombinant proteins (GSTTgPABPC, GST-TgPABPN, or GST). Proteins captured by the RNA oligomers were
detected using a GST antibody. It was detected that GST-TgPABPC showed strong
interaction with poly(A)-RNA, weak interaction with poly(G) and poly(U), and no
interaction with poly(C) RNA oligonucleotides (Fig. 2.3., upper right panel). GSTTgPABPN showed similar affinity for poly(A) and poly(G) oligonucleotides, slightly
lower affinity for poly(C), and virtually no interaction with the poly(U) oligonucleotide
(Fig. 2.3., lower left panel). When the membrane was incubated in solution containing
GST, we did not detect the capture of GST by any RNA oligomers, indicating that GST
has no RNA binding ability (Fig. 2.3., lower right panel). Since GST alone was not
captured by the RNA oligonucleotides, the capture of GST-TgPABPC and GST-TgPABPN
is due to the PABP portion of the recombinant proteins, confirming the RNA-binding
ability of both proteins and preferential binding of poly(A) by TgPABPC.
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Fig. 2.3. RNA binding assays. The ability of TgPABPC and TgPABPN to bind to RNA
was analyzed by a dot-blot analysis. The top left image is a drawing to show the spotting
pattern used in the analysis. The protein of interest (2.7, 0.68, and 0.17 μg) was directly
spotted to the membrane and used as positive control for the subsequent immunodetection
step. RNA oligonucleotides (14.6, 4.0, and 1.0 μg) were individually spotted on the
membrane. The dotted membranes were incubated first in DIG blocking reagent and then
in solution containing 250 μg/mL of either GST-TgPABPC (upper right), GST-TgPABPN
(lower left), or GST (lower right), in maleic acid buffer with 2% DIG blocking reagent.
Following the RNA-protein binding step, the membranes were washed and incubated with
monoclonal GST primary antibody (DSHB P1A12-s) (1:500), and the signals were
revealed using HRP secondary antibody (1:10,000. Rockland #610-1319).

2.2.3 Transgenic parasites expressing fluorescent protein tagged PABPs
To allow for the study of mRNP granules in intracellular parasites, we individually
tagged TgPABPC and TgPABPN with a tandem dimer tomato fluorescent protein
(tdTomFP) via homologous recombination. Following transformation and limited dilution,
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clonal lines expressing TgPABPC-tdTomFP or TgPABPN-tdTomFP were obtained and
named PTD and nPTD respectively. Genomic integration of tdTomFP ORF was confirmed
by PCR analysis (Appendix A: Supplementary Fig. S2). Subsequently expression of the
recombinant proteins was determined by western blot analysis using α-RFP antibody
against the red fluorescent protein (Fig. 2.4A). Western blot of PTD parasite proteins
revealed a ~140 kDa, band, corresponding to TgPABPC (82 kDa) fused to tdTomFP (54
kDa), along with two significant bands at ~62 kDa and ~68 kDa. These smaller bands may
correspond to degradation products of the 136 kDa fusion protein. Western blot of nPTD
parasite proteins revealed a ~95 kDa band, corresponding to TgPABPN (28.8 kDa) fused
to tdTomFP.
The localization of recombinant TgPABPC-tdTomFP and TgPABPN-tdTomFP in
the transgenic PTD and nPTD strains was determined using epifluorescence microscopy.
The signal of TgPABPC-tdTomFP was found throughout the cytosol of intracellular PTD
tachyzoites indicating that it is a cytosolic protein (Fig. 2.4.B, top row). The accumulation
of TgPABPC-tdTomFP in the cytosol has an uneven appearance with areas of higher
intensity, but no clear foci. In nPTD parasites, TgPABPN-tdTomFP was distributed in the
nucleus (Fig. 2.4.B, lower row). These observations support the homology-based
predictions that TgPABPC is a cytosolic protein, and that TgPABPN is a nuclear protein.
Interestingly, in both intracellular and extracellular parasites, the intranuclear distribution
of TgPABPN-tdTomFP varied, ranging from highly compact foci to a ring pattern
(Appendix A: Supplementary Fig. S3). Slightly differing distribution was even observed
between intracellular parasites within the same parasitophorous vacuole (Fig. 2.4.B, lower
row).
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A)

B)

Fig. 2.4. Confirmation of expression of tagged proteins. A) Western blot was probed
with anti-red fluorescent protein (RFP) (1:5,000 dilution. upper band) and α-LDH1 as
loading control ([52], 1:2,000 dilution, lower band). B) Localization of tagged PABP
proteins in intracellular T. gondii. TgPABPC-tdTomFP is diffuse throughout the
cytoplasm and excluded from the nuclei (upper row). TgPABPN-tdTomFP is diffuse
throughout the nuclei and absent from the cytoplasm (lower row). All images were
taken at 1000X magnification and scale bar is 5 μm.
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2.2.4 Utilization of TgPABPs in the assessment of mRNP granule formation
The transgenic PTD strain was subsequently used for the study of cytosolic mRNP
granule formation. PTD tachyzoites were released from host cells, and the fluorescence
signal of TgPABPC-tdTomFP was monitored. It was detected that TgPABPC-tdTomFP
forms aggregates of various sizes in the cytosol (Fig. 2.5.). To confirm that TgPABPCtdTomFP aggregates contain mRNAs, an RNA FISH assay was performed using oligo
dT47-CY5 (Fig. 2.5.). In extracellular parasites mRNA was co-localized with TgPABPCtdTomFP in the cytosol, showing that TgPABPC-tdTomFP is an effective tool for
endogenously marking cytoplasmic mRNP granules. The oligo dT47-CY5 probe also
showed fluorescence signals in the nucleus and apicoplast, a plastid-like organelle
characteristic of Apicomplexa, which was likely due to the nucleic acid content of these
organelles. The endogenously tagged TgPABPC was thus determined to be an effective
molecular tool for observation of mRNP granules and was used in the subsequent study.

Fig. 2.5. Fluorescence In Situ RNA Hybridization (FISH) was performed using
extracellular PTD parasites. Fixed parasites were adhered to poly-L-lysine coated slides,
permeabilized, and probed with 100 ng/μL oligodT47-Cy5 and Hoechst counterstain to
show the nucleus. Fluorescence images were taken using a Leica DMI 6000 fluorescence
microscope with a 100X oil objective lens. TgPABPC-tdTomFP forms cytoplasmic foci
in extracellular parasites and colocalizes with mRNA.
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2.2.5 The distribution of mRNP granules in extracellular parasites
To determine whether the mRNP granules are associated with any organelle or
intracellular compartment, the distribution of mRNP granules in extracellular parasites was
analyzed using CellProfiler v. 2.2.0 software after the fluorescence images were taken.
Freshly lysed transgenic PTD tachyzoites were collected and maintained in Ed1 media for
1 hour to allow for mRNP granule formation, and the parasites were mounted onto slides
for imaging. TgPABPC-tdTomFP foci were counted as granules only when their
florescence signal was higher than 2 standard deviations over the background. This was to
improve accuracy of location measurements and reduce noise (e.g. from out of focus
signal). It was detected that extracellular tachyzoites had an average of 3.49 granules per
parasite. The distribution of granules was then plotted along the length and width of a
representative parasite, and the granule density was determined for each of 4 sections of
equal length from the apical to the basal end of the parasite (Fig. 2.6.A). The granule
densities for sections 1 – 4 were 0.55 granules/μm2, 0.58 granules/μm2, 0.34 granules/μm2,
and 0.66 granules/μm2 respectively. The granule density of section 3 was significantly
lower than the others, however section 3 also contained majority of the nucleus. The ~1μm diameter nucleus (Fig. 2.6.A, dotted circle), represents ~6.3% of total area analyzed,
but has only 3.8% of total granules counted. When the locations of all granules along the
x and y axes were calculated, granules were found to be evenly distributed along both axes,
indicating a stochastic distribution.
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A)

B)

Fig. 2.6. Morphometric analysis was performed to determine the distribution of mRNP
granules in extracellular T. gondii detected by TgPABPC-tdTomFP aggregation. A)
Dashed outline indicates size and shape of example extracellular T. gondii (an oblong 2 x
6 μm). Dotted inner outline indicates region of low granule density, corresponding to the
location of the nucleus. Using CellProfiler® 2.2.0 [49,50], the distribution of TgPABPC-

tdTomFP containing granules, whose diameter ranging from 0.3 μm and 1.4 μm with
intensity twice the mean intensity of the parasite, were measured, counted, and plotted
from >70 parasites. Division of parasite body into 4 equal sections indicated. B) Dashed
outline indicates size and shape of oryzalin treated T. gondii, a sphere 1.8 μm in radius.
mRNP granules were detected and counted using method above. Smaller panels show
representative parasites with and without oryzalin treatment included for morphological
comparison. Axes are shown in μm. All images were taken at 1000X magnification and
scale bars are 5 μm.
To determine if microtubules are necessary for the formation of mRNP granules,
intracellular parasites were treated with oryzalin (2.5 μM), an inhibitor of microtubule
polymerization [29]. Following treatment, parasites lost their characteristic oblong
morphology and became spherical (Fig. 2.6.B). Volume of untreated parasites was
estimated at ~17.1 μm3 ± 5.6 μm3, while volume of oryzalin treated parasites was estimated
at 14.9 μm3 ± 6.8 μm3, indicating no significant change in volume as a result of oryzalin
treatment. Granules were measured using the criteria described above. Treated parasites
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had an average of 6.9 granules, which is approximately double the frequency when
compared to untreated parasites. However, the distribution of mRNP granules in treated
parasites was not significantly different from a stochastic distribution. The data thus
indicates that the formation of mRNP granules is not associated with a particular organelle
or any cellular structure.

2.2.6 mRNP granules form in parasites prior to egress
To determine when the mRNP granules become visible, as an indicator of their
initial formation, a 1 μM concentration of the calcium ionophore A23187 was used to
induce egress and to allow the observation of granule formation in PTD parasites.
Following the addition of A23187, PTD infected monolayers were fixed at 1-minute
intervals up to 9 minutes (Fig. 2.7.A). Fluorescence images were taken at 1000X
magnification and used to determine when TgPABPC had aggregated into mRNP granules.
It was noted and unexpected that mRNP granules became detectable in intracellular
parasites prior to egress. To quantify the percentage of intact parasitophorous vacuoles
(PVs) containing parasites which had formed granules, 30 independent fields of view were
taken for each time point following the addition of A23187 (Fig. 2.7.B solid line). After 5
minutes, parasites in nearly half of all PVs had formed cytoplasmic mRNP granules. This
value reached a maximum of ~70% after 8 minutes. The rate of parasite egress following
addition of A23187 was also measured under the same conditions. A single field of view
was imaged at 100X magnification so that 50 – 100 vacuoles could be visualized
simultaneously for up to 9 minutes after A23187 was added. As expected, rapid parasite
egress was observed. ~5% PVs lysed every minute for 4 minutes (Fig. 2.7.B dotted line).
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However, the presence of A23187 did not cause all parasites to egress. ~80% of PVs
remained intact after 4 minutes. The halting of PV lysis appeared to correlate with the
increase in mRNP granule formation in intracellular parasites. To determine whether the

A)

B)

C)
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Fig. 2.7. Onset of mRNP granule formation. Slides of T. gondii infected monolayers
were fixed at 1 min intervals following the replacement of the culturing media with media
containing 1 μM of the calcium ionophore A23187 and examined for the formation of
mRNP granules in the intracellular parasites. A) Representative images of intracellular
parasites at indicated intervals, where detectable change was observed in the number of
vacuoles showing granulation of TgPABPC. B) (Solid line). Images of ≥30 unique fields
of view (average 96 PVs) were captured from fixed slides of different time points
following the addition of A23187 and used to determine the % of PVs where mRNP
granules had formed. (Dotted line). Live imaging of PTD infected monolayers (50-100
PVs/field of view) was used to determine the % of PVs lysed over 9 minutes following
treatment with A23187 as above. C) T. gondii infected monolayers were allowed to grow
in the absence of A23187 for the natural parasite egress at 48 hours post-infection.
Representative images of the naturally egressing parasite show that mRNP granules were
formed prior to their egress. All images were taken at 1000X magnification and scale bars
are 10 μm.
formation of mRNP granules in intracellular parasites is part of natural egress process, and
not formed only when A23187 was added, T. gondii-infected monolayers were cultured for
48 hours in the absence of A23187. While the mRNP granules were not detected in the
majority of PVs, we detected granule formation in ~3% of PVs (Fig. 2.7.C).

2.2.7 The formation of mRNP granules in extracellular T. gondii
Cytoplasmic mRNP granules are membrane-less structures, whose components are
constantly changing [5]. The dynamic changes in granule composition, both the number of
different components and the flux in concentration of any individual component, may
affect the size and number of mRNP granules, particularly during prolonged extracellular
exposure. If these changes in mRNP granules are non-random, then they likely result from
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cellular mechanisms regulating translational repression during stress. To test this
hypothesis, T. gondii tachyzoites were induced to egress by the addition of A23187 for 5
min. Extracellular parasites were transferred into fresh Ed1 media and a portion was fixed
at different time intervals. The number and size of mRNP granules were measured (Fig.
2.8). Post-egress, we detected 5.92 ± 0.60 granules/parasite at 5 min, 5.07 ± 0.23
granules/parasite at 10 min, 4.92 ± 0.13 granules/parasite at 15 min, 4.82 ± 0.31
granules/parasite at 30 min, 4.93 ± 0.13 granules/parasite at 60 min, and 5.16 ± 0.23
granules/parasite at 90 min. ANOVA and post-hock Tukey statistical analysis indicated
that a significantly greater number of mRNP granules were present at 5 min post-release,
while longer intervals (10 to 90 min) were not significantly different from each other.
Granule size was also measured, however statistical analysis did not show that any interval
had granules of a significantly different size. Notably, at 5 min post-release considerable
variation was detected in granule size, with granules ranging from 0.32 μm2 to 0.48 μm2.
By 10 min post-release the size of granules was more uniform in the range of 0.35 μm2 –
0.40 μm2. Taken together, the data indicate that the dynamic nature of mRNP granule
formation is statistically reflected by the decrease in the number of granules after the first
5 min post-egress.

2.2.8 Correlation between parasite fitness and their mRNP granule load
To determine if the small, but significant, difference in mRNP granule load
immediately after egress, correlated with a change in parasite invasion, a plaque assay was
performed. Freshly lysed parasites were held in Ed1 media for various durations up to 120
min prior to infection of confluent fibroblasts. Growth media containing 1.5% CMC was
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Fig. 2.8. Number and size of mRNP granules formed in T. gondii following parasite
egress from host cell. Following collection of extracellular parasites from an infected
monolayer (see methods), parasites were maintained at 37 ºC and 5% CO2 in Ed1 media.
A sample of parasites was collected at the indicated times and fixed with 3%
paraformaldehyde. mRNP granules were identified as regions of fluorescence intensity
greater than 2 standard deviations above average cell intensity in T. gondii strain
expressing endogenous TgPABPC-tdTomFP by Cell Profiler® software [49,50]. >40
parasites were measured for each time period for each of 3 independent experiments. *
Indicates value significant at p ≤ 0.05 determined by ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc
analysis.
used, which reduces the formation of secondary plaques and retards plaque formation due
to its viscosity. Plaques were counted after 10 days and analyzed using single factor
ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey analysis. Due to technical limitations, it was not possible to
infect new host cells within 5 min of initiating parasite egress with A23187. however, since
parasitophorous vacuole lysis is continuous over the course of A23187 treatment (as shown
in Fig. 2.7 B), parasites inoculated onto new host cells within 10 min of ionophore
treatment were expected to contain a mixture of parasites which had been extracellular for
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A)

B)

Fig. 2.9. Plaque formation by RH∆Ku80 parasites. A) Plates inoculated with 200

parasites were left undisturbed for 10 days and were then fixed with 3%
paraformaldehyde. Example images from plates at each time point (left). The total number
of plaques in each well (35 mm) was counted at each time point for 3 replicates.B) The
percentage of parasitophorous vacuoles with 2, 4, 8, or 16+ parasites 24 hours after
infection. Plates were incubation at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. The number of parasites per
parasitophorous vacuole was counted in 100 vacuoles for 3 replicates at each time
interval. Bars indicate standard deviations. * Indicates value significant at p ≤ 0.05
determined by ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis.
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5 to 10 min. For this reason, the 10 min sample is believed to partially capture parasites
which had been extracellular for only 5 min, and thus contained more granules than those
which had been extracellular for longer. Parasites which infected new host cells within 10
min post ionophore treatment formed significantly more plaques (at 95% confidence) than
those which experienced extracellular exposure of 30 min or longer (Fig. 2.9B).

To determine the effect of prolonged extracellular exposure on parasite growth,
freshly released parasites were held in Ed1 media for different durations, up to 120 min,
prior to inoculation onto confluent fibroblasts. As with the plaque assay, the 10 min sample
is believed to capture parasites which had been extracellular for 5 to 10 min, and thus
partially capture the parasites with a greater number of RNP granules. As T. gondii
replicates within each PV via endodyogeny, 2n parasites are expected, where (n) indicates
the number of rounds of replication [30]. The number of parasites per vacuole was counted
after 24 hours. For all time points of extracellular exposure, the average number of parasites
per vacuole was 8 (23) giving a doubling time of ~8 hours, and indicating no detectable
beneficial or detrimental effect of extracellular exposure to the replication rate of T. gondii
(Fig. 2.10). The decrease in mRNP granules observed after 5 min extracellular exposure
may reflect a change in granule structure and/or composition that correlates with a
reduction in the parasite’s ability to invade. However, the multiplication ability of parasites
which successfully invaded was unaffected.
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Fig. 2.10. The percentage of parasitophorous vacuoles with 2, 4, 8, or 16+ parasites
24 hours after infection. Plates were incubation at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. The number of
parasites per parasitophorous vacuole was counted in 100 vacuoles for 3 replicates at each
time interval. Bars indicate standard deviations. * Indicates value significant at p ≤ 0.05
determined by ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis.

2.2.9 mRNP granule formation under other stress-induced conditions
Global translational repression has been shown to promote survival of T. gondii while
they are outside their host cells and under cellular stress conditions [15]. To correlate the
formation of mRNP granules with the state of translational repression, we thus adopted
stress-induced conditions that have previously been shown to invoke translational
repression. These conditions include nutrient starvation, alkaline growth environment, and
treatment with salubrinal.
Firstly, PTD tachyzoites were subjected to nutrient starvation by allowing them to
infect and grow on confluent HFF for 24 hours, and then replacing the media with HBSS
starvation media. Infected monolayers were then imaged at intervals up to 8 hours. After 4
hours starvation TgPABPC-tdTomFP was found diffused throughout the cytoplasm,
indistinguishable from the control parasites. Even after 8 hours starvation mRNP granules
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were not observed (Fig. 2.11A). This indicates that commonly used nutrient starvation
didn’t cause formation of mRNP granules.
Secondly, the culturing of the parasite under alkali conditions has been shown to
induce the parasite to convert from its tachyzoite stage to bradyzoite stage, and directly
link to translational repression via eIF2α phosphorylation [31]. PTD tachyzoites were
allowed to infect and grow on confluent HFF for 24 hours, and then cultured under alkaline
conditions for 3 days. To confirm bradyzoite conversion was induced, FITC-conjugated
Dolichos biflorus lectin, which binds to glycoproteins of the cyst wall, was used. The
formation of the cyst wall was evident (Fig. 2.11B), thus implying the associated
translational repression [31]. Under these conditions TgPABPC-tdTomFP was diffused
throughout the cytoplasm with no mRNP granules apparent (Fig. 2.11B), indicating that
the translational repression during bradyzoite conversion did not induce the formation of
mRNP granules.
Thirdly, salubrinal treatment, which is commonly used to inhibit translation
processes at initiation through the inhibition of the eIF2α-P dephosphorylation and trap
mRNAs into polysomes causing the accumulation of pre-initiation complexes [4,32,33],
was used. Infected monolayers were cultured to allow for tachyzoites to multiply and
establish 4-8 parasites/vacuole (~24 hours post-infection). Salubrinal (5 μM) was then
added, and the distribution of TgPABPC-tdTomFP was examined after 2 and 4 hours. The
TgPABPC-tdTomFP signal was predominately aggregated into foci (Fig. 2.12A, top row),
which was drastically different from the diffuse signal observed in non-treated parasites
(Fig. 2.4, top row), but similar to extracellular parasites (Fig. 2.5). A longer treatment (4
hours) resulted in a greater number and larger sizes of mRNP granules than observed at 2
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hours (Fig. 2.12A, bottom row). Notably, when extracellular tachyzoites were incubated in
media containing 5 µM salubrinal for a similar duration, the number and size of mRNP
granules remained unchanged. The effect of salubrinal on TgPABPC-tdTomFP
aggregation was also tested in bradyzoites. Unlike in tachyzoites, after 2 hours treatment
with salubrinal TgPABPC-tdTomFP remained diffused throughout the cytosol, identical to
untreated bradyzoites (Fig. 2.12B).
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A)

B)

Fig. 2.11. mRNP granule formation during stressful growth conditions. A)
TgPABPC-tdTomFP localization in parasites under nutrient starvation conditions for up
to 8 hours. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342. Control parasites grown in standard
Ed1 media (top row). Parasites starved by switching media to HBSS for 4 hours prior to
fixing (middle row) or 8 hours (bottom row) prior to fixing. B) TgPABPC-tdTomFP
localization in intracellular bradyzoites. Parasites were grown in alkaline media for 3 days
to induce bradyzoite conversion. Formation of cyst wall detected using FITC conjugated
Dolichos biflorus hemagglutinin. All images were taken at 1000X magnification and scale
bars are 5 μm.
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A)

B)

Figure 2.12. Effect of salubrinal treatment on mRNP granule formation.

A)

Intracellular parasites were exposed to 5 µM salubrinal for up to 4 hours. Parasites show
aggregation of PABP into distinct foci, with a greater number of foci forming in parasites
exposed for 4 hours. B) TgPABPC-tdTomFP localization in bradyzoites. Formation of
cyst wall detected using FITC conjugated Dolichos biflorus hemagglutinin. Cell nuclei
were stained with Hoechst 33342. All images were taken at 1000X magnification and
scale bars are 5 μm.
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2.3. Discussion
Cytosolic PABP is a common component of mRNP granules [18] and
immunofluorescence microscopy targeting PABP has previously been used to identify
mRNP granules in T. gondii [13]. However, immunofluorescence microscopy of mRNP
granules is limited to the extracellular stage of the parasites’ life cycle due to crossreactivity of the PABP antisera with the host cell proteins. Endogenously tagging PABP
provided a method for the visualization of mRNP granules free from host cell interference.
Congruent with the bioinformatics predictions, the tdTomFP tagged versions of both
proteins were observed to localize in the cytosol and nucleus of T. gondii respectively.
While we cannot rule out the possibility that fluorescent protein tag could cause mislocalization, the TgPABPC-tdTomFP and TgPABPN-tdTomFP seem useful as localization
markers for tracking mRNA and mRNP granules in T. gondii.
When TgPABPN-tdTomFP was examined in extracellular nPTD parasites after 2
hours exposure to the extracellular environment, its distribution was observed to range
from a compact granule to diffuse throughout the nucleus (Appendix A: Supplementary
Figure S3). This could be due to the non-synchronized nature of the parasite’s growth. It
was previously shown that the human PABPN1 moves rapidly compared to polyadenylated
RNAs in the nucleus and diffuses rapidly throughout the nucleus in order to be available
for binding to newly transcribed mRNAs [34]. Also, in Trypanosoma cruzi, another
intracellular parasite, a nuclear-localized RNA-binding protein has been found to relocalize
from nuclear speckles to the nucleolus upon transcription inhibition caused by actinomycin
D treatment [35]. Therefore, the various patterns of TgPABPN-tdTomFP distribution may
be indicative of protein and mRNA movement within the nucleus to sites of active
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transcription. Further studies will be required to determine whether these differences in
distribution of TgPABPN are caused by a particular stress and/or stress response pathway.
Using PTD strain, we observed the accumulation of TgPABPC-tdTomFP into
distinct cytoplasmic foci and confirmed these were co-localized with mRNAs using RNAFISH. To determine if there was a pattern to mRNP granule formation in T. gondii, we
adopted morphometric analysis of TgPABPC-tdTomFP containing mRNP granules.
Distribution of mRNP granules was stochastic throughout the cytoplasm of the parasite.
This could be due to the ubiquitous binding of TgPABPC to any poly-adenylated RNA,
resulting in several different types of mRNP granules simultaneously displayed under the
conditions used. As the location of mRNP granules is stochastic, it is highly likely that they
are not associated with a particular structure or region in the parasite. At minimum, they
do not remain associated with a region after granule formation, and the location of these
granules does not seem to be significant. Consequently, we are unable to assign any
putative function to TgPABPC-tdTomFP containing mRNP granules based on the location
within the parasite body. The role of the cytoskeleton in mRNP granule formation was also
investigated by treating parasites with Oryzalin, which has been shown to disrupt the
formation of microtubules [29]. Previous studies in mammalian cells have found that
disruption of microtubules can prevent stress granule formation or increase the size of Pbodies, depending on the cell line and species [36,37]. Study into mRNP granule assembly
shows that aggregation is a process driven by RNA-RNA, RNA-protein, and proteinprotein interactions without the need for cytoskeletal elements such as microtubules
[38,39]. Our data indicated that microtubules are unnecessary for the aggregation of mRNP
granule components in T. gondii. The finding that the number of mRNP granules formed
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was higher in oryzalin-treated parasites suggests that, either RNP granules are initially
formed as a large number of smaller granules which move along microtubules to fuse, or
that microtubules are necessary for the efficient disassembly of granules. RNP granule
components have been found to interact with dynein, kinesin, and myosin motor proteins,
as well as with motile organelles, supporting this idea [40]. RNP granules in oryzalin
treated parasites were not observably smaller than granules in untreated parasites, arguing
against granule fusion. However, considering the small size of RNP granules in T. gondii,
failure to detect granules smaller than approximately 300 nm2 may be a result of technical
limitations of traditional light microscopy.
By using parasites expressing endogenously tagged TgPABPC we were able to
observe mRNP granule formation throughout parasite egress and host cell lysis. We used
the calcium ionophore A23187 to control the timing of parasite egress. While others have
reported 100% lysis of PVs within 1 minute of A23187 treatment [41], under the conditions
used 80% of PVs were intact up to 9 min post treatment. There are two potential
explanations for this reduced egress rate. First, Black et al. [41] identified that the speed of
egress was temperature dependent, with egress being halted at 4 oC. The 35 mm plates used
to grow coverslips of HFF cells hold only a small volume of media and thus rapidly drop
in temperature when removed from the incubator. Second, we replaced growth media with
A23187 supplemented growth media instead of HBSS to induce egress. Other studies in
which A23187 was added to DMEM based media have similarly required higher
concentrations and/or longer incubation times to achieve complete egress [42,43].
Our observation of the formation of mRNP granules prior to host cell lysis, suggests
that translational repression occurs in preparation for egress (Fig. 2.7), rather than as a
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reaction to egress. It has previously been shown that mRNP granules form as a result of
exposure to the ionic composition of the host cell cytosol [13]. During egress parasites
secrete a perforin-like protein (TgPLP1) which rapidly permeabilizes the PV, possibly
exposing parasites to the host cytosol and initiating mRNP granule formation [44]. In the
absence of A23187 parasites could form mRNP granules (Fig. 2.7C), indicating that mRNP
granule formation is a natural occurrence, although we cannot distinguish the natural and
A23187 effects on the processes. While it is possible that A23187 could alone induce the
granule formation prior to egress, A23187 ionophore induced egress is well accepted to
closely mimic natural parasite egress. The process in which the parasites are exposed to the
host intracellular media before the extracellular media has been shown to effect mRNP
granule formation [13].
It was noted that approximately 10 min following parasite egress, a small number of
mRNP granules were no longer visible. The disappearance of these granules may be
explained by the exchange of stalled translation machinery including TgPABPC-tdTomFP
for degradation machinery [45]. Another possible explanation is that mRNP granules may
fuse during the initial stages of adaption, however we observed no detectible increase in
mRNP granule size which would indicate the fusion of smaller granules. Thus, the change
in mRNP granule number may represent an adaptation, in which mRNPs rapidly aggregate
into granules as an initial step prior to host cell lysis. A portion of these mRNP granules
are maintained for only a few minutes post egress, when tachyzoites are most likely to
encounter a new host cell to infect.
When the ability of parasite to invade was measured by plaque assay, we observed
that parasites which were inoculated onto host cells 10 min after the initiation of egress
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by calcium ionophore formed significantly more plaques than those inoculated after
30 min. This decrease in plaque formation has not previously been observed in other
studies examining the effect of prolonged extracellular exposure on T. gondii [15]. Two
components of our methodology may account for the difference in observations. First, the
use of 1.5 % CMC media slows the rate of plaque formation. This may have accentuated
the differences in plaque formation. Second, the A23187-induced egress conditions, rather
than syringe passage, may differently affect the parasites’ ability to invade a new host.
Technical limitations encountered during the plaque assays prevented the use of exactly
the same time frames as was used for granule counting. However, the correlation of
increased granule count and higher ability to invade, with shorter durations of extracellular
exposure, suggests that a distinct population of mRNP granules may aid the parasite’s
invasion, though this remains to be shown conclusively. It was also speculated that after a
prolonged extracellular exposure the persisting granules may function to reduce the
parasite’s apoptosis [13].
The formation of microscopically visible mRNP granules occurs during periods of
translational repression. We used nutrient starvation, an alkaline growth environment, and
treatment with salubrinal to investigate this relationship. Nutrient starvation has previously
been shown to cause TgIF2α phosphorylation, translational arrest, and conversion to
bradyzoites [16,46]. Ghosh et al. [16] found that 3 hours of nutrient starvation was
sufficient to induce TgIF2α phosphorylation and parasites exhibited severe and irreversible
mitochondria damage following 6 hours starvation. Despite this reported translational
repression, our results show that mRNP granule formation is not activated as a result of
nutrient starvation in T. gondii. Similar to nutrient starvation, alkaline treatment can trigger
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TgIF2α phosphorylation, translational repression, and bradyzoite conversion in T. gondii
[30], but did not result in mRNP granule formation. We postulate that nutrient starvation
and alkaline treatment are gradual stressors, as the effects must be mediated through the
host cell. This allows for a gradual change in the translational state of the parasites, and the
parasites are able to avoid sudden increases in non-translating RNA concentrations which
can induce mRNP granule formation [38,39]. When translation was inhibited via salubrinal
induced TgIF2α phosphorylation, mRNP granules were rapidly formed and increased in
number with prolonged treatment, consistent with previous findings [1,15]. The increase
in granule formation could be a combined effect of (i) the inhibitory effect of salubrinal
directly on Toxoplasma, and (ii) the outcomes of the parasite response to the host cells’
translational arrest caused by the treatment of the infected monolayers. The observation
that salubrinal did not induce mRNP granules in bradyzoites is believed to be due to TgIF2α
already being in a phosphorylated state in bradyzoites, thus salubrinal induces no change
in the parasites’ translational state. However, it is possible that the presence of the cyst wall
prevented salubrinal from entering the PV of bradyzoite cysts.
In conclusion, we showed that T. gondii has two PABPs, one cytoplasmic and one
nuclear. The parasite strains expressing these proteins with fluorescent protein tags can be
used to observe localization of each protein in intracellular and living parasites, where
many other molecular tools are infeasible. Using these strains, we found that mRNP
granules are formed before host cell lysis. Additionally, there are two phases of
extracellular parasite adaptation. In the first phase, immediately following egress, parasites
are highly infectious and contain a large number of mRNP granules. In the second phase,
after 10 min, the number of mRNP granules decreases to a stabilized number. During this
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second phase, parasite’s ability to invade drops significantly, suggesting a potential role
for mRNP granules in invasion fitness. The formation of mRNP granules in T. gondii is
independent of microtubules, however microtubules are required for proper control over
this process as part of extracellular stress response. Our investigation of the chemical and
physical stressors which induce mRNP granule formation revealed that TgIF2-α
phosphorylation by salubrinal causes mRNP granule formation, but not in parasites in a
pre-existing state of translational inhibition due to nutrient starvation or conversion to
bradyzoites. As a result, we propose that in T. gondii mRNP granule formation is not
caused by translational repression, but by a rapid increase in non-translating RNA.

2.4. Materials and methods
2.4.1. Plasmid construction
The sequence of oligonucleotide primers used are listed in Supplementary Table S1.
To express recombinant GST-TgPABPC fusion protein in bacterial cultures, the coding
sequence

of

TgPABPC

was

PCR-amplified

using

oligonucleotide

primers

(GST_BamHI_TgPABP_FwCf, and TgPABP_EcoR1_RvCf), T. gondii genomic DNA as
templates, and according to OneTaq® Hot Start DNA Polymerase’s supplier instruction
(NEB). The amplicon was purified and cloned into linearized pGEX-4T-1 (GE Healthcare
Life Sciences) at BamHI and EcoRI sites. The resultant plasmid was named pGEXTgPABP, and expressed according to the manufacturer’s instruction. To construct a T.
gondii transforming plasmid, parental plasmid tdTomato-LIC-DHFR was obtained from
Dr. Carruthers (Univ. Michigan, USA) and used in the cloning. Primers named
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FWLIC_TgPABP, and RVLIC_tgPABP were used in generating the 1.1 kbp amplicon of
the coding sequence from TgPABPC (TGGT1_ 224850). This was cloned into the parental
plasmid using a Ligation Independent Cloning (LIC) method described by Huynh and
Carruthers [47]. The resultant plasmid was named pTgPABPC-tdTomato-LIC-DHFR.
Prior to the transformation of T. gondii RHKu80 strain, pTgPABPC-tdTomato-LICDHFR was linearized by NsiI (NEB), leaving sequences at the 3' and 5' ends of the
linearized plasmid which were homologous to the genomic DNA of T. gondii, allowing for
the plasmid to be incorporated into the genome via homologous recombination.

2.4.2. Transformation of T. gondii
Electroporation was used to introduce the linearized plasmid into T. gondii parasites.
T. gondii tachyzoites were resuspended in 400 µL electroporation buffer (120 mM KCl,
0.15 mM CaCl2, 10 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4 (pH 7.6), 2 mM EDTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM
ATP, 5 mM glutathione) and 50 mg of linearized pTgPABPC-tdTomato-LIC-DHFR
plasmid in a 4 mm electroporation cuvette. A BTX ECM 630 (voltage: 1500, resistance:
25 Ω, capacitance: 25 µF) was used to apply current. Tachyzoites were then inoculated
onto confluent HFF cells and grown using MEM media as described in section 2.4.2. After
24 hours MEM media was replaced with MEM supplemented with 1 µM pyrimethamine
to select for transgenic parasites.

2.4.3. Cell cultures and treatments
Human Foreskin Fibroblasts (HFF, ATCC-1041) were maintained in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Gibco #12100046) with high D-glucose and L105

glutamine supplemented with 10% cosmic calf serum (ThermoFisher Scientific, Hyclone,
#SH30087.03HI), and 0.5% antibiotic antimitotic (Gibco, #15240-122) at 37 ºC in 5%
CO2. Confluent of HFF monolayers were used for the propagation of T. gondii RHKu80
strain, which were obtained from Dr. Carruthers (Univ. Michigan, USA) [47]. Once the
HFF monolayers were infected by T. gondii tachyzoites, the culturing media was replaced
with Ed1 media (Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) (Gibco #61100061) supplemented
with 1% newborn fetal bovine serum (NFBS) (Hyclone # SH30071.03) and 0.5% antibiotic
antimitotic (Invitrogen, # 15240-122)). In the preparation of infected monolayers for
microscopic analyses, confluent HFF cells were grown on coverslips (22 x 22 mm) and
infected with ~103 freshly lysed tachyzoites and incubated at 37 ºC in Ed1 media until
needed. When needed, parasites were treated with: 5 µM salubrinal (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology). HFF cells infected with PTD strain parasites were incubated at 37 ºC, 5%
CO2 in Ed1 media supplemented with 1 μM pyrimethamine for DHFR selection. Oryzalin
treatment was performed as outlined by Pomel et al. [48]. Briefly confluent HFF cells were
infected with PTD parasites and grown in DHFR selection media at 37 ºC, 5% CO2. After
24 hours media was changed to DHFR selection media supplemented with 2.5 μM oryzalin
for 24 hours. Parasites were released from host cells via needle passage through a 26-gauge
needle, fixed using 3% paraformaldehyde, and prepared for fluorescence microscopy as
detailed below. To induce bradyzoite conversion tachyzoites were allowed to infect and
grow on confluent HFF monolayers for 24 hours at 37 ºC in Ed1 media. Media was then
replaced with RMPI media containing 10 mM HEPES and 5% fetal bovine serum, pH 8.2
and grown for 3 more days.
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2.4.4. Western blotting analysis
Protein lysates (~50 µg protein) were resolved on a 7% SDS-PAGE, and resolved
proteins were blotted onto nitrocellulose membrane. Following blocking the non-specific
sites using 5% (w/v) non-fat skim milk in TBST (68 mM NaCl, 8.3 mM Tris-base pH 7.6
and 0.05% v/v Tween-20), the blots were incubated in solution containing primary
antibodies which were either rabbit -RFP (1:5,000. Rockland #600-401-379), rabbit αLDH1 (1:2,000; a gift from Dr. Parmley, Palo Alto, Ca, USA). The secondary antibody
HRP-goat -rabbit (1:2,000. Rockland #610-1319) was then used. Chemiluminescent HRP
Substrate Kit (Millipore #WBKLS0050) was used to reveal the signals which were then
captured using the FluorChem Q Imager (Alpha Innotech) with AlphaView-FluorChem Q
software.

2.4.5. PABP dot-blot assay
RNA oligomers were produced in vitro using T7-RNA polymerase with primer
T7promotorGG and Tpl_tomakePolyA, Tpl_tomakePolyG, Tpl_tomakePolyU, or
Tpl_tomakePolyC. Recombinant proteins GST, GST-TgPABPC, and GST-TgPABPN,
were purified using GST-Bind Resin from Novagen, #70541. RNA sequences and positive
control GST-TgPABPC, GST-TgPABPN, or GST were UV-crosslinked to Amersham
Hybond-N+ nylon membrane with 120,000 microjoules/cm2 at 254 nm using a CL-1000
Ultraviolet Crosslinker. Membranes were blocked using Roche Blocking Reagent for
nucleic acid hybridization (Sigma, #11096176001) diluted in maleic acid buffer (0.1 M
maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.5) and washed using maleic acid buffer with 0.3% (v/v)
Tween 20. Following blocking for 1-hour membranes were incubated overnight in 250
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μg/mL GST, GST-TgPABPC, or GST-TgPABPN in maleic acid buffer with 2% blocking
reagent. Bound protein was visualized using monoclonal mouse α-GST antibody (1:500.
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, #P1A12-s) with HRP-goat -mouse (1:10,000.
Rockland, #610-1319) secondary antibody and images were captured as outlined for
western blots.

2.4.6. Fluorescence microscopy
Infected HFF monolayers or extracellular parasites on coverslips were rinsed three
times with 1x (v/v) phosphate buffer saline (PBS), fixed with 3% (w/v) paraformaldehyde
for 10 min and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min. Hoechst
staining solution (3.2 μM) was added onto the coverslips at room temperature and
incubated for 10 min, and removed by three washes with 1x PBS. The prepared coverslips
were mounted on glass slides with Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotechnology Associates,
#0100-01). Fluorescence images were obtained using a Leica DMI 6000 fluorescence
microscope, with a Leica DFC 360FX camera and a Leica STP6000 control board. Fields
of views were taken using the 10X dry objective for 100X magnification or 100X oil
objective for 1000X magnification as indicated.

2.4.7. RNA-Fluorescence in Situ Hybridization
All reagents for RNA-FISH were prepared in DEPC H2O. RNA-FISH was performed
as outlined by Cherry et al., but using oligo dT47-CY5 [17]. Briefly, infected HFF
monolayers or extracellular parasites on coverslips were rinsed three times with 1x PBS,
fixed with 3% (w/v) paraformaldehyde for 10 min and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton
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X-100 in PBS for 10 min. Coverslips were then washed 3 times with 2x SSC for 5 min.
For hybridization, coverslips were incubated in a humidity chamber overnight at 37 ºC in
hybridization buffer containing 50% deionized formamide and 100 ng/μL oligo dT47-CY5.
Coverslips were then washed 2 times in 2x SSC for 30 min and 1 time in 0.5x SSC for 15
min. Further staining with Hoechst and mounting of coverslips was performed as
previously described.

2.4.8. Morphometric analysis
Confluent HFF monolayers were infected with PTD parasites. When parasite egress
began (~48 hours post infection) host monolayers were washed to remove parasites which
had been extracellular for an unknown duration and fresh Ed1 media containing 1 µM
A23187 was added. Monolayers were then incubated an additional 5 min under culturing
conditions. Following this 5-minute period extracellular parasites were collected and kept
in Ed1 media with no A23187 under culturing conditions for 0 – 90 min. Samples were
collected at intervals and fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde. The parasites were prepared for
fluorescence microscopy as previously described. The number and size of TgPABPCtdTomFP granules were then determined using CellProfiler v. 2.2.0 [49,50]. The analysis
was performed using a minimum of 30 parasites at each time point, and the experiments
were performed in replicates of 3. Statistical significance was determined using an
ANOVA between time points (α = 0.05), followed by a post-hock Tukey analysis.
For time course analysis of mRNP granule formation, coverslips of confluent HFF
cells were infected with PTD parasites for 24 hours. Media of each coverslip was replaced
with fresh Ed1 media containing 1 μM A23187. After 1 – 9 min this media was removed
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and cells were fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde. Slides were then prepared as previously
described. To determine the rate of PV lysis following addition of 1 μM A23187, parasites
were allowed to infect HFF cells on coverslips for 48 hours. Media of each coverslip was
replaced with fresh Ed1 media containing A23187 and a single field of view was imaged
every min for 9 min. Lysed vacuoles were easily identifiable as parasites rapidly spread
out once the host cell lysed. Both experiments were performed in triplicate.
To determine granule localization extracellular PTD parasites were incubated for 2
hours post egress under culturing conditions prior to fixing by 3% paraformaldehyde
treatment. Imaging was performed using fluorescence microscopy as previously outlined.
Images of individual parasites were cropped and rotated such that parasites were centered
in image, aligned lengthwise on the y-axis, and the nucleus was set below the x-axis.
CellProfiler v. 2.2.0 [49,50] was used to determine the position of each granule in the
parasite body and granule positions were plotted along an x, y axis.

2.4.9. Plaque assay
Freshly released parasites were collected from infected host cells 48 h post infection.
Infected monolayers were first washed with Ed1 media to remove extracellular parasites.
Fresh Ed1 media was then added and wells were incubated at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. After 4
min parasites were collected and aliquoted for incubation in Ed1 media at 37 ºC and 5%
CO2 for up to 2 hours. For each time point, 200 parasites were added to a well of confluent
HFF cells in a 6 well plate. After 24 hours, the media was changed to Ed1 media containing
1.5% w/v medium viscosity CMC to reduce occurrence of secondary plaques as outlined
by Fonseca-Géigel, L. et. al. [51]. Plates were left undisturbed at 37 ºC and 5% CO2 for 10
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days, as the use of 1.5% CMC media slows plaque growth. Plates were then were fixed
with 3% paraformaldehyde. Plaques were counted using 40X magnification due to their
small size. The total number of plaques was counted at each time point for 3 replicates.
Statistical significance was determined at α = 0.05 using an ANOVA between time points
(α = 0.05), followed by a post-hock Tukey analysis.

2.4.10. Replication assay
Freshly released parasites were collected from infected host cells 48 h post infection.
Infected monolayers were first washed with Ed1 media to remove extracellular parasites.
Fresh Ed1 media was then added and wells were incubated at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. After 4
min parasites were collected and aliquoted for incubation in Ed1 media at 37 ºC and 5%
CO2 for up to 2 hours. For each time point, 5000 parasites were added to a well of confluent
HFF cells in a 6 well plate. After 24 hours incubation at 37 ºC and 5% CO2, Hoechst 33342
was added to a concentration of 3.2 μM. The number of parasites per parasitophorous
vacuole was counted in 100 vacuoles using fluorescence microscopy for 3 replicates.
Statistical significance was determined at α = 0.05 using a student t-test.
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CHAPTER 3: Adaptation of cross-linking mass spectrometry for the identification
of Toxoplasma gondii RNP granule proteins.

3.1. Introduction
RNP granules are biomolecular condensates composed of both RNA and protein
components. They are held together by a combination of weak multivalent protein-protein,
protein-RNA, and RNA-RNA interactions [1]. These weak interactions give RNP granules
liquid-like characteristics which allow for the rapid movement of both RNA and protein
components in and out of granules [2]. While some types of RNP granules such as P bodies
are constitutively present in cells, other types such as stress granules are formed only during
cellular stress [3]. These different types of granules have been defined based on the proteins
characteristically found in them and/or the conditions under which they form. While P
bodies generally contain RNA degradation proteins such as decapping enzymes Dcp1/2,
stress granules contain stalled translational machinery such as eIF2α, the 40S ribosomal
subunit, and PABP [3]. For these reasons, P bodies are thought to be sites of mRNA decay
while stress granules have been suggested as sites for the temporary storage and protection
of mRNA until the cell returns to homeostasis. However, mRNAs have been observed to
re-enter translation from P bodies, and the rapid movement of mRNAs in and out of stress
granules contradicts the idea that they store mRNAs [4]. Despite the uncertainty that exists
regarding the specific function of different RNP granules, their formation is a common
result of translational repression, and the proper formation of RNP granules has been
shown to be critically important for cell survival during stress in every eukaryotic cell
model studied to date, including the human parasite Toxoplasma gondii [1,5,6].
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T. gondii is a single celled obligate intracellular parasite. Though the definitive host
of T. gondii is felines the parasite can infect almost any nucleated cell, giving the parasite
an enormous host range that includes humans [7]. In all non-definitive hosts the parasite is
unable reproduce sexually and instead replicates by a process known as endodyogeny [7,8].
During the acute stage of an infection T. gondii parasites enter the host cell and begin to
rapidly replicate in a parasitophorous vacuole. After several rounds of replication these
tachyzoites cause the host cell to lyse and they are briefly exposed to the extracellular
milieu. This environment is not conducive to the parasite’s survival and they enter a state
of translational repression while they search for a new host cell to infect [9,10]. While
extracellular and in a state of translational repression, RNP granules are formed in the
parasites. Failure to properly form these granules results in increased apoptosis, reduced
infectivity, and reduced replication [6]. Additionally, our lab has previously found that the
number of RNP granules decreased after the first 5 min extracellular exposure [10]. T.
gondii is also known for its ability to persist as a life-long infection. Intracellular
tachyzoites can convert to the slow growing bradyzoite form and create a cyst inside the
infected host cell. As bradyzoites T. gondii is able to evade the host immune system and
persist as a latent infection. When the host’s immune system becomes weak, these
bradyzoites can convert back into tachyzoites, reigniting an acute infection [8,11].
Despite the established importance of RNP granules to the success of the tachyzoite
life cycle, little is known regarding the composition of these granules. Much of the research
done to date has relied on the identification of likely RNP granule proteins based on
homology to known granule components in other systems [6,10,12,13]. This approach has
succeeded in showing that RNP granule formation in T. gondii is similar in many ways to
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other, more well studied systems. However, these approaches cannot identify RNP granule
components that are unique to T. gondii. As such, discovery-based approaches such as
proximity labeling and/or affinity purification of these RNA/protein complexes are the next
logical stage of RNP granule research in T. gondii. Of course, these techniques are not
without their own difficulties and limitations. The buffer conditions and washing steps
required for the isolation of large protein complexes by methods such as affinitypurification can easily disrupt weak protein-protein interactions (PPI), limiting discovery
to only the most strongly bound or abundant proteins of a complex [14]. Also, if the bait
protein is only present in a particular type of RNP granule, the discovery of unique T.
gondii features may once again be impeded. One method to stabilize weakly interacting
RNP granule components during purification is the addition of a chemical cross-linker to
form covalent bonds between the proteins. In 2016, Jain et al. used formaldehyde to crosslink the proteins in yeast cell stress granules. They then used differential centrifugation and
affinity purification of the stress granule component G3BP, followed by tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) to identify 317 stress granule components from sodium arsenite
stressed U-2 OS cells. At least 9 of the previously unidentified stress granule components
found in this study were confirmed to colocalize with G3BP via immunofluorescence,
showing the value of this technique for rapid de novo discovery of RNP granule
components [15].
The technique of cross-linking mass spectrometry (CLMS) has become
increasingly common in the field of proteomics. Not only can CLMS help capture
interacting proteins that would otherwise be lost during purification, it can also can also
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provide specifics of PPIs that are lost in affinity-purification or cofractionation methods
[14,16].
There are many different cross-linkers currently used for CLMS. For this study we
chose to use formaldehyde [17]. Formaldehyde is a very small, reversable, cross-linker
with high cell permeability and fast reaction time [18]. The permeability of formaldehyde
allows for the cross-linking of the RNP granules without first lysing the cells. This avoids
any risk of altering the RNP granule composition or disrupting weak PPIs [16]. The small
size of formaldehyde can limit the formation of cross-links to only closely interacting
proteins (~2 Å) [19,20]. Finally, formaldehyde cross-links form very quickly. As a result,
formaldehyde is better able to capture the PPIs present in a protein complex under specific
conditions, compared to other cross-linkers or proximity labeling techniques such as BioID [21].
In this study we adapted a differential centrifugation protocol for the simple and
rapid purification of cross-linked RNP granules from extracellular T. gondii parasites,
followed by the identification of the protein components of the granules using LC-MS/MS
[15]. Using this protocol, we then analyzed the proteins found in RNP granules
immediately after parasites egress from the host cell compared to after 30 minutes
extracellular exposure.
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3.2. Results
3.2.1 Isolation of cross-linked T. gondii RNP granules by differential centrifugation
To determine if RNP granules could be isolated from T. gondii via differential
centrifugation, a previously establish T. gondii parasite strain (PTD) in which the
cytoplasmic poly(A) binding protein is endogenously expressed with a tandem dimer
tomato fluorescent tag (TgPABPC-tdTomFP) was chosen for this study. The fluorescent
tag allowed for visual confirmation of the presence of RNP granules in the sample, prior
to LC-MS/MS analysis. Since RNP granules are found in parasites when they are outside
of a host cell (extracellular), parasites were held in extracellular media at 37 oC and 5%
CO2 for 30 min after egress from the host cells to allow RNP granules to form and stabilize.
In order to control the duration of extracellular exposure, the calcium ionophore A23187
was used to induce egress in parasites ~48 hours post infection. Briefly, after 5 min A23187
treatment to induce egress, extracellular parasites were collected and incubated separate
from host cells in extracellular media for an additional 25 min, then fixed with 2% PFA for
10 min and quenched with 1.25 M glycine to eliminate any unreacted PFA. After
quenching, parasites were resuspended in hypotonic buffer solution to aid in lysing by
sonication. Care was taken to sonicate in short bursts and at low power to avoid heating
the sample, which could result in reducing the cross-links and loss of proteins. Following
sonication, a differential centrifugation protocol was adapted from Jain et al. (2016) to
isolate the granules from other components of the cell lysate and concentrate them (see
methods) [15]. The presence of RNP granules in solution was visually confirmed by
fluorescent microscopy (Fig 3.1). Granules of the endogenously expressed TgPABPCtdTomFP were clearly visible. An α-PABPC3 primary antibody against the human protein
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and FITC-conjugated secondary were also used to confirm the TgPABPC portion of the
TgPABPC-tdTomFP protein was present and that granules were not simply aggregates of
cleaved Tomato fluorescent protein portion. Both markers indicated the presence of RNP
granules and, when compared to the granules found inside of the PTD parasite they came
from, the isolated granules were approximately equal in size (~400 to 800 nm diameter).

TgPABPC-tdTomFP PABPC3-FITC

Merge

TgPABPC-tdTomFP Brightfield

Merge

Fig. 3.1. RNP granules from PTD parasites. Top row. RNP granules is solution following
parasite lysis by sonication and probed with α-PABPC3 primary antibody (ABM product
#Y058722) with FITC-conjugated secondary antibody. Bottom row. PTD parasite prior to
lysis. Images were all taken at 1000x magnification with the 100x oil emersion lens and
using the same exposure settings. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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3.2.2 LC-MS/MS analysis of T. gondii RNP granules
The purified and concentrated RNP granule samples were prepared for LC-MS/MS
analysis by first separating the component proteins in an SDS-PAGE gel. The heating of
the samples to 100 oC for 10 minutes in SDS-loading buffer was expected to be sufficient
to reverse the PFA formed cross-links based on previous work by [22]. Samples were then
run on a ‘short-stack’ SDS-PAGE as outlined by Wang et al. (2012), to prepare for in-gel
trypsin digest and LC-MS/MS [23]. Protein bands were excised from the gel as a single
sample and subjected to overnight in-gel trypsin digest. The extracted peptides were then
concentrated and separated through a C-18 reverse phase column connected to a Waters
Synapt G2-Si mass spectrometer. In total 75 unique proteins (Appendix B: Supplemental
Tables 2 & 3) were identified with high confidence (FDR of 1% against a decoy database).
Fig. 3.2 A) shows the number of proteins identified from different categories based on
cellular function. Ribosomal proteins were the most common component with 15
ribosomal subunit proteins, 7 from the 40S ribosomal subunit and 8 from the 60S ribosomal
subunit. The second most common category of RNP granule component found was
cytoskeletal proteins. 11 cytoskeletal proteins were identified including actin, alpha
tubulin, and 3 different beta tubulin proteins. Other proteins of note include the well-known
stress granule component eIF4a and chaperone proteins HSP70 and HSP90.
This work is the first time the differential centrifugation technique has been used
for the isolation of RNP granules from T. gondii that the authors are aware of. As such, it
is unclear how successfully the RNP granules were purified from other proteins found in
T. gondii. As a method of estimating the likelihood that each of the identified proteins was
an RNP granule component, they were compared to the mammalian RNP granule proteins
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found in the RNP granule database developed by Youn et al (2019) [24]. In cases where
the T. gondii protein is known by a different name than its mammalian homologue the T.
gondii amino acid sequence was BLAST searched against the human proteome and the
most similar hit was used. The RNP granule database scores RNP granule components
based on the strength of evidence supporting their presence in granules. Tier 1 proteins are
supported as RNP granule components by studies showing co-localization with known
RNP granule markers. Tier 2 proteins are indicated as stress granule or P body components
by discovery-based methods, but have not been validated. Tier 3 proteins are indicated as
components of RNP granules other than stress granules or P bodies and have not been
validated, or have been shown to effect RNP granules upon genetic abrogation. Tier 4
proteins are supported by discovery-based methods that only identify RNA binding
proteins, and have not yet been specifically associated with stress granules or P bodies.
Based on these classifications, the work presented in this study can be considered to
provide tier 3 evidence for RNP granule presence. Fig. 3.2 B) shows how many of the
identified proteins fit into each tier based on homology to proteins in the RNP granule
database. 3 of the identified proteins (RSP3, RSP3A, and eIF4A) are tier 1 proteins, with
strong evidence as RNP granule components. 14 proteins were classified as tiers 2, 3, and
4 each. In total, 45 of the identified proteins had some existing evidence as RNP granule
components. Additionally, the ef2-family, EF-1-Alpha, and 14-3-3 proteins identified in
this work (tiers 3, 4, and 4 respectively), were previously identified by Braun et al. (2010)
as part of the RNA induced silencing complex (RISC) purified from intracellular parasites
using affinity purification followed by LC-MS/MS analysis [25]. With its role in mRNA
silencing, the RISC is closely linked to P bodies and many of its components regularly
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Fig. 3.2. Identified RNP granule components isolated from T. gondii parasites exposed to
30 min extracellular exposure. A) Percentage of identified proteins categorized by cellular
function. B) Number of identified proteins strong (tier 1) to weak (tier 4) or no (unique)
prior evidence as RNP granule components.
localize to both P bodies and stress granules, supporting the identification of these proteins
as genuine RNP granule components [26].
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The remaining 30 proteins, classified as ‘novel’, have no prior evidence as RNP
granule components that we are aware of. Many of these novel RNP granule components
have no homolog in yeast or mammalian cells. This includes 5 rhoptry proteins, 4 dense
granule proteins, the actin binding toxofilin protein, and 4 proteins only identified as
hypothetical. Both rhoptry and dense granule proteins are part of the T. gondii secretome.
These are proteins that are injected or translocated into the host cell cytosol to aid in
parasite proliferation through host cell manipulation [27]. As these proteins bear little
similarity to mammalian or yeast proteins, there is no basis for comparison and this is the
first report we are aware of in which these proteins have been found in association with
RNP granules in T. gondii.

3.2.3. RNP granule increase in complexity over time.
Previous work by Roscoe et al. (2021) showed that the number of RNP granules in
extracellular parasites decreases between 5 and 10 minutes after parasite egress from the
host cells, and that parasite plaque formation decreases after 10 minutes [10]. This suggests
that there may be a short-lived population of unique RNP granules that aid in parasite
infectivity. To test this hypothesis, parasites were once again induced to egress with the
calcium ionophore A23187 ~48 hours post infection. Collected extracellular parasites were
then immediately fixed with 2% PFA for 10 min. While A23187 rapidly induces egress of
parasites, there can be variation in the exact egress time of individual parasites by as much
as 2-3 min [10]. Due to these variations, and the time required to collect the parasites, we
could only be confident that these parasites had been extracellular for <10 min. RNP
granules were collected from these parasites as previously described, and subjected to LC128

>30 min

<10 min
42

33

(56%)

(44%)

Fig. 3.3. RNP granule proteins identified from granules cross-linked and collected from
parasites that had been extracellular for <10 minutes and those which had been extracellular

for >30 min. All protein found in <10 min samples were also identified in >30 min samples.
MS/MS analysis. Compared to the RNP granules collected from parasites which had been
extracellular for >30 min, less than half as many proteins were identified. However, all of
the proteins identified in the <10 min RNP granules were also found in the >30 min
granules (Fig 3.3), suggesting that there is not a unique type of RNP granule present in the
first minutes post egress. Instead, this data suggests that new RNP granule components are
recruited to existing granules over time.

3.3. Discussion & Conclusion
In this study we isolated cross-linked RNP granules from extracellular parasites
using formaldehyde cross-linking and differential centrifugation. The identification of the
known RNP granule components RSP3, RSP3A, and eIF4A via LC-MS/MS confirms that
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this technique was successful. All three of these proteins are part of the stalled initiation
complex that gets transported to RNP granules when translation is inhibited [28]. A total
of 7 proteins from the 40S ribosomal subunit were identified. While only RPS3 and RPS3A
are tier 1 confidence granule components, it stands to reason that all the proteins of the 40S
ribosomal subunit are present in granules, as has been indicated in other studies [29,30,31].
Identification of 8 components of the 60S ribosomal subunit was unexpected as the 60S
subunit is not generally thought to localize to stress granules [29,31]. When translation
initiation is inhibited by eIF2α phosphorylation the 60S subunit is prevented from binding
with the 40S subunit, and so would not be incorporated into granules with the stalled
initiation complex. Despite this, there is growing evidence for the 60S subunit as a
component of RNP granules based on RNA binding predictions, RNAi screening
approaches, and studies like Lee et al. 2016, which studied components of the abnormal
RNP granules which cause disease in an ALS model [32-34]. It is possible that the presence
of 60S subunit proteins found in T. gondii RNP granules in this study may be abnormal
and a result of the chemically induced egress. Follow-up studies will be required to validate
the identified proteins as RNP granule components.
One of the goals of this study was the identification of RNP granule components
that are unique to T. gondii. The rhoptry and dense granule proteins are secretory proteins
that aid in parasite infection and control of the host cell [35]. As such, they were unexpected
RNP granule components. These proteins in particular will require further verification to
confirm their presence in RNP granules. The rhoptry is a specialized secretory organelle
found in apicomplexans that stores rhoptry proteins prior to injection into the host cell [35].
If rhoptry proteins do become increasingly sequestered into RNP granules after 10 min
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extracellular exposure, this could provide an explanation for the reduced invasion of
parasites that have been extracellular for >30 min [10]. Alternatively, it is possible that due
to crowding in the rhoptry these proteins were positioned close enough together that they
were cross-linked into a granule. If this is the case, a lower concentration of PFA or shorter
incubation time may be sufficient to reduce the inclusion of non-granule components.
In addition to the inclusion of unexpected proteins, many abundant RNP granule
components such as PABP and HoDI, as well as the fluorescent Tomato tag expressed by
the PTD parasites used, were not detected. This suggests that optimization of the CLMS
technique is required. Since we were able to observe the fluorescent tagged PABP in the
isolated sample prior to LC-MS/MS analysis, the failure to detect these proteins most likely
stemmed from incomplete reversal of the cross-links, resulting in large complexes that did
not enter the SDS-PAGE gel. Future experiments should include an analysis of the
optimum heating temperature and duration for full reversal of the PFA cross-links and
linearization of the proteins.
When the RNP granule composition of T. gondii parasites that had been
extracellular for <10 min was compared to that of parasites which had been extracellular
for >30 min it was found that 56% of the proteins identified were only present after 30 min.
None of the identified proteins were unique to the <10 min granules. This supports a model
of initial RNP granule nucleation followed by maturation, as more proteins and RNA
localize to the granule, rather than one in which a unique type of RNP granule is
disassembled after 5 min, though these two models are not mutually exclusive [1,10].
However, the lack of several characteristic RNP granule proteins in the data indicates that
the CLMS protocol requires more optimization before conclusion can be drawn.
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The proteins identified in this study likely represent only a fraction of the RNP
granule proteome in T. gondii, and aren’t specific to a single granule type since no
secondary purification step was utilized. The methodology provided presents a proof of
concept, and requires further optimization to maximize the quantity and accuracy of
identified proteins. Longer exposure to the cross-linking agent would result in a greater
number of cross-links and thus more stable complexes, but may also capture a large number
of transient interactions that are not representative of the RNP granule proteome.
Alternatively, a lower concentration of formaldehyde may allow for increased peptide
detection, as fewer crosslinks would be more easily reversed during the linearization step.
Some other approaches have used a 0.1% formaldehyde solution for in vivo cross-linking
[36,37].
One of the major benefits of the CLMS technique presented here is that it does not
require specialized chemicals or equipment, making this technique more accessible to labs
which do not specialize in LC-MS/MS. It is currently unclear what percentage of total RNP
granules are successfully separated by the differential centrifugation process. While this
method benefits from its simplicity, speed, and the fact that it does not require genetic
modification that may alter PPIs, it may be more effective to use affinity purification to
minimize loss, while simultaneously increasing sample purity.
The identification of RNP granule components will help guide future work seeking
to characterize the role of RNP granule in the life cycle of T. gondii and identify potential
therapeutic targets. The CLMS protocol presented here can provide a starting point for
work that seeks to fully catalogue the RNP granule proteome of T. gondii. Cross-linking
the RNP granules in vivo allows for the determination of differences in RNP granule
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composition under different types of stress, such as starvation, oxidative stress, salubrinal,
or arsenite. This will provide valuable insight into the pathways employed to the parasite
during stress response and perhaps how to subvert them. Equally important will be the
identification of how the RNP granule components interact inside of the granules. CLMS
is already being used to help identify PPIs and the 3D structure of proteins and complexes
through the identification of cross-linked peptide pairs, though for now this approach is
limited due to the complexity of the data [14].

3.4. Methods

3.4.1. Cell culture
Human Foreskin Fibroblasts (HFF, ATCC-1041) were maintained in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Gibco #12100046) with high D-glucose and Lglutamine supplemented with 10% cosmic calf serum (ThermoFisher Scientific, Hyclone,
#SH30087.03HI), and 0.5% antibiotic antimitotic (Gibco, #15240-122) at 37 ºC in 5%
CO2. Confluent of HFF monolayers were used for the propagation of T. gondii. PTD strain
of parasites was generated in previous work by our group [10]. Once the HFF monolayers
were infected by T. gondii tachyzoites, the culturing media was replaced with Ed1 media
(Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) (Gibco #61100061) supplemented with 1% newborn
fetal bovine serum (NFBS) (Hyclone # SH30071.03), 0.5% antibiotic antimitotic
(Invitrogen, # 15240-122)), and 1 μM pyrimethamine for DHFR selection of PTD strain
parasites.
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3.4.2. Formaldehyde cross-linking
Extracellular parasites were centrifuged at 5 000 rpm for 3 min to pellet, and
resuspended in 2% paraformaldehyde in hypotonic lysis buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.9,
1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl). A hypotonic buffer was used so that osmotic pressure would
aid in the efficient lysing of the cells at a later stage. After 10 min incubation at room temp
glycine was added to a final concentration of 1.25 M to quench unreacted formaldehyde.
Cross-linked T. gondii cells were counted using a hemocytometer, and stored at -80 oC.

3.4.3. Cell lysis & Differential centrifugation
Approximately 6 million cross-linked T. gondii cells were collected and
resuspended in 500 µL hypotonic lysis buffer supplemented with protease inhibitor. Cells
were lysed by sonication (Fisher Scientific FB-120) using 6 cycles of 20 seconds at 20%
amplitude with 40 seconds on ice between cycles to avoid overheating.
RNP granule were isolated from lysed samples as outlined in Jain et al. 2016 [15].
Briefly, lysate was centrifuged twice for 2 minutes at 900 xg, keeping the supernatant each
time. Lysate was then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 18 000 xg to pellet the RNP granules.
The pellet was resuspended in 50 µL hypotonic lysis buffer supplemented with protease
inhibitor. The resuspended RNP granules were then centrifuged for 2 minutes at 900 xg,
keeping the supernatant which contained the isolated RNP granules.
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3.4.4. Protein digest and LC-MS/MS analysis
Isolated RNP granules were boiled for 10 minutes in SDS-PAGE loading dye
supplemented with β-mercaptoethanol and run on a 10% SDS-PAGE until the loading dye
had entered ~1 cm of the resolving gel. The gel was stained with Imperial Coomassie Blue
stain (Thermo Scientific) overnight and destained with MilliQ water. The proteins bands
were excised as 2-3 small pieces and fully destained by incubating them in a 1:1
acetonitrile/ 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate solution at 37 oC for 15 min with shaking.
This destaining step was repeated a second time. The gel pieces were then dehydrated by
the addition of 100% acetonitrile for 10 min at room temperature and dried via vacuum
centrifugation. The gel pieces were rehydrated in trypsin digestion buffer supplemented
with 13 ng/µl sequence grade trypsin (Promega) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8)
and incubated overnight at 37 oC. Peptides were extracted by adding 100 µL of extract
buffer (60% acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% formic acid (Sigma)) and incubated at
37 oC for 45 min. This extraction was repeated a second time. Extracted peptides were
concentrated in a speed vacuum (Eppendorf) and resuspended in water containing 0.1%
formic acid. Concentrated peptides were desalted using 100 cc HLB Oasis columns
(Waters). After desalting, the peptides were dried and resuspended in water containing
0.1% formic acid.
Peptides were analyzed by Dr. Panayiotis Vacratsis on a Waters Synapt G2-Si mass
spectrometer interfaced with a nanoAcquity ultra-performance liquid chromatography
system. Peptides were loaded onto a Waters HSS T3 75 µm x 150 µm C18 reverse phase
column and separated at a flow rate of 300 nl/min, using a 3-85% acetonitrile gradient in
0.1% formic acid over 90 min. Eluting peptides were analyzed in data independent
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acquisition (DIA) mode with ion mobility separation (HDMSE), alternating between low
and high energy scans in positive ion mode. Data was collected using MassLynx (version
4.1) and analyzed using ProteinLynx Global Server. T. gondii proteome #UP000557509
was downloaded from UniProt for the identification of proteins from MS/MS analysis.

3.4.5. Fluorescent microscopy
Isolated RNP granules were adhered to coverslips using poly-L-lysine, then rinsed
three times with 1x PBS and blocked with 5% equine serum for 1 hour to overnight.
Coverslips were then transferred to a humidity chamber and incubated with the PABPC3
primary antibody against the human protein [ABM product #Y058722] diluted in 2%
equine serum for 2 hours. After three more washes with 1x PBS rhodamine conjugated
secondary antibody was added for 1 hour, then washed three more times. Fluorescence
images were obtained using a Leica DMI 6000 fluorescence microscope, with a Leica DFC
360FX camera and a Leica STP6000 control board. Fields of views were taken using the
100X oil objective for 1000X magnification.
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CHAPTER 4: Influence of TgHoDI on RNP granule and parasite fitness

4.1. Introduction
Toxoplasma gondii is an obligate intracellular parasite that commonly infects
people around the world [1]. As an apicomplexan it is related to other common human
parasites such as Cryptosporidium and Plasmodium sp., the causative agent of malaria.
Thanks to the relative ease of maintaining T. gondii cultures in the lab, T. gondii is often
used as a model for more general aspects of stress response and translational control in
these related parasite species [2]. In intermediate hosts such as humans, T. gondii does not
undergo sexual reproduction, instead duplicating via endodyogeny within parasitophorous
vacuoles located in the host cell’s cytosol [3]. During acute infection the parasites are
known as tachyzoites due to their rapid replication. This increasing number of parasites
eventually egresses from the host cell, causing it to lyse, and the parasites are briefly motile
extracellularly while they search for a new host cell to infect. T. gondii can also form slow
growing cysts, primarily in muscle and neural tissue, that can persist for the lifetime of the
infected host and re-immerge as an acute infection when the immune system is impaired
[4].
As an obligate intracellular parasite, T. gondii relies on the host cells for several
nutrients including amino acids tryptophan and arginine, as well as cholesterol, iron,
purines and more [5]. While extracellular, the parasite does not have a source of these
nutrients and translation is repressed. This translational repression is achieved through
phosphorylation of the translation initiation factor eIF4α [6]. With translation stalled at the
initiation step, the non-translating RNA and associated proteins gather into membraneless
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biomolecular condensates known as RNP granules. RNP granules are held together by
multivalent interactions between the RNA and protein components and maintain liquidlike characteristics [7]. Thus they are believed to form through a process known as liquidliquid phase separation. The size of RNP granules can range in from 0.1 to 2.0 µm, with a
densely packed stable core and a less densely packed shell [8,9]. RNA and protein can
transition in and out of the granules rapidly, though the core components do so more slowly
or not at all [9]. Though several types of RNP granules, such as stress granules and P
bodies, have been identified and categorized based on the different proteins found in them,
the function of these granules is still largely a mystery. P bodies are characterized by the
presence of decapping and exonuclease enzymes such as Dcp1/2 and Xrn1 respectively
[10]. As a result, P bodies are believed to function as sites of mRNA degradation, though
in some situations transcripts have been found to re-enter the translating pool [11]. Not
surprisingly, RNA binding proteins such as members of the DEAD-Box RNA helicase
family are commonly found to be RNP granule components. The DEAD-box protein Dhh1
is considered an essential P body component that targets transcripts for degradation and
acts upstream of Dcp1/2 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [12].
DEAD-Box Helicases form the largest family of the superfamily 2 helicases and
are involved in almost all metabolic processes involving RNA [13]. This includes splicing,
ribosome biogenesis, RNA transport, degradation, and translational repression [14]. For
example, during translation initiation the DEAD-Box helicase eIF4A is thought to unwind
secondary structures in the 5' UTR that would otherwise inhibit ribosome scanning [15].
The 9 core motifs of DEAD-Box family proteins, including the RNA and ATP
binding/hydrolysis motifs, are highly conserved [16]. The two Rec-A domains interact
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exclusively with the sugar backbone of RNA, and so are not sequence specific [15].
Instead, substrate specificity of DEAD-box proteins is thought to be controlled by the more
variable N- and C- terminal regions, and requires the establishment of extensive proteinprotein and protein-RNA interactions with other factors [17].
Previous work in our lab has identified a T. gondii homologue of the Plasmodium
protein DOZI, called TgHoDI [13]. DOZI is a DEAD-box helicase important for
translational repression during zygote development [17]. Though there are >50 DEAD-box
helicase domain containing proteins in T. gondii, TgHoDI is the only protein in T. gondii
with all the significant features of the DEAD-box family and is an RNP granule component
in extracellular parasites [13,18]. Cherry et al. (2014) found that TgHoDI was able to
partially rescue Dhh1-KO yeast, suggesting that TgHoDI may perform a similar RNA
degradation function as Dhh1. We have also found that T. gondii tachyzoites form RNP
granules prior to egress from the host cell, then reduce the number of RNP granules after
5 min extracellular exposure [19]. Considering the aforementioned similarity to Dhh1, we
hypothesized that TgHoDI may be necessary for the observed decrease in RNP granule
number, and/or RNA degradation in extracellular parasites. Colocalization of fluorescent
tagged TgHoDI with RNP granules marked by RNA-FISH was examined in extracellular
parasites to determine i) if TgHoDI localizes to all or just a subset of mRNA granules, ii)
if the number of TgHoDI granules also decreases after 5 min extracellular exposure, and
iii) if TgHoDI granules ceased to contain mRNA over time, indicating the degradation of
that mRNA. A TgHoDI-KO strain of T. gondii was also generated to determine if TgHoDI
plays a role in the formation of RNP granules or how they change over time. TgHoDI was
found to be a component of ~80% of mRNA containing granules and does not appear to
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be associated with mRNA degradation, though it does affect parasite replication and
invasion.

4.2. Results
4.2.1. Colocalization of TgHoDI with other RNP granule markers
Dhh1 primarily localizes to P bodies where it acts upstream of decapping enzymes
Dcp1/2 during mRNA degradation [12,16]. The T. gondii homologue of Dhh1, TgHoDI,
has previously been shown to similarly localize to mRNP granules in translationally stalled
T. gondii. [13]. However, it is unknown if these TgHoDI containing granules represent all
of the RNP granules in extracellular parasites or just a subset that can be classified as P
bodies. To determine if all RNP granules in extracellular parasites contain TgHoDI,
colocalization with mRNA was examined using RNA-FISH. Simultaneously, the
localization of the stress granules marker PABP was examined using immunofluorescence.
This was done to determine if mRNA containing granules that lacked TgHoDI could be
classified as stress granules. For this work, a previously established strain of parasites
called HYH, in which TgHoDI is endogenously expressed with a C-terminal YFP marker,
was used [13]. Since the number of mRNP granules has been shown to change over time
during extracellular exposure [19] granule measurements were taken every 5 min up to 20
min after parasites egressed from the host cells (post egress). To standardize the duration
of extracellular exposure the timing of parasite egress had to be controlled. This was
accomplished using the calcium ionophore A23187, which has been shown to rapidly
induce parasite egress [20]. The collection of extracellular parasites for all time-course
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experiments was performed as described in Roscoe et al. (2021) [19]. Briefly; infected host
cells were washed with fresh media 48 hours post infection to remove any extracellular
parasites then simultaneous egress of parasites was initiated by adding fresh media
supplemented with 2 µM A23187. Parasites which egressed within the next 5-min period
were collected, placed in fresh extracellular media, and held at 37 oC and 5% CO2 until
being subcultured or fixed as required. Fixed parasites were probed with both a human
PABPC3 antibody and the mRNA marker oligo dT47-CY5. The number and size of
PABPC3, mRNA, and TgHoDI-YFP marked granules were measured using CellProfiler®
2.2.0 software [21,22].
The localization of each RNP granule marker was first examined individually over
time to determine if one type of granule behaved significantly differently from the others.
The number of granules detected by oligo dT47-CY5 did not significantly change over the
20 minutes of extracellular exposure, though a slight decrease from ~10.6 granules/parasite
to ~9.5 granules/parasite was observed between 5 and 10 minutes (Fig. 4.1 A), similar to
what was reported by Roscoe et al. (2021) [19]. The size of oligo dT47-CY5 granules also
did not significantly change, with granules having an average area of 0.131 µm 2, or the
equivalent of a ~0.408 µm diameter. When the α-PABPC3 antibody was used (Fig. 4.1. B)
a greater number of granules was detected, ~12.5 granules/parasite, but were of much
smaller size, ~0.093 µm2 or the equivalent of a ~344 µm diameter. Both the number or size
of α-PABPC3 detected granules remained constant over the course of the experiment.
Approximately half as many TgHoDI-YFP containing granules were detected compared to
the other granule markers (Fig 4.1. C). While the number of TgHoDI-YFP granules did not
change from ~6.2 granules/parasite, the size of these granules did gradually increase from
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Fig. 4.1. RNP granules in extracellular HYH parasites over time. A-C show the average
number and size of RNP granules/parasite as detected by A) oligo dT47-CY5, B) PABPC3
antibody (ABM product #Y058722) with rhodamine conjugated secondary antibody, or
C) TgHoDI-YFP. CellProfiler® 2.2.0 [21,22] was used to identify and measure granules
from approximately 300 parasites over 3 independent trials. * Indicates significance at p
≤ 0.05 determined by ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis. D) Representative images
of parasite 15 min post egress. Images were taken at 1000X magnification and scale bar
is 5 μm.
an average of 0.132 µm2 (~410 µm diameter) to 0.153 µm2 (~441 µm diameter) over the
course of the experiment. The difference in granule size between 5 min post egress and 20
min post egress was determined to be statistically significant at p < 0.05, though the
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difference between any two adjacent 5 min intervals was not large enough to be considered
significant.
The number of TgHoDI-YFP granules colocalized with either α-PABPC3 or oligo
dT47-CY5 was determined for each time point. No significant difference in colocalization
over time was detected. As such, the average percent of colocalization over all time points
is shown in Fig. 4.2. Only 31.0% (± 3.9%) of α-PABPC3 marked granules were colocalized
with TgHoDI, accounting for 63.5% of all TgHoDI granules, while 53.3% (± 7.0%) of
dT47-CY5 granules were colocalized with TgHoDI, accounting for 83.2% of all TgHoDI
granules. This would suggest that TgHoDI is present in a subset of RNP granules which do
not contain PABP. However, when the amount of colocalization between α-PABPC3 and
oligo dT47-CY5 marked granules was determined, only 40.4% (± 4.9%) of α-PABPC3
marked granules were found to be colocalized with mRNA and 51.6% (± 1.7%) of αPABPC3 marked granules were not associated with either mRNA or TgHoDI in this study.
Previous studies found cytoplasmic PABP, when expressed with an endogenous
fluorescent marker, was nearly fully colocalized with mRNA marked by oligo dT47-CY5
[19]. The relatively high colocalization between mRNA and TgHoDI, combined with the
poor colocalization between PABP and either TgHoDI or mRNA suggests that many of the
α-PABPC3 marked granules may not in fact be RNP granules. As such, the α-PABPC3
antibody was not used further in this work.
It was observed that the majority of dT47-CY5 marked granules which were not
colocalized with TgHoDI were in the nucleus. TgHoDI is a cytoplasmic protein [13]. As
such, colocalization with the nuclear stain Hoechst 33342 was used to exclude nuclear
dT47-CY5 granules and the images were re-analyzed. The percent of cytoplasmic RNA
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Fig 4.2. Colocalization of TgHoDI-YFP containing granules with α-PABPC3 or oligo
dT47-CY5 containing granules. Values indicate the % of either α-PABPC3 or oligo dT47CY5 granules which also contained TgHoDI-YFP. Position of each granule type was
measured for ~1200 parasites using CellProfiler® 2.2.0. [21,22] ** indicates significance
at p = 0.001.
granules colocalized with TgHoDI increased from 65.3% (± 4.2%) in parasites that had
been extracellular for 5 min, to 76.9% (±4.4%) in parasites that had been extracellular for
10 min (Fig 4.3 A). This was a significant change at p = 0.05. No significant change after
10 min extracellular exposure was detected. Possible explanations for this change include
i) movement of TgHoDI into RNP granules after their formation, ii) movement of mRNA
into TgHoDI granules, iii) disassembly of TgHoDI granules lacking mRNA, or iv)
disassembly of mRNA granules lacking TgHoDI. As can be seen in Fig. 4.1 C) the number
of TgHoDI-YFP granules does not change over time. Similarly, the number of TgHoDIYFP granules which contained mRNA did not significantly change over time (88.1%, ±
2.3%), showing that neither TgHoDI-YFP or mRNA moved to colocalize with the other
during this time period. Thus, the observed change can be attributed to a decrease in the
number of cytoplasmic RNA granules, which decreased from 8.0 (± 0.5) at 5 min to 7.0 (±
0.2) at 10 min, with no significant change after 10 min (Fig 4.3 B). This decrease was
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significant at p = 0.10, unlike in the previous experiment (Fig. 4.1 A), where the presence
of nuclear granules obfuscated the change in the number of cytoplasmic mRNA granules.
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Fig 4.3. Changes in cytoplasmic mRNA granules over time. A) The percent of
mRNA granules found to be colocalized with TgHoDI-YFP in extracellular
parasites after up to 20 min extracellular exposure. B) The number of
cytoplasmic mRNA granules in extracellular parasites after up to 20 min

extracellular exposure. * Indicates significance at p = 0.05. ǂ Indicates
significance at p = 0.10.
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These results suggest that TgHoDI is present in granules that are protected from mRNA
degradation. This is in contrast to previous studies where the homologous Dhh1 was found
colocalized with decapping enzymes Dcp1/2 [23].

4.2.2. TgHoDI and parasite fitness
To investigate the role of TgHoDI on RNA stability in extracellular parasites and to
determine its influence on T. gondii fitness, a knockout strain of parasites was created. To
create the TgHoDI-KO strain (HKO) from ΔKu80 parasites, the TgHoDI gene was replaced
with the HXGPRT cassette, allowing for selection by growth in MPAX media. Following
transformation and limited dilution, genomic integration of the HXGPRT cassette was
confirmed by PCR analysis (Supplementary Fig S4). Previous studies into the role of RNP
granules on parasite fitness have shown that failure to properly form granules during egress
results in significantly reduced replication, invasion, and growth [24]. As TgHoDI is a
component of RNP granules which is suspected to play a role in granule formation and/or
function, the effect of TgHoDI-KO on the parasite’s life cycle was determined by testing
parasite replication rate, plaque formation, and survival, following the stress of prolonged
extracellular exposure.
Parasite replication rate following up to 2 hours extracellular exposure was
measured for HKO and ΔKu80. In both strains the replication rate was unaffected by the
duration of extracellular exposure. However, HKO averaged significantly fewer parasites
per vacuole 24 hours post infection compared to ∆Ku80 (Fig. 4.4 A). T. gondii replicates
via endodyogeny and can be expected to have 2n parasites/vacuole, where n is the number
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Fig 4.4. Effect of TgHoDI-KO on parasite fitness. A) Average number of
parasites/vacuole in HKO and ∆Ku80 strains 24 hours post infection. ≥300 vacuoles from
each timepoint and strain over 3 independent experiments were categorized as containing
2, 4, 8, or 16+ parasites. HKO parasites had a significantly slower replication rate,
averaging ~6 parasites/vacuole instead of the typical ~8 parasites/vacuole seen in ∆Ku80.
B) Survival of extracellular parasites over time. Propidium iodide was used to mark dead
parasites. ≥300 parasites from each strain over 3 independent experiments were counted
for each exposure time. No significant difference in the survival of HKO parasites was
found. * Indicates significance at p = 0.05. ** Indicates significance at p = 0.01. C) Plaque
formation by HKO and ∆Ku80 parasites. Plates inoculated with 200 parasites were left
undisturbed for 10 days and were then fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde. The total number
of plaques in each well (35 mm) was counted at each time point for 3 replicates. HKO
parasites formed more plaques regardless of duration held extracellular, and did not show
any significant reduction in the number of plaques formed over time.
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of replications. ΔKu80 replicated at the expected rate with an average of 8.34
parasites/vacuole giving a doubling time of 7.8 hours. HKO had 5.58 parasites/vacuole,
giving a doubling rate of 9.7 hours for the 24-hour period tested.
The rate of parasite death was tested for up to 4 hours of extracellular exposure in
both ∆Ku80 and HKO strains. Simultaneous egress of parasites 48 hours post infection was
induced using A23187. Parasites were then collected and place in fresh Ed1 media, as
prolonged exposure to A23187 has been shown to be cytotoxic [25]. Aliquots of
extracellular parasites were sampled at 1, 2, and 4 hours post egress, and stained with
propidium iodide to mark dead parasites. At least 100 parasites were counted for each
timepoint. Though HKO parasites average fewer living parasites after 4 hours extracellular
exposure, the difference was not statistically significant (Fig. 4.4 B).
When plaque assays were performed with the HKO parasites it was found that the
number of plaques slightly decreased with longer extracellular exposure, though this was
not a statistically significant difference (Fig 4.4 C). This could be partially a result of
parasite death over time, however after 2 hours ~80% of parasites were still living, while
plaques formed at only 63% of the rate compared to when parasites were immediately
subcultured. When compared to ∆Ku80 parasites, HKO parasites showed significantly
greater plaque formation after 30- and 60-minutes extracellular exposure. This difference
was not as a result of an increase in plaque formation by HKO, but rather a failure to
decrease plaque formation as the ∆Ku80 parasites do.
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4.2.3. TgHoDI knock-out and RNP granule formation
Since TgHoDI is a DEAD-box helicase and a homologue of DHH1, which has been
found to be a component of P bodies, we hypothesized that TgHoDI may play a role in the
remodeling of RNP granules over time. To test this, an RNA-FISH analysis was performed
on parasites after up to 20 minutes extracellular exposure. CellProfiler® v. 2.2.0 [21,22]
software was used after fluorescence imaging, to measure the number and size of
cytoplasmic RNP granules in both ∆Ku80 and HKO parasites from 3 independent
experiments (Fig. 4.5.). The number of cytoplasmic RNP granules in both HKO and ∆Ku80
parasites was found to be ~8 granules/parasite, consistent with the number found in HYH
parasites. Unlike HYH parasites no significant difference over time was detected. Both
HKO and ∆Ku80 showed considerable variability (~ ±1.5) in the number of
granules/parasite after 5 min extracellular (Fig 4.5 A). The number of granules stabilized
to ~7.7 ± 0.3 granules in ∆Ku80 parasites for all later timepoints, but in HKO parasites the
variability remained high with ~7.7 ± 1.3 granules/parasite. Similarly, no significant
difference was observed in the size of RNP granules in either HKO or ∆Ku80 (Fig. 4.5 B).
A slight increase in granule size from ~0.13 µm2 ± 0.01 at 5 min to ~0.15 µm2 ± 0.002 at
10 min was observed in HKO, but this change is not statistically significant. A similar
change was observed in ∆Ku80. Both strains maintained a similar amount of variability in
granule size over the course of the experiment.
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Fig. 4.5. Cytoplasmic RNP granules in extracellular HKO and ∆Ku80 parasites over time.
Granule measurements were taken from ~300 parasites of each strain at each timepoint
over 3 independent experiments. CellProfiler® v 2.2.0 [21,22] was used to identify and
measure RNP granules marked by oligo dT47-Cy5 A) The number of cytoplasmic RNP
granules in extracellular parasites after up to 20 min extracellular exposure. B) The size
of cytoplasmic RNP granules in extracellular parasites after up to 20 min extracellular
exposure.
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4.3. Discussion
The use of three different methods of RNP granule tracking in this study
(endogenous expression of a fluorescent tagged RNP granule component, RNA-FISH, and
polyclonal antibodies against an RNP granule component) allowed for the differentiation
of multiple granule types. It also emphasized the importance of using species specific, and
ideally monoclonal, antibodies for this type of work. The PABPC3 antibody clearly bound
to one or more proteins that are components of granules that do not contain mRNA. This
is notably different from previous findings by Roscoe et al. (2021), that showed that
endogenously expressed TgPABPC tagged with a fluorescent marker colocalized
completely with cytoplasmic RNP granules in extracellular parasites [19]. The discrepancy
between our previous results and the results found when using the PABPC3 antibody,
combined with the fact that the antibody used was raised against a human PABP rather
than the T. gondii protein, indicate that at least 1 protein other than TgPABPC was marked.
Though the identity of the marked protein is unknown at this time, the identification of
these mRNA lacking granules in extracellular parasites is interesting as it indicates the
presence of a previously unidentified type of biomolecular condensate in T. gondii. The
role of such a granule in extracellular parasites, or more generally during stress, cannot be
for mRNA storage or degradation as is suggested for other types of RNP granules [26], and
remains an interesting topic for future investigation.
Homologous proteins to TgHoDI such as Dhh1 in S. cerevisiae, Rck/p54 in humans,
and DOZI in P. falciparum have been identified as being involved in translational
repression, mRNA degradation, as well as mRNA protection and stabilization [16,12,14].
Examining TgHoDI-YFP marked granules over time revealed that the size of these
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granules increases with prolonged extracellular exposure. Since the number of TgHoDIYFP containing granules does not change over time, this suggests that more protein or
RNA components are aggregating into these granules with prolonged stress. If TgHoDI
RNP granules were sites of mRNA degradation it would be expected that these granules
would decrease in size as mRNA is broken down and released back into the cytosol,
suggesting that under these circumstances TgHoDI does not play a role in mRNA
degradation. Rather, the observation that the number of cytoplasmic RNP granules
decreases after 5 minutes extracellular exposure, while the percent of mRNA granules
colocalized with TgHoDI increases, suggests that it is specifically RNP granules lacking
TgHoDI which are disassembled after 10 min extracellular exposure. This is consistent
with a role for TgHoDI in protecting mRNA from degradation, though such a function
remains to be shown.
It has previously been shown that failure to properly form RNP granules during egress
inhibits the replication, invasion, and survival of extracellular T. gondii [24]. In this study
we similarly observed that TgHoDI-KO parasites had a reduced replication rate, though
extracellular survival was unaffected. One potential explanation for this effect is that
TgHoDI may be involved in disassembly of RNP granules following infection of a new
host cell, and the timely resumption of translation. DEAD-box helicases are known to play
a role in the preparation of mRNA for protein binding, as well as being generally involved
in RNP remodeling [16]. As such, it would be interesting to explore the rate of RNP granule
removal in HKO parasites in future work.
Somewhat counterintuitively the plaque formation by HKO parasites which were
subjected to 30 min or more extracellular exposure was much greater than that of the
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parental strain ∆Ku80. This suggests an increase invasion rate and a red/green invasion
assay could be performed in the future to confirm this. We have previously hypothesized
that the observed decrease in cytoplasmic RNP granules may represent an adaptation in
which T. gondii parasites that do not quickly encounter a new host cell after egress,
restructure RNP granules resulting in reduced infectivity. The knockout of a DEAD-Box
RNA helicase that localizes to RNP granules, e.g., TgHoDI, could reasonably be expected
to hamper restructuring of these granules, resulting in the observed increase in plaque
formation by HKO parasites. Certainly, the evidence at this time is not strong enough to
draw conclusions, but these intriguing results point to RNP granules that are not just
dynamic in their composition over time, but also in their function.
The results of this study imply that RNP granules lacking TgHoDI are degraded, while
those which contain TgHoDI are not, suggesting that TgHoDI may stabilize mRNA in RNP
granules. To investigate whether TgHoDI protects mRNA from degradation, RNP granules
in HKO parasites were measured over time. When TgHoDI was knocked out the number
and size of mRNP granules did not significantly change over time and was not significantly
different from wild-type, showing that TgHoDI is not responsible for mRNA degradation
or stabilization. What’s more, this suggests that TgHoDI is dispensable for the formation
and persistence of granules. This is quite different from yeast, where Dhh1 knockout
experiments show mRNA stabilization, an inability to repress translation, and a clear
deficiency in RNP granule formation [16]. The increased variability in granule number
combined with the phenotypic effects of TgHoDI-KO indicate that it may play some role
in RNP granule dynamics and/or translational regulation, however no clear effect was
observed in this study.
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Alternatively, considering both HKO and ∆Ku80 failed to replicate the significant
decrease in RNP granule number between 5- and 10-min extracellular exposure which was
observed in HYH parasites and in previous work by Roscoe et al. (2021), it is possible that
the health of the host cells prior to parasite egress contributes to RNP granule formation
and development in the parasites [19]. T. gondii is dependent on the infected host cells for
a number of essential nutrients such as tryptophan, arginine, and cholesterol among others
[6]. Thus, differences in host cell health likely have an effect on parasite health and, since
RNP granule formation is initiated by exposure to the host cell cytosol, differences in the
host cytosol have the potential to effect changes in RNP granule formation. Another
possibility is that parasites may have been induced to egress by the addition of A23187
during different stages of their cell cycle as a result of minor difference is timing between
trials. This could affect the timing and/or ability of those parasites to form granules. There
are methods which could be used in the future to better synchronize the cell cycle of
parasites for this type of study. Pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate has been used to temporarily
arrest the cell cycle of T. gondii in the G1 phase, with parasites proceeding normally
through the cell cycle after the drug is removed [27].

4.4. Conclusion
In this study we found that the DEAD-Box helicase TgHoDI influences the fitness
of T. gondii parasites in two ways. First, it increases the replication rate of parasites upon
infection of a new host cell. Second, it modulates the infectivity of parasites, causing a
reduction in plaque formation when parasites are extracellular for more than 5 min before
infecting a new host. Unlike homologous proteins, TgHoDI is not essential to RNP granule
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formation and does not appear to be associated with mRNA degradation in response to
stress. Future work might examine if TgHoDI plays a role in the disappearance of RNP
granules following infection of a new host cell, as this could be an avenue for influence
over T. gondii replication rate.

4.5. Methods:
4.5.1. Cell Cultures and treatments
Human Foreskin Fibroblasts (HFF, ATCC-1041) were maintained in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Gibco #12100046) with high D-glucose and Lglutamine supplemented with 10% cosmic calf serum (ThermoFisher Scientific, Hyclone,
#SH30087.03HI), and 0.5% antibiotic antimitotic (Gibco, #15240-122) at 37 ºC in 5%
CO2. Confluent of HFF monolayers were used for the propagation of T. gondii RHKu80
strain, which were obtained from Dr. Carruthers (Univ. Michigan, USA) [28]. Once the
HFF monolayers were infected by T. gondii tachyzoites, the culturing media was replaced
with Ed1 media (Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) (Gibco #61100061) supplemented
with 1% newborn fetal bovine serum (NFBS) (Hyclone # SH30071.03), 0.5% antibiotic
antimitotic (Invitrogen, # 15240-122)), and 25 µg/mL mycophenolic acid and 50 µg/mL
xanthine for selection when required. In the preparation of infected monolayers for
microscopic analyses, confluent HFF cells were grown on coverslips (22 x 22 mm) and
infected with freshly lysed tachyzoites and incubated at 37 ºC in Ed1 media until needed.
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4.5.2. Immunofluorescent staining
Fixed extracellular parasites were adhered to coverslips using poly-L-lysine, then
rinsed three times with 1x PBS and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10
min. Cells were rinsed three more times with 1x PBS and blocked with 5% equine serum
for 1 hour to overnight. Coverslips were then transferred to a humidity chamber and
incubated with the PABPC3 primary antibody [ABM product #Y058722] diluted in 2%
equine serum for 2 hours. After three more washes with 1x PBS rhodamine conjugated
secondary antibody was added for 1 hour, then washed three more times and stained with
Hoechst as previously described.

4.5.3. RNA-Fluorescence in Situ Hybridization
All reagents for RNA-FISH were prepared in DEPC H2O. RNA-FISH was performed
as outlined by Cherry et al., but using oligo dT47-CY5 [13]. Briefly, infected HFF
monolayers or extracellular parasites on coverslips were rinsed three times with 1x PBS,
fixed with 3% (w/v) paraformaldehyde for 10 min and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton
X-100 in PBS for 10 min. Coverslips were then washed 3 times with 2x SSC for 5 min.
For hybridization, coverslips were incubated in a humidity chamber overnight at 37 ºC in
hybridization buffer containing 50% deionized formamide and 100 ng/μL oligo dT47-CY5.
Coverslips were then washed 2 times in 2x SSC for 30 min and 1 time in 0.5x SSC for 15
min. Further immunofluorescent and Hoechst staining and mounting of coverslips was
performed as previously described.
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4.5.4. Fluorescence microscopy
Infected HFF monolayers or extracellular parasites on coverslips were rinsed three
times with 1x (v/v) phosphate buffer saline (PBS), fixed with 3% (w/v) paraformaldehyde
for 10 min and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min. Hoechst
staining solution (3.2 μM) was added onto the coverslips at room temperature and
incubated for 10 min, and removed by three washes with 1x PBS. The prepared coverslips
were mounted on glass slides with Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotechnology Associates,
#0100-01). Fluorescence images were obtained using a Leica DMI 6000 fluorescence
microscope, with a Leica DFC 360FX camera and a Leica STP6000 control board. Fields
of view were taken using the 10X dry objective for 100X magnification or 100X oil
objective for 1000X magnification as indicated.

4.5.5. Morphometric analysis
Confluent HFF monolayers were infected with ∆Ku80, HYH, or HKO parasites.
When parasite egress began (~48 hours post infection) host monolayers were washed to
remove parasites which had been extracellular for an unknown duration and fresh Ed1
media containing 1 µM A23187 was added. Monolayers were then incubated an additional
5 min under culturing conditions. Following this 5-minute period extracellular parasites
were collected and kept in Ed1 media with no A23187 under culturing conditions for 0 –
20 min. Samples were collected at intervals and fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde. The
parasites were prepared for fluorescence microscopy as previously described. The number
and size of granules was then determined using CellProfiler® v. 2.2.0 [21,22]. The analysis
was performed using a minimum of 100 parasites at each time point, and the experiments
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were performed in replicates of 3. Statistical significance was determined using an
ANOVA between time points (α = 0.05), followed by a post-hock Tukey analysis.

4.5.6. Image Processing
Cropped images of parasites were separated into individual channels for each filter
and cleaned up using the iterative deconvolution plugin for ImageJ [29]. These
deconvoluted images were then analyzed using CellProfiler® v. 2.2.0 [21,22], with
granules defined as regions of 2 standard deviation higher intensity than the average
background of the image. To distinguish cytoplasmic granules, any granules with ≥70%
overlap with the Hoechst marked nucleus were excluded from measurement.

4.5.7. Plaque assay
Freshly released parasites were collected from infected host cells 48 h post infection.
Infected monolayers were first washed with Ed1 media to remove extracellular parasites.
Fresh Ed1 media was then added and wells were incubated at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. After 4
min parasites were collected and aliquoted for incubation in Ed1 media at 37 ºC and 5%
CO2 for up to 2 hours. For each time point, 200 parasites were added to a well of confluent
HFF cells in a 6 well plate. After 24 hours, the media was changed to Ed1 media containing
1.5% w/v medium viscosity CMC to reduce occurrence of secondary plaques as outlined
by Fonseca-Géigel, L. et. al. [30]. Plates were left undisturbed at 37 ºC and 5% CO2 for 10
days, as the use of 1.5% CMC media slows plaque growth. Plates were then were fixed
with 3% paraformaldehyde. Plaques were counted using 40X magnification due to their
small size. The total number of plaques was counted at each time point for 3 replicates.
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Statistical significance was determined at α = 0.05 using an ANOVA between time points
(α = 0.05), followed by a post-hock Tukey analysis.

4.5.8. Replication assay
Freshly released parasites were collected from infected host cells 48 h post infection.
Infected monolayers were first washed with Ed1 media to remove extracellular parasites.
Fresh Ed1 media was then added and wells were incubated at 37 ºC and 5% CO2. After 4
min parasites were collected and aliquoted for incubation in Ed1 media at 37 ºC and 5%
CO2 for up to 2 hours. For each time point, 5000 parasites were added to a well of confluent
HFF cells in a 6 well plate. After 24 hours incubation at 37 ºC and 5% CO2, cells were
fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde and stained with 3.2 µM Hoechst as previously described.
The number of parasites per parasitophorous vacuole was counted in 100 vacuoles using
fluorescence microscopy for 3 replicates. Statistical significance was determined at α =
0.05 using a student t-test.

4.5.9. Extracellular survival
Freshly released parasites were collected from infected host cells 48 h post
infection. Infected monolayers were first washed with Ed1 media to remove extracellular
parasites. Fresh Ed1 media was then added and wells were incubated at 37 ºC and 5% CO2.
After 4 min parasites were collected and aliquoted for incubation in Ed1 media at 37 ºC
and 5% CO2 for up to 4 hours. At the indicated times a sample of parasites was taken and
propidium iodide (PI) was added to a final concentration of 10 µg/mL for 5 min. Brightfield
and fluorescent images were then taken to include at least 100 parasites for each timepoint.
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Presence of PI in the nucleus was determined using the fluorescent images and indicated
the number of dead parasites out of the total number counted from brightfield images.
Experiments were done in triplicate.

4.5.10. Generation of Transgenic Knockout Line (HKO)
Two pU6-Universal-HoDI plasmids were used to target the TgHoDI locus, one for
either end of the coding sequence. Both pU6-Universal plasmids encoded an N-terminally
FLAG tagged Cas9 with nuclear localization sequences under a TgTUB promoter. An HX
insert was amplified to integrate into the cut TgHoDI locus via homologous recombination.
Freshly lysed ∆Ku80 ∆HXGPRT parasites were used for the transfection of the two
pU6-Universal-HoDI plasmids and the HX insert via electroporation using a BTX ECM
630 Generator. These parasites were centrifuged and re-suspended in electroporation
mixture. The electroporation mixture was supplemented with 5 mmol of glutathione, 2
mmol of Potassium ATP, 25 µg of pU6-Universal-gRNA Sma1 FW plasmid, 25 µg of
pU6-Universal-gRNA Apa1 HoDI FW plasmid and 20 µg of the HX insert. This final
solution was electroporated in a 4 mm- gap cuvette at 1212 V for 315 ms. Electroporated
parasites were allowed to infect confluent HFF monolayers in ED1 media for 24 h.
Following the 24 h recovery period, transgenic parasites were selected for by replacing the
ED1 media with media supplemented with 25 µg/mL mycophenolic acid and 50 µg/mL
xanthine. Transgenic clones were confirmed by PCR analysis.
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CHAPTER 5: Discussion and Future Directions

5.1 RNP granule formation during stress
The goal of this work has been to further our understanding of RNP granules in the
human parasites Toxoplasma gondii. One of the most important things we can do to further
that goal is to develop better tools. The study of RNP granules in T. gondii has been
impaired by the intracellular nature of the parasite. Due to the parasites being intracellular,
any treatment or probe that is to be used must first pass through the host cell, potentially
interacting with the host proteins. This can create excessive background or interfere with
the treatment. In the first part of this work two PABPs in T. gondii were identified and
verified to preferentially bind poly(A) RNA sequences. Two parasite strains were
developed, each endogenously expressing one of these proteins with a fluorescent tag. This
allows for the observation of RNP granule formation in parasites during all points of their
life cycle in an intermediate host.
Using these tools it was found that RNP granules form in parasites prior to parasite
egress from the host cell. This is interesting for two reasons. First, it is consistent with a
model of parasite egress in which the parasitophorous vacuole (PV) becomes more
permeable prior to its lysis, allowing the parasites to be exposed to the host cytosolic ion
concentration that is thought to trigger RNP granule formation [1]. While the PV
membrane acts as a barrier, insulating the parasites from the host cell, like any cell
membrane it inevitably must have some permeability in order to allow essential nutrients
in and waste out [2]. Studies have found that molecules up to 1.3 kDa are able to pass
through the membrane via charge-independent diffusion, and the dense granule proteins
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GRA17 and GRA23 appear to mediate the permeability of the PV membrane during
parasite proliferation [3,4]. Studies into the egress of the related intracellular parasite
Plasmodium falciparum from erythrocyte host cells, similarly show that the PV membrane
becomes much more permeable a full 10- to 20- min prior to parasite egress [5]. This
increased permeability allows the host cytosol to mix with the contents of the PV lumen.
While there isn’t evidence that the PV membrane of T. gondii vacuoles becomes
permeabilized quite so early, a perforin-like protein TgPLP1 has been found to be
necessary for PV lysis and parasite egress [6]. The purpose of this pore formation appears
to be to weaken the PV and host cell membranes sufficiently for parasites to escape.
Exposure of the parasites to the host cytosol may be a side effect, but it does appear to
trigger RNP granule formation and dramatically increase parasite fitness [1]. One method
to determine if the formation of pores in the PV and exposure to the host cytosol triggers
RNP granule formation would be to examine TgPLP1-KO parasites for RNP granule
formation. TgPLP1-KO parasite become motile in response to A23187 treatment,
indicating that all other components of their egress pathway operate [6]
The second interesting implication of pre-egress RNP granule formation, is that it
suggests that RNP granule formation in this circumstance is not a reaction to stress, but is
in fact done in anticipation of stress to come. As such, it may be that the RNP granules
present in extracellular tachyzoites are distinct from either stress granules or P bodies found
in other organisms. This could explain the much higher than expected percentage of
granules containing TgHoDI in parasites just minutes post egress. While these granules
could be P bodies, the ~80% colocalization with mRNA shown in chapter 4, combined
with the near 100% colocalization between TgPABPC and RNA shown in chapter 2,
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suggests that majority of RNP granules contain both TgPABPC and TgHoDI. In humans
and yeast PABP is considered a characteristic stress granule protein, while the HoDI
homologue Dhh1/Rck/p54 is a characteristic P body protein [7-9]. While Dhh1 has been
seen to localize to stress granules, this is only in ~30% of granules and typically only after
prolonged stress [10]. In T. gondii these proteins appear to be mostly colocalized from the
moment of RNP granule formation. The protein components of these RNP granules will
have to be more fully defined to determine if they should be classified as either granule
type. The tools outlined in section 5.3 will help to solve this mystery.
Another interesting finding to come out of this study was the lack of RNP granules
in bradyzoite. This is interesting because the phosphorylated state of TgIF2α is maintained
in bradyzoites [11]. In other organisms this would be an indicator of prolonged stress and
the integrated stress response would be expected to shift from pro-adaptive to pro-apoptotic
over time [12]. Clearly this is not the case in T. gondii bradyzoites. Two main questions
arise from this observation, what happens to the non-translating mRNA transcripts when
the tachyzoites convert to bradyzoites, and what TgIF2 independent translation
mechanism(s) controls translation in bradyzoites?
Transcriptome profiles show that tachyzoite genes are present for days while
parasites slowly increase transcription of bradyzoites genes [13]. It isn’t known at this time
if the tachyzoite transcripts continue to be translated or are silenced, but it does appear that
the transition is gradual [13]. It could be that translation of tachyzoite genes is primarily
dependent on TgIF2. Exposure of tachyzoites to stress causes TgIF2α-phosphorylation that
allows the preferential translation of bradyzoite conversion genes. There is not necessarily
an urgent need in this case for the tachyzoite transcripts to be quickly eliminated. They
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could simply be kept silenced by TgIF2α phosphorylation as they are slowly reduced and
the parasite commits to cyst formation. In this case, we would expect to see RNP granules
form during the first hours or days of bradyzoite transition, and slowly reduce in size and/or
number over time. The use of the parasite strain that endogenously expresses tagged PABP
will allow for regular imaging of live cells as bradyzoite cysts form. An experiment not
possible with antibody-based approaches. It will be important to keep in mind during any
investigation of this hypothesis, that the lack of RNP granules observed in the work
presented in chapter 2 was in RH strain parasites, which are known for their reduced ability
for bradyzoite conversion [14]. The lack of RNP granule presence in bradyzoites should
be verified in Type II or III strain parasites, which more readily form bradyzoite cysts, to
determine if this is common across strains or perhaps part of the explanation for why RH
parasites are much less likely to form cysts [14].
When it comes to how bradyzoite genes are translated despite TgIF2α
phosphorylation, it has been found that 46 out of the 79 ribosomal proteins in T. gondii are
upregulated in bradyzoites [15]. Since bradyzoites are in a state of cell cycle arrest at G1/G0
and thus don’t require translation of growth or replication genes, upregulation of ribosomal
proteins may allow for sufficient alternative translation mechanisms for survival [13].
Phosphorylation of eIF2α has been shown to favor translation of transcripts with long 5'
UTRs and multiple upstream open reading frames [16,17]. A 2018 study by Chen et al.
compared the expression of 6 996 genes between tachyzoite and bradyzoite. In this study
they identified 1 778 genes that were upregulated in bradyzoites, of which many were stress
response genes, which are commonly translated by cap independent methods such as
internal ribosome entry sites [18,19]. Out of the 50 most abundant transcripts in bradyzoites
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11 have 5' UTRs more than 500 nt in length and the average UTR is ~497 nt, far longer
than the ~100 – 200 nt average for eukaryotic genes [19,20].

5.2. RNP Granules change over time
In chapters 2 and 4 it was observed that the average number of RNP granules in
extracellular T. gondii parasites decreased by about 1 granule per parasite between 5- and
10-minutes extracellular exposure. This was observed in granules marked with the
endogenously expressed TgPABPC-tdTomFP and via RNA-FISH, but not in granules
containing endogenously expressed TgHoDI-YFP. The fact that this change was observed
in granules marked with TgPABPC-tdTomFP and those marked by RNA-FISH is not
surprising since these two markers were shown to completely colocalize. On the other
hand, TgHoDI-YFP does not perfectly colocalize with RNA and the number of TgHoDIYFP granules was not seen to change, which strongly suggests that there are at least two
distinct granule types in extracellular T. gondii. Unfortunately, TgPABPC and TgHoDI do
not localize to different granule types like their homologues do in other organisms, leaving
the identification of these different granule types a project for future work [10].
Apicomplexans like T. gondii have many unique features not found in other model
eukaryote systems like yeast or human cells, where much of the study of RNP granules
takes place [21]. This means that while homology-based approaches continue to be
valuable, discovery-based approaches need to be more widely implemented for the
identification of protein markers of different RNP granule types. This is why the crosslinking mass spectrometry (CLMS) technique was adapted for use in T. gondii. While
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several T. gondii proteins were identified in the work presented in chapter 3, only a
minority of the identified proteins were known RNP granule components, and neither
TgPABPC, or TgHoDI were identified despite being known granule components and visual
confirmation of the presence of TgPABPC prior to LC-MS/MS. This clearly indicates that,
while the technique successfully identified T. gondii proteins, modifications need to be
made to optimize the technique and acquire a complete RNP granule proteome for the
parasites.
The work of chapters 3 and 4 feed back into each other. Likely RNP granule
components can be identified by CLMS and validated either by endogenous tagging or
immunofluorescence. While CLMS as performed in this work can’t differentiate between
different granule types, identified proteins can be screen for differential localization using
in silico analysis and fluorescent microscopy validation. Once granule specific proteins are
identified, they can be used as targets for pulldown and isolation of specific types of crosslinked granules and granule specific proteomes can be established. This combined backand-forth approach can greatly improve our understanding of the types of RNP granules
found in T. gondii and their protein compositions. Ultimately, understanding the different
types of RNP granules present in T. gondii under different stress conditions and at different
times will ideally lead to the identification of novel T. gondii specific targets for the
treatment and eradication of infection.
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5.3. Cross-linking mass spectrometry: a technique to build on
Chapter 3 of this work represents the first time CLMS has been used in T. gondii
for the identification of RNP granule proteins to the best of my knowledge. In this work, a
very simple experimental design and workflow was used, however CLMS studies have
been in use for ~20 years as of this writing, and many more sophisticated techniques exist,
each with specific benefits and drawbacks.
One of the most obvious enhancements that can be made to the protocol presented
in chapter 3 is the addition of an affinity purification step. This has been used in other
studies to reduce background and concentrate the sample [22]. In order to be successful at
affinity purification at least one RNP granule protein that can be targeted must be known.
If specific antibodies do not exist, T. gondii is relatively easy to genetically modify to
express the target protein with a common tag such as a FLAG tag [23]. Complicating the
process however is the nature of the RNP granules themselves. If the target protein or tag
is not present at the surface of the cross-linked granule, it may be inaccessible for affinity
purification. As an alternative to targeting specific proteins or tags, some cross-linking
agents can be targeted for affinity purification directly because they include a biotin label
or can be targeted after cross-linking by a “click” reaction between an alkyne and an azide
[24].
Quite a number of different cross-linking agents now exist. Increasingly popular
are MS-cleavable cross-linkers. As the name suggests, these cross-linking agents are
cleaved during MS analysis, typically by collision-induced dissociation CID [25]. In this
workflow cross-linked protein complexes are trypsin digested and subjected to LC-MS/MS
analysis. When a cross-linked peptide pair is detected, it is subjected to CID, producing
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two characteristic doublets, one doublet for each peptide with either half of the cleaved
cross-linker. These doublets are then subjected to another round of CID to identify the
peptides. From this information the protein-protein interactions of the complex can be
identified [25]. Since the length of the cross-linking agents are known, this connectivity
information can also be used to constrain distance parameters for computer modeling of
protein complex structures [26]. At this time, data sets generated from CLMS studies are
restrictively complex even for relatively small protein complexes and CLMS data are
generally used to compliment structural data acquired from other techniques such as NMR
and cryo-electron microscopy [25]. Considering the liquid-like nature of RNP granules, it
seems unlikely that there is a single, consistent structure to the granules that can be
determined, however knowing which proteins commonly interact is bound to shed a
revealing light on the function of these RNA-protein complexes [27].

5.4. Conclusion
This research focused on RNP granules in Toxoplasma gondii with the goal of
understanding how they form, when they form, and how they increase parasite fitness. In
the first part of this work two putative PABPs in T. gondii were confirmed to be bona fide
PABPs and were endogenously expressed for the purpose of marking RNP granules in the
parasites. When endogenously expressed with fluorescent tags, these PABPs allowed for
the discovery that RNP granules form prior to parasite egress from the host cell and
decrease in number shortly after egress. This post-egress decrease in RNP granule number
was correlated with a decrease in plaque formation, suggesting that the decrease in RNP
granules may affect parasite infectivity.
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With the discovery that RNP granules appear to change after 5 minutes extracellular
exposure, a cross-linking mass spectrometry technique as adapted for use in T. gondii. This
approach was used to stabilize and isolate RNP granules from freshly egressed parasites
and compare RNP granule proteome to that of parasites which had been extracellular for
an extended period of time.
Finally, the role of a DEAD-box helicase (TgHoDI), which we thought was likely
to be involved in RNP granule formation and RNA degradation, was examined. This
protein had surprisingly little effect on RNP granule formation or parasite fitness, however
the results do show that this protein localizes to granules which do not change in number
with prolonged extracellular exposure. This suggests that there are at least two distinct
types of RNP granules in extracellular T. gondii.
Clearly there is much more to learn about the unique characteristics of RNP
granules in T. gondii. The CLMS technique shows promise as a way of discovering new
RNP granule components in T. gondii that can help elucidate the unique features of the
short-lived RNP granules in freshly egressed parasites.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Supplementary figures for Chapter 2

RRM

Supplementary Fig. S1. Multiple sequence alignment of the putative TgPABPN with
orthologues in P. falciparum (PfPABP2, accession no. PF3D7_0923900 H. sapiens
(HsPABPN, accession no. Q86U42.3), Schizosaccharomyces pombe (SpPab2, accession no.
O14327.1). An asterisk (*) indicates a conserved amino acid residue, a colon (:) indicates
conservation between amino acid residues of strongly similar properties, and a period (.)
indicates conservation between amino acid residues of weakly similar properties. S. pombe
was used in place of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, as S. cerevisiae does not have an identified
nuclear PABP.
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Supplementary Fig. S2: Confirmation of genomic integration of tdTomatoFP tag
sequence. a) Scale depiction of TgPABPC genomic sequence before and after
addition of fluorescent tag, with relative primer locations indicated (left). PCR
reactions showing integration of tdTomatoFP tag into PTD genomic DNA (right). 1.1
kbp amplicon produced by primer set (A-A') was detected in samples from both
parental and PTD strains indicating the presence of TgPABPC open reading frame.
1.5 kbp amplicon produced by TgPABPC-tdTomFP junction specific primer set (BB') was only detected in PTD strain, indicating successful insertion of the transgene
at the desired locus. b) Scale depiction of TgPABPN genomic sequence before and
after addition of fluorescent tag (left). PCR reactions showing integration of
tdTomatoFP tag into nPTD genomic DNA (right). Gene specific primer set (C-C')
was used to amplify a 0.75 kbp sequence from an unrelated gene as a PCR positive
control. To verify the integration of the tdTomFP transgene, TgPABPN-tdTomFP
junction specific primer set (D-D') was used. The expected 1.8 kbp amplicon was
produced from nPTD strain as the primary product, indicating successful insertion of
the transgene at the desired locus. No amplicon was produced from the parental strain
(∆Ku80).
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DIC + HOECHST

TdTomFP

HOECHST + TdTomFP

2 μm

Supplementary Fig. S3: Localization of TgPABPN in extracellular nPTD parasites.
Intranuclear localization varied from highly compact (upper row) to a ring-like form
(lower row) even differing in parasites within the same PV.
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Supplementary Table S1: Primers used Chapter 2.
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Appendix B: Supplementary figures for Chapter 3
Supplementary Table S2: Proteins identified from RNP granules isolated from T. gondii parasites which were extracellular for <10 min.

Protein Accession
B9PXQ3_TOXGO
A0A7J6K069_TOXGO
Q9NG25_TOXGO
Q6PQ42_TOXGO
A0A7J6KDS2_TOXGO
Q0GB77_TOXGO
I7BFC9_TOXGO
A0A7J6JZB5_TOXGO
A0SIX7_TOXGO
B9PHR1_TOXGO
A0A7J6KD16_TOXGO
Q9TW75_TOXGO
Q7Z1F7_TOXGO
A0A7J6K9T3_TOXGO

Toxodb.org
Identity
TGGT1_209030
TGGT1_212240
TGGT1_214080
TGGT1_219320
TGGT1_221620
TGGT1_231630
TGGT1_266960
TGGT1_316400B
TGGT1_203310
TGGT1_270250
TGGT1_288650
TGGT1_273760
TGGT1_288380
TGGT1_239260

Common Name
ACT1
beta-tubulin
toxofilin
GAP50
putative beta-tubulin
IMC4
beta-tubulin
TUBA1
GRA7
GRA1
GRA12
HSP70
HSP90
H4

A0A7J6K5K9_TOXGO

TGGT1_204400

ATPase synthase
subunit alpha

Q9BLM8_TOXGO
A0A140H547_TOXGO
P90613_TOXGO

TGGT1_211680
TGGT1_220950
TGGT1_232350

A0A7J6JZA8_TOXGO
Q309Z7_TOXGO
A0A7J6K4N3_TOXGO
A0A7J6KBZ7_TOXGO

TGGT1_236040
TGGT1_261950
TGGT1_268850
TGGT1_289690

Protein disulfideisomerase
Hypothetical protein
LDH1
Fructose-1,6bisphosphate aldolase
ATP-B
Enolase 2
GAPHD1

A0A7J6KGH8_TOXGO

TGGT1_410360

transmembrane
protein

Protein
Score
663.85
182.15
180.38
200.93
331.26
76.32
326.83
83.51
435.24
191.94
151.15
215.33
202.69
430.40

Protein avg
Mass (Da)
41907.92
50052.37
27131.83
46606.95
50037.40
50171.90
50073.48
50113.98
25857.78
20149.42
47912.78
72292.98
81933.39
11473.49

Protein
Matched
Products
79
27
26
47
43
23
42
22
30
16
54
73
39
18

Protein
Matched
Peptides
10
5
7
8
7
6
6
4
4
2
8
12
8
4

Protein
Digest
Peps
42
32
24
32
32
39
32
35
16
13
32
62
76
11

Protein
SeqCover(%)
37.77
7.57
21.63
17.63
21.38
15.04
18.04
11.92
25.00
8.95
25.69
20.69
13.84
31.07

57.91

61111.43

18

5

56

5.31

Metabolic

160.97
86.44
310.03

52802.13
48408.86
35548.56

53
14
48

11
4
9

50
27
33

19.96
3.33
26.44

Metabolic
Metabolic
Metabolic

172.84
214.99
210.22
212.05

46960.45
59916.67
52113.98
53339.63

46
45
35
30

9
9
6
6

38
41
37
41

16.40
24.29
12.84
5.93

Metabolic
Metabolic
Metabolic
Metabolic

86.44

47953.26

14

4

27

3.36
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Category
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Dense Granule
Dense Granule
Dense Granule
Heat Shock
Heat Shock
Histone

Mitochondrial

A0A7J6KD78_TOXGO
F2YGS5_TOXGO
A0A7J6K3E8_TOXGO
R4H6A8_TOXGO
A0A7J6JSR9_TOXGO
Q9U540_TOXGO
E0AEY9_TOXGO
Q95Z02_TOXGO

TGGT1_291960
TGGT1_308090
TGGT1_262670
TGGT1_289750
TGGT1_219820
TGGT1_311720
TGGT1_233460
TGGT1_250770

ROP40
ROP5
ROL18A
RPL40
polyubiquitin UbC
BiP
SAG1
eIF4a

65.69
339.37
88.47
436.57
436.57
255.17
1028.75
243.28

57905.06
60775.69
21330.20
14685.27
68580.84
73253.27
34829.15
46673.59

21
72
17
16
17
62
68
27

6
13
6
4
4
15
8
8

40
47
26
14
72
69
27
39

11.81
24.59
24.59
36.43
7.69
22.01
29.46
18.69

Secretory
Secretory
Ribosome
Ribosome
Stress Response
Stress Response
Surface Antigen
Translation

A0A7J6K728_TOXGO
B6KN45_TOXGO

TGGT1_270510
TGGT1_286420A

Asparaginyl-tRNA
synthetase
EF-1-Alpha

174.99
455.97

74919.17
49005.93

40
95

9
11

71
42

10.06
30.58

Translation
Translation
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Supplementary Table S3: Proteins identified from RNP granules isolated from T. gondii parasites which were extracellular for >30 min.

Protein
Score
1360.04
457.88
693.66
712.45
435.37
493.68
546.79
363.67
126.54
145.91
162.33
903.13
503.44
457.35
539.09
851.46
767.20
453.86
607.71
5085.95
607.71

Protein
avg Mass
41907.92
50052.37
50037.40
50073.48
50113.98
27131.83
46606.95
50171.90
69596.61
33744.11
17059.37
25857.78
19872.57
20149.42
47912.78
81933.39
72292.98
21035.32
19545.94
11473.49
15919.76

Protein
Matched
Products
114
70
90
98
67
47
88
45
40
19
3
53
18
36
89
129
99
22
19
59
11

Protein
Matched
Peptides
15
8
12
15
10
10
13
9
8
7
2
7
2
6
12
19
13
3
2
5
1

Protein
Digest
Peps
42
32
32
32
35
24
32
39
59
28
17
16
14
13
32
76
62
19
13
11
11

Protein
seqCover(%)
60.64
17.82
25.39
31.85
22.74
51.84
30.63
21.02
16.58
22.29
17.65
34.32
11.89
34.74
30.28
23.31
24.14
18.75
17.78
39.81
5.81

ATPase synthase subunit
alpha

243.78

61111.43

74

17

56

23.54

Metabolic

Protein disulfideisomerase
LDH1
ATP-B

596.87
817.11
713.71

52802.13
35548.56
59916.67

111
88
105

15
15
16

50
33
41

34.18
50.46
41.61

Metabolic
Metabolic
Metabolic

Protein Accession
B9PXQ3_TOXGO
A0A7J6K069_TOXGO
A0A7J6KDS2_TOXGO
I7BFC9_TOXGO
A0A7J6JZB5_TOXGO
Q9NG25_TOXGO
Q6PQ42_TOXGO
Q0GB77_TOXGO
Q962H9_TOXGO
A0A7J6K7Y4_TOXGO
A0A7J6K4W0_TOXGO
A0SIX7_TOXGO
A0A7J6K0R4_TOXGO
B9PHR1_TOXGO
A0A7J6KD16_TOXGO
Q7Z1F7_TOXGO
Q9TW75_TOXGO
A0A7J6K4Y6_TOXGO
A0A7J6K3Q5_TOXGO
A0A7J6K9T3_TOXGO
Q8MZS6_TOXGO

Toxodb.org
Identity
TGGT1_209030
TGGT1_212240
TGGT1_221620
TGGT1_266960
TGGT1_316400B
TGGT1_214080
TGGT1_219320
TGGT1_231630
TGGT1_231640
TGGT1_243550
TGGT1_256025
TGGT1_203310
TGGT1_227620
TGGT1_270250
TGGT1_288650
TGGT1_288380
TGGT1_273760
TGGT1_324600
TGGT1_261250
TGGT1_239260
TGGT1_300200

Common Name
ACT1
beta-tubulin
putative beta-tubulin
beta-tubulin
TUBA1
toxofilin
GAP50
IMC4
IMC1
H-SHIPPO 1
SPEF1 family protein
GRA7
GRA2
GRA1
GRA12
HSP90
HSP70
Heat shock protein
H2A1
H4
H2AZ

A0A7J6K5K9_TOXGO

TGGT1_204400
TGGT1_211680
TGGT1_232350
TGGT1_261950

Q9BLM8_TOXGO
P90613_TOXGO
Q309Z7_TOXGO
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Category
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton
Dense granule
Dense granule
Dense granule
Dense granule
Heat shock
Heat shock
Heat shock
Histone
Histone
Histone

A0A7J6KBZ7_TOXGO

TGGT1_289690

A0A7J6JZA8_TOXGO
A0A7J6K4N3_TOXGO
A0A7J6KGH8_TOXGO
A0A140H547_TOXGO

TGGT1_236040
TGGT1_268850
TGGT1_410360
TGGT1_220950

A0A140H545_TOXGO
A0A7J6JZY0_TOXGO
A0A7J6JZD0_TOXGO
A0A7J6K365_TOXGO
A0A7J6K3B1_TOXGO
Q9NHB1_TOXGO
A0A7J6K1X9_TOXGO

TGGT1_410370
TGGT1_235470
TGGT1_214770
TGGT1_258130
TGGT1_263090
TGGT1_310460
TGGT1_257340

A0A7J6JY76_TOXGO
A0A7J6K5R5_TOXGO
A0A7J6K3U7_TOXGO
A0A7J6KF30_TOXGO
A0A7J6K2X7_TOXGO
A0A7J6JXD5_TOXGO
A0A7J6K5N6_TOXGO
A0A7J6K2B3_TOXGO
A0A7J6K8U3_TOXGO
A0A7J6JU81_TOXGO
A0A7J6K3E8_TOXGO
A0A7J6KC57_TOXGO
R4H6A8_TOXGO
A0A7J6JXJ6_TOXGO
A0A7J6JYL4_TOXGO
A0A7J6JXJ2_TOXGO
A0A7J6K3M2_TOXGO
A0A7J6JW95_TOXGO
A0A7J6KD78_TOXGO

TGGT1_313190
TGGT1_232300
TGGT1_232710
TGGT1_207440
TGGT1_263040
TGGT1_309820
TGGT1_204020
TGGT1_225080
TGGT1_239100
TGGT1_245460
TGGT1_262670
TGGT1_288720
TGGT1_289750
TGGT1_309120
TGGT1_313390
TGGT1_314810
TGGT1_262620
TGGT1_277270
TGGT1_291960

GAPDH1
Fructose-1,6bisphosphate aldolase
Enolase 2
transmembrane protein
Hypothetical protein
putative transmembrane
protein
Myosin A
rab1a
Rab1
14-3-3 protein
Rab6
Ras family protein
Rab18/RabC-family small
GTPase
RPS3
RPS3A
RPS4
RPS16
RPL11
RPL8
RPS18
RPS7
RPS8
RPL18A
RPL10
RPL40
RPL4
RPL6
RPL7
RRM containing protein
NTPase II
ROP40

436.74

53339.63

50

7

41

10.63

Metabolic

202.93
438.58
187.64
158.46

46960.45
52113.98
47953.26
48408.86

64
40
32
23

15
8
8
5

38
37
27
27

29.56
17.89
10.99
5.54

Metabolic
Metabolic
Mitochondrial
Mitochondrial

145.53
218.59
494.65
230.05
373.82
197.82
262.79

46977.70
93333.95
22880.09
23871.94
37173.95
23471.46
23580.97

23
83
25
9
38
9
16

7
18
6
1
4
1
3

28
81
24
24
37
20
18

7.36
18.17
26.24
5.09
14.86
5.26
15.89

Mitochondrial
Motor
Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory

236.54
262.24
124.40
146.21
471.76
161.05
422.56
297.42
274.70
324.27
343.80
187.54
1815.31
122.89
261.04
362.91
135.93
181.78
226.72

23464.84
26076.54
29371.58
35479.03
24001.32
20199.30
28254.78
17722.60
22587.68
23462.35
21330.20
24800.97
14685.27
49754.83
21519.46
30121.66
31760.46
69159.32
57905.06

17
17
36
25
18
12
31
17
24
28
15
14
32
40
10
23
19
53
33

6
3
8
6
3
1
6
4
6
5
3
6
4
8
2
6
5
11
8

21
24
30
35
26
14
21
19
23
17
26
20
14
43
21
26
30
54
40

17.92
11.91
22.01
14.42
15.17
8.00
27.31
21.15
27.55
26.83
22.95
16.74
36.43
10.89
18.13
20.16
13.65
18.47
19.43

Regulatory
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
Ribosome
RNA Binding
Secretory
Secretory
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Q1JTG7_TOXGO
A7UDC8_TOXGO
F2YGS5_TOXGO
A0A7J6JZL4_TOXGO
Q9U540_TOXGO
A0A7J6JSR9_TOXGO
E0AEY9_TOXGO
Q27004_TOXGO
A0A7J6JZC9_TOXGO

TGGT1_295110
TGGT1_295125
TGGT1_308090
TGGT1_363030
TGGT1_311720
TGGT1_219820
TGGT1_233460
TGGT1_271050
TGGT1_315320

ROP7
ROP4
ROP5
ROP8
BiP
polyubiquitin UbC
SAG1
SRS34A
SRS52A

A0A7J6K736_TOXGO
Q95Z02_TOXGO
A0A7J6K692_TOXGO
B6KN45_TOXGO
A0A7J6KBN7_TOXGO

TGGT1_205558
TGGT1_250770
TGGT1_205470
TGGT1_286420A
TGGT1_288360

A0A7J6JSK9_TOXGO
A0A7J6K728_TOXGO
A0A7J6K4G9_TOXGO
A0A7J6KC62_TOXGO
A0A7J6JY93_TOXGO

170.80
156.33
688.41
193.49
1040.11
1815.31
2825.00
598.89
198.78

63395.33
64002.74
60775.69
43078.45
73253.27
68580.84
34829.15
18980.81
37240.57

23
36
102
37
138
35
90
45
19

5
9
12
8
19
4
9
5
6

45
48
47
29
69
72
27
16
24

7.30
12.98
24.77
19.62
37.43
7.69
30.06
31.72
21.79

Secretory
Secretory
Secretory
Secretory
Stress Response
Stress Response
Surface antigen
Surface antigen
Surface antigen

NAC domain-containing
protein
eIF4a
ef2-family protein
EF-1-Alpha
TrpRS2

603.32
400.53
125.67
703.51
204.72

20506.97
46673.59
93089.80
49005.93
67817.78

23
39
61
139
52

4
6
16
12
13

17
39
76
42
56

42.33
15.78
16.95
31.70
22.28

Transcritpion factor
Translation
Translation
Translation
Translation

TGGT1_300140

putative elongation
factor 1-gamma

148.38

44039.88

18

5

35

10.91

Translation

TGGT1_270510
TGGT1_258560
TGGT1_267435
TGGT1_313380

Asparaginyl-tRNA
synthetase
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein

777.94
140.24
172.37
122.37

74919.17
96816.88
14267.40
37816.07

98
29
8
19

20
7
2
6

71
87
14
33

32.54
5.65
23.20
10.03

Translation
uncatagorized
uncatagorized
uncatagorized
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Appendix C: Supplemental figures for Chapter 4
A)

B)

Supplemental Fig. S4. Genetic modification of ∆Ku80 (TgHoDI-WT) by genome editing
with the CRISPR-Cas9 system. A) Illustration of knockout and parental genomic
sequences with PCR primer binding regions for the two parasite strains. The
oligonucleotides (a) and (a’) specifically amplified the sequences of the entire ~3.4 kb
TgHoDI gene in TgHoDI-WT or the ~2.8 kb selectable marker in the TgHoDI-KO line.
The oligonucleotides (b’) and (c) specifically bind to the selectable marker, producing ~1.4
kb bands each from the TgHoDI-KO line only. Adapted from unpublished work by Nadya
Morrow (2017).
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Supplemental Table S4. Primers used for confirmation of TgHoDI knock out. Adapted
from unpublished work by Nadya Morrow (2017)
Primer Name
HODI_NM_FW (a)
HODI_NM_RV (a')
Hx_Dw_af_Sal1 (b')
HX_Confirm_FW (c)

Primer Sequence
5'-GTTACCCTCTTCTGGGTTG-3'
5'-CGCTTTATCACCACCTC-3'
5'-TTGGGACCGACGGCTTTCA
5'-CTTCGTCGGCTTCAGCATTG-3'
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